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PREFACE 

The object of this study is to present a picture of 

life in one part of the South during the Reconstruction 

Period. I particularly chose Houston and Harris County be-

cause a detailed, accurate history of Houston has never been 

written and especially have the years since the Civil War 

been neglected. Also, the facts that I am a native Hous-

tonian and much interested in the Civil War period to the 

South, acted as added incentives to my study. The particular 

years, 1869-72, were chosen because I felt that a larger 

period could not be studied with the care necessary. Since 

this study was to be largely from the nerspapers, the avail-

able files at the Houston Public Library were most complete 

for these years. 

This study cannot be considered representative of the 

South as a whole , Houston and Texas differed from the rest 

of the South in that there was very little actual fighting 

here during the war and Texas was a frontier state which gave 

it special characteristics. The study is more representative 

of the rising cities of the mid-nineteenth century which were 

mushrooming all over the country. 

I especially want to thank William H. Masterson, Assistant 

Professor of History at the Rice Institute, for the aid he 

gave me in indicating materials for my research and suggestions 



of improvements in the thesis as I wrote it. I also wish 

to thank May Brock, the Librarian in charge of the Historical 

Room at the Houston Public Library, for help in finding 

materials. Finally, my father, Robert G. Pollard, and sister, 

Anna Beth Pollard, deserve special thanks for much assistance 

given to me in typing both the original draft and the 

finished document. 
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INZRODUCTION 

A study of social conditions and life in Houston pre-

sents a picture of a rising Lmerican city of the 1870 $ s. 

A country that lit d been predominately rural and agricultural 

was becoming increasingly urbEn and industrialized; the 

changes thEt were occurring and problems that were confronted 

in Houston typified those of other !mericen tovais which 

were quickly passing from mere, country villages to large 

cities. The differences in this transition in Houston from 

those changes that were taking place elsewhere were largely 

the result of the political reconstruction through which the 

South was passing and difference in the geographical loca-

tion. 

Texas was one of the last states to formally re-enter 

the Union. A constitutional convention met in 1868 and by 

1869, after much bickering, it got around to formulating a 

new constitution for the state. The constitution was sub-

mitted to the voters in the fall of 1869 and accepted. 

Congress, early in 1870, approved the constitution and 

Texas was once again in the Union, and as far as the na-

tional government was concerned reconstruction in Texas had 

ended. However, the redica Republicans were in control 

in Texas and until their power could be overthrown the state 

could not know peace and prosperity. Not until 1873 did the 
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Democrats return to power in Harris County. The period of 

Radical rule in Houston extended from the summer of 1870 

until 1874, and Houston had her first Negro officeholders. 

The period dealt with by this paper was thus one of Radical 

rule which had its repercussions in the social sphere, and 

this paper will seek to describe the effects that political 

reconstruction and the war had on life in Harris County.1  

The results and consequences of Radical rule and re-

construction in Texas, however, were not the only or the 

most important facts that were presented by the newspapers 

of the time. The most important thing was the fact that 

Houston was engaged, heart and soul, at this time in trying 

to become the leading industrial and manufacturing city of 

Texas and the South. It is this spirit of progress that 

was most prevalent and predominate in Houston. Progress 

to them meant approach to the point at which the Bayou 

City would be the industrial, railroad, and shipping 

center of Texas. The newspapers did everything in their 

power to promote business in Houston and create a favor-

able impression of Houston and Texas in the North; in so 

doing exaggerations were made and business failures ig-

nored while needed improvements in the way of streets, 

lights, paving, and drainage were harped on in order to 

have action by the City Council on them; nor were the 

cultural aspects of life so important in established 

communities neglected, and these years told the story of 

efforts to establish a theatre and library in Houston. 
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The advantageous picture presented by the newspapers 

was not completely fictitious either; in fact, it was ac-

curate in a large measure and if the newspapers outdid them-

selves in creating such a prosperous impression in order 

to attract people here, they, themselves, really believed 

much of what they wrote. The whole, pervading spirit was 

optimism in the future of Houston, which was destined not 

only to become a great commercial center but also to pros 

duce a literary and intellectual culture such as developed 

in the old and settled cities of New York and New Orleans. 

By the side of such an atmosphere, Houston's darker points 

such as an unruly Negro population, inadequate finances 

for all of the improvements needed, and public apathy to 

such improvements, faded away►  into comparative insignifi-

cance. It could not be said that Houston suffered from 

the effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction periods as 

the greater part of the South did; for one thing actual 

fighting did not occur in Houston which was apparently 

fortunate in the officers and people living here after 

the war, for these men were interested in Houston's devel-

opment as a great industrial and commercial city with all 

of the "advantages" afforded by city life and set about 

to accomplish these ends. Houston and Texas differed from 

the rest of the South also in that this was a frontier re-

gion; the people had the characteristics prevalent on the 

frontier in the form of individualism, optimism, ambition, 

and the driving spirit of youth that made them strive to 



accomplish great things both in business and the more in-

tellectual activities. 

The tempo of life progressively quickened and became 

more complex from 1869 to 1873. The Telegraph described 

Houston in 1869: 

We find localizing rather a dull business I • * * Our 
people are, as a general thing, peaceful end law 
abiding. Very little liquor drank, so the barkeep-
ers say. Trains arrive and depart to the minute; 
so also with our beautiful Bayou packets. Every-
thing moves with such precision, and is managed 
by such careful officers, that an accident or an 
item s  that Reporters do so much deli t to chron-
icle, is unheard of in our good city. 

Such en orderly, peaceful, quiet Houston was not to last 

forever. Even by the time this article was written a 

feverish building activity had set in and dredging of the 

ship channel had begun; soon improvements in the way of 

better streets, drainage, sanitation, and education were 

made. The passing of time also gave a picture of more 

crime and lawlessness and the Negroes presented a larger 

problem. The population of the city was growing; the 

census of 1870 reported it as 9,382 and Harris County as 

17,Z74 but estimates made earlier in the papers were 

much larger then this which indicated that the growth 

in the population was quite rapid end noticeable and 

immigrants daily crowded into Houston.3  More people 

naturally meant more problems which were also increased 

by the fact that a large proportion of the population was 

Negroes who had had no training for the new role in so-

ciety that they were to pursue. This description of 

4 



Houston, thus, became more inappropriate as the months 

passed. !mother description of Houston made in 1870 was 

more to the point: 

Houston is becoming a metropolis at least so we 
judge from the general representative character 
of the many periodic gatherings of public bodies 
that take place in it.#.*The increasing number of 
railroad offices. The almost daily addition of 
buildings dedicated to State interests. Yesterday 
we laid the cornerstone of a Hebrew Synagogue, that 
gives fair promise to outriva all such in Texas, 
and a short time ago it was a grand Masonic Temple 
for Texas Masons, and now we are promised an Odd 
Fellow's Temple, and a Turner's Hall for the 
general use of the members of these Societies 
in this State* Bayou City is a live place.4  

This prevailing and predominating note of optimism 

and faith in the bright future of Houston was not even 

dampened by Houston's proverbially bad weather for any 

length of time even though a description of the weather 

often took on a pessimistic tone: 

This continued wet weather is getting to be not 
only a serious inconvenience but positive evil. 
Outdoor business is almost entirely suspended, 
and a very few wagons coming into town. The drays 
get stalled at some of the crossings, and foot 
passengers are unsafe off the sidewalks####W0 ere 
told that a mule team got stalled in the Main street 
suburb, and the driver lost two of his mules.5  

The picture presented was one of meeting and trying to 

overcome the problems of the increasing urban concen-

tration of people, wealth, business, and social life. 

This was a relatively new condition everywhere in America 

at this time and much of Houston's trouble arose not 

from the fact that a tragic war had just been concluded 

or that en unsympathetic, selfish group were in political 

5 
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control but rather trouble arose from the fact that there 

were no ready-made solutions to these new urban problems. 

That these difficulties would be overcome no one doubted 

and when those things that were considered to be more 

necessary for the protection of life and property were 

provided then the people would be able to turn to the 

"finer" things of life such as a theatre library, end 

better schools. 

Houstonians were proud of the Bayou City end quite 

justifiably so for its citizens were devoted to whatever 

would contribute the most good to the city. Good to them 

was coining to mean money wealth which would be large enough 

to provide a surplus to be devoted to establishing the things 

no "cultured", highly civilizedpeople would be without in 

the form of schools, a theatre, library, end liter8ry, 

philosophical clubs which would attract a more refined, 

educated class of people to Houston. The whole attitude of 

Houstonians to Houston was summed up by the Telegraph: 

The city of Houston contains between fifteen and 
twenty thousand inhabitants [really about 10,000_3, 
and we say it with pride and plea sure that we do 
believe we have the straightest streets, the pret-
tiest women, the handsomest girls, the sweetest 
babies, the nicest young gentlemen, the wealthiest 
merchants, the best business men, the fastest com-
positors, the liveliest newspapers, the most success-
ful physicians, the best recd lawyers, the largest 
hotel, the fastest racing and trotting park, and 
the quietest and most lawabiding people of any place 
of its size in the United States of Lmerica.0 



NOTES FOR INTRODUCTION 

1. For a detailed study of political reconstruction in 
Texas see Charles W, Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas  
(New York, 1910)1  pnssim. 

2, Daily Houston Telegraph, June 29, 1869, p. 3, Hereafter 
cited as Telesraph. 

3. Telegraph, Oct. 31, 1872, p.4. The census of 1870 listed 
10,865 whites and 61509 Negroes In Harris County and 
5,691 whites, 3691 Negroes in Houston. 

4. Telegraph, June 18, 1870, p.5; see also the Houston  My. 
birectory  1870-71, p.93 for a description of Houston's 
bustle and progress. 

5. Telegraph, Jan. 22, 1869, p.3; for a further description 
of Houston's mud see Jesse A, Ziegler, Wave of-the Gulf 
(San Antonio, 1938), pp.31-32. 

6. Telegraph, July 24, 1869, p.5, other descriptions of 
Houston and Harris County can be found in the Telegraph, 
Aug, 26, 1869,1).5; Sept. 16, 18691  p.5; Nov. 27, 1669, p.5; 
June 25, 1870, p.5; Aug, 7, 1870, p.5; Dec. 1, 1870, p.5, 
April 30, 1871, p.4; July 1, 1871, p.1; Dec, 28, 1871, p.4; 
March 10, 1872, p.4; Nov. 28, 1872, p.3. 



CEAFTER ONE 

THE PEOPLE OF HOUSTON 

THEIR OCCUPATIONS, =INES:MS, AND MANUFACTURES 

The newspapers were certainly optimistic about Houston's 

future as a business and a manufacturing center. Scarcely any 

notes were sounded that might indicate that the various busi-

nesses of Houston wore anything but prosperous. No one reading 

the newspapers could overlook this impression of Houston as a 

place where anyone who tried, could Get ahead. Yet, there were 

notices of dissolutions of partnerships; thus, this bright pic-

ture did have its blacker side but this side was not the im-

portant one. The most noticeable impression.of Houston was the 

progressivenesr, prosperity, and optimism of the majority of 

its citizens. 

Almost every kind of opcupation imaginable was represented 

in Houston. The city had persons occupied in nearly all the 

pursuits of life from the trained lawyer, merchant prince, and 

school teacher on down to the untrained laborer, teamster, and 

carpenter. The Houston City Directories of 1870-71 and 1873 

give the occupations of most of the people they list. The 

Directory of 1670-71 has a classified section from which one 

learns that there were various kinds of agents in Houstoni 

quite a few lawyers, several auctioneers, and a great many 

grocers. Other businesses included bakers, barbers, meat 
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packers, periodical dealers, bookbinders, brewers, butchers, 

carpenters, carriage builders, clothing stores, dry goods 

stoma, jewelers, photographers, and several saloons.1  From a 

study of the same directory we find that there was one necro-

mancer, thirteen school teachers, and three music teachers.2  

The Directory of 1873 contains no classified section, but from 

a study of the occupations of each person listed, we find the 

same types of occupations engaged in. 

IL study of the Directory of 1673 reveals what types of 

occupations the Negroes, and thus probably the lower classes 

of whites were engaged in, Among the Negroes in Houston there 

were about two hundred and fifty enmed as "laborers", five 

as house servants, fourteen laundresses, four Negroes with 

boarding houses, eleven brakemen, three wood choppers, two 

farmers, nine teamsters, two butchers, eight grocers, one 

wheeight, six cooks, one yardman, thirty drayrnen, three 

painters, sixteen porters, thirty carpenters, two saloon 

keepers, five bricklayers, two herders, one shoemaker, eight-

een barbers, eleven blacksmiths, one stable boy, one civil 

engineer, two seamstresses, two policemen, four sawyers, four 

preachers, one cigar maker, one runner for the Hutchins House, 

three boathands, one baker, two gardners, one whitewasher.3  

One of the Negro preachers was also listed as a brickmason. 

Thus it is seen that the very great majority of the Negroes 

were listed_ as laborers, with draymen and carpenters as the 

next largest occupations; the majority of Negroes were not 

engaged in the higher type of professions. From the occupations 
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listed for the whites, the same was probably true except that 

there were not so many laborers proportionately, and more of 

such occupations as clerks and carpenters, 

Anew employment then, which was just entering Houston, 

was stenography.. The TelegraphinoLad that this was fast be-

coming a profession and was very useful to the press. In the 

same article, the Telegraph pointed out that there were only 

two professional shorthand writers in the city; stenography 

was a very profitable occupation as the charge for reporting 

was twenty dollars a column. The Telegraph advised young men 

of Houston to study it.4  The Crittenden Business College 

opened in Houston in the early part of 1872. According to the 

advertisement of this school it was designed to "qualify young 

men for positions of responsibility and trust as Bookkeepers 

and Accountants, and to furnish to all an education adequate 

to the requirements of mercantile life generally;" the art of 

phonography was also taught, as this was the system of short-

hand then in use.5  

Houston had several citizens whose fame in the business 

world made them known to Northern business. Among these was 

T, W. House, senior, about whom the Telegraph said, he was "one 

of the richest men and most successful merchants in Texas;" 

he was a successful merchant and banker and "one of the largest 

importers in Texas." House was born in England in 1814 and 

came to America in 1835, and to Houston in 1837 whore he first 

engaged in the bakery and_ confectionary business until 1853, 

when he and E. Mather became partners in the largest grocery 

business in Texas, never suspending business during the Civil 
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War. He and Henry Sherfius, another prominent Houston merchant 

of this period, joined in blockade running during the war. He 

engaged in cotton shipping to England and finally became a 

banker exclusively. He was a charter member of the Houston 

Ship Channel Corporation, a director of the Houston and Texas 

Central Railroad, helped build the Houston Direct Navigation 

Company, the Columbus Tap Railroad, helped organize the Cotton 

Exchange, and the Houston Water Works. He died in 1880, leaving 

a fortune estimated at two and a half million dollars, a huge 

amount at that time.7  

Col. William J. Hutchins was another man of T. W. House's 

type. He moved to Houston in 1843, was in the mercantile 

business, and was one of the leading projectors of the Houston 

and Texas Central Railroad. In 1861 he began the erection of 

the Hutchins House, the largest hotel then in Texas. He and 

his family were among the leaders of Houston society,8  "A few 

more such men as Col.. Hutchins would soon make Houston the city 

of Texas. n9  

Another of "Houston's merchant princes" was John Collins. 

"It would be more fitting to describe him as a merchant king, 

for that was what he was." "He was the King of Houston retail 

grocers, made more money, spent more money and gave away more 

money than any other five grocerymen in the city combined. "l0  

Collins specialized in all varieties of tea as well as fancy 

groceries. 

Such people as the above, included in what was the "upper-

crust"- of Houston society, were able to travel to the North, 
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especially to Northern watering places in the summer to escape 

the malaria and fever season of Houston, and at the same time 

combine business with their trip, ordering new supplies. The 

Telegraph in the summer of 1872 commented on this travelling 

habit of the richer of Houston citizens: 

Our entire population is now divided into two classes, 
one, much in the minority--the 'Get Aways;' the other 
vastly more numerous and much less rol'tunate than their 
neighbors--the 'Can't Get Aways. • • .The former are already 
leaving Houston to be absent during the heated term; 
escaping from the insufferable heat, the unbearable dust, 
the commercial dullness, the social stagnation of the city, 
and, more than all, the terrors of the epidemic, should 
the scourge appear in what has hitIvrto, to our residents, 
been a sort of salubrious paradise." 

The Telegraph of October 15, 1869, said that T. W. Housd had 

just returned from the North, where he spent most of the summer, 

looking to his own business interests, and correcting prejudices 

existing in the North concerning the condition of society in 

Texas. The Telegraph of June 15, 1871, reported that most 

of the fashionable and wealthy citizens had left or were leaving 

the city on summer tours.12  

This was the period of the growing woman suffrage movement. 

April 13, 1870, Dr. Mary Walker arrived in Houston. Dr. Walker 

was a pioneer woman suffragist, and lectured in Houston. 

According to the Times she was rather "petite and not the 

tigress" Houstonians expected, and was also younger than ex-

pected, being about thirty. She dressed in the "neat bloomer 

costume," which looked well on her, and was at home on all 

subjects political as well as social. After her lecture the 

Times commented that it was not nearly so entertaining as she 
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was in private conversation, being verbose and dull.13 How-

ever, Dr. Walker did not seem to have many followers in Houston 

in that the occupations engaged in by the women here were those 

regarded as acceptable for a woman. The Houston pity, Directory  

of 1870-71 lists eight women as seamstresses, one as a music 

teacher, one as a governess, and one as a midwife. In the 

Telegraph of December 17, 1870, Mrs, Somers Kinney, whose hus-

band, a newspaper editor, had died earlier in the year, adver-

tised for a position as a music teacher, having her family 

dependent on her. On November 22, 1870, the Telegraph carried 

an ad for the store of Messrs Lewis, Brother and Company which 

wanted women as clerks. The ad said, "Your duties will be to 

sell the goods, and the position is honorable and the wages will 

be reasonable." Thus the majority of women working were teaching 

school, clerking, and sewing; some few women were milliners and 

taught hair-dressing. 14  An editorial expressed the general 

idea held in Houston at this time as to a woman's place: 

It seems to us that those aspiring sisters that yearn 
for more extensive usefulness than the ordinary domestic 
life affords, might find both ample and profitable employ-
ment in relieving distress, instructing ignorance and 
seeking to stem" thetide of ungodliness that threatens 
to overwhelm the land. Would not this be far more con-
genial to their womanly natures than going into the arena 
of political life, or marching as armed knights to the 
ensanguined fields of battle. 15  

Another editorial expressed the idea that it would lead to a 

bloody revolution if the state laws attempted to place women 

on juries as was done in Wyoming, and a lady would rather 

"suffer death than endure such an infliction." Woman suf-

frage attracted only the shameless, it said.16  Mrs. S. I. 
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Bell, a frequent contributor to the Telegraph and a teacher in 

Houston, voiced a similiar opinion as to woman's sphere; that 

is, delicacy, piety, and refinement were the prime virtues of 

a woman; her influence in the home was important. "As God 

intended her to be, she is fitted to adorn his Cuanl q) home, to 

soften and elevate his character, alleviate his sorrows and his 

cares, and lead him gently forward, wooing him by tenderness, 

winning him by intuitive perceptions, into paths heavenward." 

Mrs. Bell said that modesty, gentleness, refimment, and 

culture would depart from women if woman suffrage was secured.17  

A study of the advertisements of the papers gave a very 

good picture, not only of what kind of occupations the people 

were engaged in, but also what kind of clothes they were wearing, 

furniture they were using, including the new washing machines 

and sewing machines, ways they were doing their hair, and patent 

medicines and "cure-ails" that were on the market. These ads 

were written not only to attract Houston customers, but es-

pecially to interest the merchants and people of the interior 

who took the Telegraph and who traded very much with Houston 

merchants. The wide range of things sold by many of those 

merchants was seen in the ad of T. W. House in which he adver-

tised himself to be a "banker and commission merchant, whole-

sale dealer in groceries, dry goods, hardware." The fashion 

for women to wear wigs and other hair pieces was seen in the 

notice of Oliver Martial, "Wig Maker and Hair Dresser, and 

Dealer in Waterfalls, Curls, Braids," in the Times of February 

2, 1869. An unusual bit of advertising was that of the Telegraph 
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of July 7, 1869, which was remarking on the fact that Mr. G. 

Boavins had purchased J. E. Mason's book, periodical, and 

newspaper business; it noted that, "he Deavins) is a good 

business man, courteous, attentive and obliging, and has 

always the latest news." "And to the ladies we may add that 

Chris is good looking, Industrious, perfect in his morals, 

and unmarried." The Great American Syllabub House advertised 

for a cook in the Telegraph of January 13, 1869, with the re-

mark that "none but a lady need apply." V. H. Levy advertised 

In the Telco:sal of January 2, 1869, poplin at twenty-five 

cents a yard, prints at seven cents a yard, and ladies' and 

children's fine hats, fifty cents. Unusual requirements in 

a help-wanted ad appeared in the Teleiwaph of June 7, 1870, 

in which someone advertised for "A sober, single man, who writes 

a fast, legible hand, and has had yellow fever." Houston had 

quite a few saloons at this time, many of which advertised in 

the newspapers. This was the period of the free lunch to keep 

men drinking, and the popularity of lager beer. Ono saloon 

advertised beer at five cents a glass, lunch all day. 18 

One thing about which the newspapers of Houston were 

always optimistic was the bright future Houston had as a great 

trading and manufacturing city. Its position as a railroad 

center of the state and terminus of a great project such as 

the ship channel would, they thouLcht, make it the center of 

trade and business activity for the state. Aurelia H. Yohl, 

a frequent contributor to the Telerr,raph, foresaw this great 

future of Houston in an article written on January 24, 1869; 
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she saw stately mansions springing up, macadamized roads, and 

all the improvements that go with an advanced civilization, 

this being the result of the ship channel and railroad connec-

tion with New Orleans and the routes to the Pacific- a fUture 

whichpromised much for Texas as well as for Houston*19 

An an omen of this future an item that appeared almost 

daily in the newspapers read; "Our streets were alive yesterday 

with wagons from the country* "20  The only depressions in this 

great trade and activity of Houston were those caused by the 

short intervals between the various seasons, and at no time 

did the newspapers lament the fact that business was bad, or 

if business was dull, this was attributed to the season of 

the year.21 Summer was the dullest season of the year due to 

the heat and fear of disease. The very severe yellow fever 

epidemic in the summer of 1867 which lasted into December, and 

epidemics in earlier years in Houston, prevented many people 

from visiting or trading in Houston at this time. Thus, 

as pointed out earlier, slimmer was the time when many merchants 

left Houston. This summer dullness usually set in about May. 

The State Fair in May and Yolks-Fest in June were a means of 

of reviving the trading season for a time. The fall trade 

began about the first of October. Not only did business show 

a temporary lull in the summer, but also social activities, 

entertainments, and the like subsided at this time. However, 

the newspapers gave the impression that the summer lull itself 

was not very serious. The Telegraph in July of 1871 reported 

that the summer trade of 1871 had been similiar to the brisk-

ness of fall trade.22 The following quotation from the 
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Telegraph indicated a common description of Houston's business 

activity: 

For at least four blocks on Main street, yesterday, the 
thoroughfare was literally jammed with wagons, both ox and 
mule teams, loaded with cotton, which is sampled and sold 
on the wagon. These wagons in return receive bales of 
bagging, cotton ties, and family supplies of all kinds, 
and in some instances to our knowledge, merchants in,the 
country .have given full back loads to these wagons.2" 

The Telegraph of September 5, 1872 summed up the trade for the 

commercial year of 1871.72 which somewhat analyses the business 

activity for each of the years under study. This article stated 

that the trade had become more extensive than it was a year 

ago and with better prospects. Trade opened briskly in Septem. 

ber of 1871, but the yellow fever quarantine against New Orleans--

which of course did not prevail each year--and rumors of yellow 

fever in Houston and Galveston had affected trade by the end of 

the month. In October the quarantine was lifted and trade boomed. 

Then the declaration of martial law in Limestone and Freestone 

counties prevented goods from departing from the terminus of 

the Central railroad which affected Houston trade. In November, 

a good business was carried on, while the Christmas holidays 

and bad weather provided a temporary lull until February. 

The March trade was lively, but the setting in of the summer 

season caused a falling off in April with a temporary upsurge 

caused by the State Fair and Volks-Fest in May and June. 

Trade was dull in July and August.24  

An item is seen now and then which would indicate that 

trade and business was not so prosperous as most of the usual 

comments would lead us to believe, but even so the overwhelming 
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idea is one of optimism and faith in the great prospects of 

Houston.25 

As a means of realizing the bright future of Houston and 

Texas, Houston newspaper editors were very anxious to attract 

immigration to Houston and the State, and also Northern and 

out-of-state capital for the purpose of developing manufacturing, 

which was still in a very immature condition in Houston. 

According to the papers, many inquiries from the older states 

were pouring into Houston concerning the feasibility of estab-

lishing various industries here." Many articles were written 

to show the great prospects to anyone who established various 

manufactories here, with a view to attracting this outside 

capital; these articles boasted over and over again the fact 

that Houston was the best point in the state for factories of 

different kinds.27 Much was also made of the fact that several 

Houston merchants who went to Galveston expecting to make more 

money there, were coming back, for "while some merchants do a 

large business in Galveston, others do nothing at all" and soon 

have to close; on the other hand, in Houston "every small 

dealer is enabled to pay his rent and other expenses and one 

never hears of any smashups in Houston. "2g 

Much was being done at this time to attract immigrants 

to Houston and Texas. Not only were the newspapers desirous 

of interesting people in coming to Texas, but also in awakening 

Texans to the necessity for such immigration. A Department of 

Immigration was set up with Mr. Gustave Loeffler of Houston 

as superintendent. His main function was to write letters to 
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the older states and foreign countries, informing them of the 

advantages of Texas and of Houston in particular. Texas at 

this time had land and to spare and wanted people to settle on 

it; also labor for the new and projected manufactories was 

scarce, and thus immigrants were desired for this purpose. As 

Galveston was the main port of entry into Texas, great numbers 

of the immigrants landed there, and many passed through 

Houston on their way to the interior, and of course some 

stayed in Houston which was beginning to have a cosmopolitan 

population. There were always large numbers of Germans in 

Houston.29  Now in addition to foreigners many natives of the 

older states were coming. The immigrants seemed to beprinci-

pally from Germany, Poland, and the states of the so-called 

"New South," that is, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and the 

Carolinas.30  The Telegraph of October 26, 1871, reported 

that Mr. Loeffler could get sufferers from the Chicago Fire 

to Texas if he had the means; the Illinois Central offered to 

deliver them free as far as New Orleans, and the Morgan steamers 

from there would only charge six dollars a head, but the legis-

lature "gobbles up money as fast as it gets it," and so Mr. 

Loeffler could get no money.31  The names of some people 

appearing at the Recorder's Court would indicate that Houston 

was beginning to have a Mexican and Spanish population also. 

The Telegraph of September 17, 1870 told of a man who had to 

testify in Spanish in court.32  

These were also the years when the Chinese began to arrive 

in large numbers in the United States; they were especially. 
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suited for railroad work. Much was being written, pro and 

con, on the desirability of this immigration. An editorial 

of October 20, 1869 in the Telegraph stated that the Russian 

immigration was much more to be desired than the much talked 

of Chinese.33  Later, however, in an editorial of July 19, 

1870, the Telegraph said that the cry of the country against 

the entry of the Chinese was absurd for the South needed 

labor from whatever source, and the cost of immigrating from 

China was too much to cause the United States to be flooded 

with Chinese 34 This article was written after the Chinese 

had begun to arrive in Texas, where they were proving to be 

good railway workers and were increasing the trade in Houston. 

The Chinese were a great curiosity to Houstonians, most of 

whom had never seen an Oriental before. A Chinaman, who came 

to Houston to make purchases for his countrymen at work on 

the railroad, was followed by a "curious if not an admiring 

throng."35  In November of 1872 two Chinese brothers, set up 

a firm called "Foo Hang" in Houston; they sold sweetmeats, 

fruits, teas, cigars, firterackers and fireworks, fans and 

china ornaments.36  

Immigration, just as almost all business and social ac- 

tivity was greatest from October to May. The same reasons were 

responsible for this: the heat, fear of disease, and epidemics.37  

A great amount of Houston's trade at this time was by way 

of Galveston and Buffalo Bayou. Several beautiful steamers 

carried on daily excursions between Houston and Galveston. 

Two of these were the "Diana" and the "T. M. Bagby," which 
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compared favorably with any of the famous rississIppi River 

boats. Each was 170 feet long, with a 32 foot beam, and a 
7n 

5 foot hold, and were furnished luxuriously."' The Houston 

Direct Navigation Company and later in 1871 the Texas Trans-

portation Company operated these and other steamers between 

Houston and Galveston. 

The papers contained much information as to the trade of 

Houston carried over the rayou. The Telco graph described the 

w,prves in Houston and indicated what was the usual appearance 

of them. 

A walk along the landing just at present would well repay 
the curious who seek for evidences of their belief in the 
great to be of Houston. There are now lying at the wharf 
no less than six sailing craft, two fore and aft schooners 
and four sloops, besides two steamers, one tug and several 
barges.39  

This was the period of great agitation of the question of 

a ship channel. Many people thought that the idea of a ship 

channel large and deep enough for sea-going ships was foolish, 

especially Galvestonians, but the Houston newspapers did not 

think that it was foolish at all; on the other hand, many more 

difficulties had been overcome in building; such canals as the 

Suez and Erie, the newspapers claimed. Great emphasis was 

made of the amount of money such a canal would save the com-

merce in defraying the wharfage, storage, reshipment, and such 

charges in Galveston. Still the channel would not injure 

Galveston, as it would attrct more co Amerce to Texas. The 

channel was important not just to Houston, but to the whole 

state•4° 
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A seventy foot cut in width on Red Fish and Clopper bars 
of four miles, through a shell deposit with the dredging 
of the bayou to half of its original depth (twenty-fivo 
feethearould bring the Morgan steamers to the foot of 
Main Street.41  

In 1808 the Houston Ship Channel Company organized to dredge 

the bayou to a minimum depth of nine feet. This company was cap. 

italized at 0500,000, three-fifths of the stock taken by the 

city of Houston, and the remainder sold locally. In 1869 the 

Buffalo Bayou Ship Channel Company formed to act for the city, 

moot of its organizers being members of the above company. The 

objects of the Buffalo Bayou Ship Chann61 Company were to 

secure six foot regular navigation, then deepen to eight and 

nine, eleven and twelve feet, widening the channels through 

Galveston Bay and Buffalo Bayou as the needs of commerce 

demanded.42  The Telegraph of March 23, 1860 announced that 

$100,000 had been subscribed to the ship channel, enough to 

make a beginning on the great work and insure its completion." 

On October 20, 1869 the Ship Channel Company launched a new 

dredge boat, and the Telegraph said that probably no event ever 

to occur in Houston had drawn together such a large assembly of 

people as this, estimating the crowd at from 15,000 to 18,000 

persons. Although this number was probably an exaggeration, 

it indicated the great interest of Houstonians in the ship 

channel pro ject.44  The Ship Channel Company later  built other 

dredges during this period and work steadily progressed in 

widening and deepening the Bayou. 

The National House of Representatives on May 10, 1870 passed 

a joint resolution that the secretary of war cause to be made a 

survey for a channel of navigation from Houston through 
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Buffalo Bayou and Galveston Bay to Bolivar Channel and that 

$10,000 or as much thereof as was necessary be appropriated 

for this. In this year also by act of Congress, Houston was 

made a "Port of Delivery" which enabled Houston merchants to re-

ceive imports without subjecting them to the supervision of the 

United States Custom house at Galveston.45.  

Although the railroads had suffered greatly during the 

war, by 1869 their recovery was becoming very rapid, and great 

progress was being made. Texas railroads suffered more than 

almost all other interests combined as a result of the war. 

During the Reconstruction period, some railroads were forced 

to completely reorganize, while others wore sold outright by 

the state. By 1870 practically every road in the state was 

in new hands and great systems began to form.46  In 1870 the 

railroads in operation in Houston included the following: 

Galveston and Houston, 50 miles; Houston and Texas Central to 

Bremond, 150 miles; Washington county road to Brenham, 75 

miles; Brazos, Buffalo Bayou and Colorado road to Columbus, 

83 miles; Texas and New Orleans road to Liberty, and soon to 

Orange, 108 miles; Houston and Great Northern road, to whom 

a contract had just been let to. build 27 miles north towards 

Montgomery and Huntsville.47  The International Railroad to 

the north was later chartered in this period, as was also the 

Western Narrow Gauge Road. 

One railroad project that appeared to have been greatly 

desired at this time was a railroad connection between Houston 

and New Orleans. Such a company had been chartered earlier 
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and a line built as far as Orange. In fact, the road to 

New Orleans was one of the earliest railroads projected and 

was finished from New Orleans to l3rashear on one side and 

to Orange on the Texas side. Projects were reported in the 

newspapers for its completion all during this period and 

even earlier. However, the Houston newspapers seemed to 

blame the apathy of New Orleans businessmen, who did not see 

the advantages of a Texas trade, for its lack of completion•48  

In order to encourage people to use the railroads, as 

well as to encourage business of all kinds and an understanding 

by different communities of each other, the railroads coming 

to Houston frequently charged only half fare both ways, or 

free fare one way, to those people coming to such gatherings 

as the State Fair and Yolks-Fast. The navigation companies 

also adopted this practice for .those coming by water. Rail-. 

road stock itself seemed to sell quite rapidly especially 

after Texas re-entered the Union, thus making northern 

capitalists more certain of profit. Among the railroads of 

Houston of this period, the Great Northern seemed to be the 

most progressive with rails being rapidly laid so that two 

years after its charter in December of 1872 it was opened to 

Palestine, 210 miles from Houston. All of the railroads 

appeared to be doing a good business, judging from the 

number of new passenger and freight cars and engines that were 

being continually added to their rolling stock.49  

Houston did not seem to have much in the way of labor 

troubles in these years. The most serious that it did have 



were connected with the Central Railroad. The yeekly Houston  

Telecraph of November 27, 1870 reported a strike of engineers, 

brakemen, and other hands on the Houston and Texas Central 

Railroad who wanted fifty cents a day more on account of the 

extra night work. The company, however, refused to pay the 

amount desired, discharged all of the hands, and put on a new 

set of hands.50 In June of1872 the same railroad had a 

more serious problem. At this time the company hadissued an 

order requiring all of their employees to sign a statement 

making the company not liable in case of injury or death of 

any employee. As a result, the employees called a meeting on 

June 4, 1872 in Houston, and resolved that this order was 

unjust and would not be accepted; also they resolved not to 

work with any man signing it, and the mall was the only 

thing that would be carried until this order was withdrawn. 

Public sympathy for labor had not been aroused at this time 

as seen in an editorial in the Telegraph which indicated that 

only a minority of the employees were represented in the above 

action and thus they should not try to force their ideas on 

others. Evidently the strikers were able to keep trains from 

running and caused some violence which did not help to endear 

them to the public. However, the workers apparently were 

too unorganized and weak to accomplish their ends, the 

company called in engineers from afar, and many of the former 

employees were ready to go to work; thus the strike ended 

with the company the winner.51  

There was also a mention in the Telegraph in January 1870 
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of a strike among the telegraph employees which left Houston 

without any telegrams; this was evidently part of a more 

general strike.52  Organized labor troubles in Houston  pray-

tically ended with this strike. Houston did have the first 

Machinists and Blacksmith's Unionof Texas, organized in 1872 

as a subordinate to the International Union of Machinists and 

Blacksmiths of North America. Its purpose included fostering 

a love of the mechanical studies among its members, relieving 

their distresses, and encouraging them to be master workmen. 

Its members were ranked in classes according to their merit as 

work won. The Union of Houston wanted to form a joint-stock 

company and erect a three-story building to be owned by the 

subscribers. It also wanted to form 	•a library.53 In August, 

1672, a meeting of Houston work inGmen was held for the manu- 

facturers, mechanics, and workincmen of Houston to organize 

and take steps to promote their material interests. Tho Tele-

r7ranh seemed to be all for this movoment.54  Houston evidently 

had a Typographical Union, for the TelerAraph of December 24, 

1872 mentioned the fact that it had elected officers for the 

next year. Women and children were employed in Houston 

factories at this time, but the bad conditions from overcrowding 

in factory villages, slums, and so on had not yet come to the 

city. 

The Telegraph summed up the whole 	•spirit of railroad enter- 

prise and progress in Houston at this time: 
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In less than five years the road tentrai] has more 
than doubled its length and in the past year more than 
quadrupled the number of its engines and rolling stock, 
...Five years ago, and one train per day was usual and 
two the maximum, Today the whistle and rumble of the 
cars are constantly heard. We believe about six trains 
per day depart from,. the depot, and even these are found 
ins3ifficient for the constant accumulation of business.. 

k.The Great Northern willj progrpps as rapidly as money 
and labor can accomplish anything." 

Something needs to be said about Houston manufactures 

which were just beginning to rise at this time. Most of them 

were located on Buffalo Bayou which furnished easy access to 

transportation to the outside world. Of course, the large 

percentage of Houston manufactured goods were consumed in 

Houston or the interior of Texas. A great number of different 

types of home manufactures were produced in Houston as an 

editorial in the Houston Times illustrated: 

Among the Houston creations baanufacturei) may be noted 
dredge-boats, railroad cars, various kinds of machinery, 
wagons, carriages, harness, saddlery, castings, plows, 
cloth of different sorts, suns, pistols, clothing, boots 
and shoes, sash and doors, furniture, sofas, mattresses, 
books, extract of beef, etc*, etc. But the scale is not 
large enouBh. The effort ghould be made to pass from 
retail to wholesale.... We take deep interest in the 
subject of home manufactures,...56  

Among the more outstanding of Houston factories were two 

cotton mills, the Eureka and the Houston City Mills; two 

foundries with extensive machine shops; various factories 

making wagons and agricultural implements; several beef 

packeries; and eight or ten brick yards.57  

The Central Railroad Lachine Shop employed thirty 

mechanics and laborers in July 1869. Here locomotives were 

made' "as finely finished, as delicately and as substantially, 
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and we doubt not more durable than could have been obtained 

at any northern manufactory."58  Mr. Pere soy's Eagle Car Works 

was founded in 1867 and by 1873 was turning out ten cars a 

week. He made his own iron bolts." 

The Houston City Mills began operations in January, 1869, 

and wore exclusively a home enterprise. Their average number 

of operatives during these years included about seventy five 

to eighty men, women, and children. The mills provided 

hones for their employees, also carpenter and blacksmith 

shops. They produced the coarser, stronger kinds of cotton 

cloth, such assheeting and shirting, as well as cotton yarns 

and woolen materials. Nine-tenths of the amount manufactured 

was used in Texas, and most of the rest went to New Orleans. 

In 1073, seventy looms were in operation thers.6° The Eureka 

Mills were the other large Houston cotton manufactory at this 

time. Just as the City Mills, Eureka also had a snail factory 

village of twenty or twenty-five buildings, all painted white. 

These mills turned out similiar materials to those above.61  

Perl and MacDonald's factory illustrates a business that 

received much publicity but failed. This factory both planned 

to manufacture ice and pack fresh beef. Like most of these 

other industries in Houston, it was relatively new, and still 

being built up. Steam power ran all of the machinery as it 

did in the other manufactories at this time. Fifty to sixty 

hands were employed. This was the first artificial ice to be 

manufactured in Houston, and was not too great a financial 

success, closing in 1871 two years after its founding. The 
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Richardson Packery was another infant industry of Houston. 

Richardson was burned out in 1870, but almost immediately 

began rebuildinz. 62  

One other Houston factory needs to be mentioned, the 

Houston Cement Works of Courtney and Race. Mr. J. A. Courtney 

was one of the contractors who built the Caroline Street sewer. 

He came from the North, but liked Houston so well that he stayed. 

This concern was founded in 1872, so it was one of the newest 

among the Houston manufactories. Its working force was only 

eight men in 1872-73. It turned out sewer and drain pipes, 

chimney flues and ornamental tops. 63  

It can easily be seen that manufacturing in Houston was 

only in its infancy then. Many of these new businesses were 

not permanent and failed, but the sense of failure was not 

nearly so strong as this great feeling of success and progress. 

One thing which cannot be overlooked at this time was 

the great amount of building that was going on in Houston: 

Notwithstanding the hard times, we are satisfied that 
more good, substantial brick buildings are going up at 
present in this city than in any other city in Texas. 
There are nearly a dozen brick buildings underway at 
present, not counting the Masonic building, which is 
designed to be the pride of the State, when completed." 

Among the buildings going up at this time, there was a 

Catholic Church, the Church of the Annunciation, a Hebrew 

Synagogue, and the Masonic Temple, all of which were evidently 

outstanding among state buildings. The estimated cost of 

the Masonic Temple was 00,000.65  The Hebrew Synagocue was 

built in the Gothic and Norman style combined, and although 
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not so imposing as the new Catholic Church and its spire 

made up for this in "interior arrangemonts."66  In addi-

tion to these buildings, other construction included a new 

Turner's Hall and the new city hail and markethouse which was 

to cost over 1 400,000 before completed. Anew courthouse was 

built which was greatly beautified; the courthouse square was 

also cleaned up, grass, shrubs, and trees being planted so 

that Houstonians no longer needed to be ashamed of their 

public square.67  

These new buildings that were going up were mainly of 

brick or some such substantial material which helped to make 

Houston's business district more fireproof. Not only were 

large numbers of businers buildings going up, but also many 

homes in the . suburbs; however, with all this construction it 

was not too easy to secure vacant buildings and homes, for 

evidently Houston's population was keeping up with her building; 

the newspapers rejoiced in the fact that there were no un-

occupied houses in Houston; rents were high. The sentiment 

expressed in all tho newspapers was that the old wooden-

buildings were disappearing to be superseded by more substantial 

and handsome buildings so that "old Houston" was fast fading 

away. The buildings being erected on the outskirts were 

usually small and cheap cottages, although tastefully built, 

while those of the business district were usually two or three 

story brick. The Young Men's Real Estate and Building Associa-

tion of Houston was active, itself having erected a fine new 
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building. No one reading the newspapers of the time could 

overlook all of this activity in Houston. The great numbers 

of carpenters, brick masons, and people engaged in the building 

trades in Houston, alone indicated this; most of the materials 

68 used were of Houston or Texas manufacture, 

With all of this business activity, commerce, trade, and 

building in Houston, it is not hard to realize that hotels 

were doing a booming business. The remark was continually 

made that the hotel arrivals were very large. Probably the 

most important and well-known hotels in Houston were the 

Hutchins House, managed by Capt. N. P. Turner, and Enterprise 

Hotel or Old Capitol Hotel of E. L. Dremondo 

An idea of the public's opinion of the Hutchins House 

can be gained from the following quotation: 

The Hutchins is, architecturally speaking, the first 
hotel in the South, and internal management of the house 
will compare favorably with the first class hotels in 
the United States. The rooms are all furnished in the 
latest style; the directory... are devoted to the comfort 
of their guests.69  

The Hutchins was completed in 1867. One unique feature of it 

was that "wires from more than 100 rooms led to the main office 

and jangled bells, so that guests, with no more effort than 

pulling a cord, could summon servants. "70 

The Enterprise Hotel was renovated during this time and 

many improvements made including new carpets, furniture, and 

gas throughout. The Hotel included a Culinary Department, 

Parlor Bar, and a room fitted up as a lounging room where one 

could amuse himself at dominoes; a reading room was also in- 
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eluded where the latest city and state newspapers were kept; 

band music was had in the dining room.71  

Thus, it would seem that the Bayou City was in a flour-

ishing condition during thesea years. However, the newspapers 

probably tended to ignore the business failures and lack of 

prosperity in their efforts to paint an optimistic picture of 

Houston, hoping to attract outsiders here. Yet, the overall 

picture must have been much more on the progressive, prosper-

ous side than otherwise. Nothing is heard about unemployment, 

and an unsympathetic attitude was adopted towards the few 

vagrants who managed to be caught by the law, indicating that 

the'people thought any man who was willing and physically able 

could'find something to do. A quotation about the end of 

1872 seems to sum up the whole business and social condition 

of the city: 

A general view of the city, its surroundings, and the 
`local' situation.at large, is one of a flattering 
character rather than otherwise,...Within the past 
twelve months.we have done many things. True, many we 
have left undone; but on the whole, much has been 
accomplished...In the matter of.building-the city has 
largely progressed. Especially has the number of private 
dwellings erected been considerable, thus enlarging the 
city, and extending our facilities for accommodation 
of,a growing population....The.value of property ad-
vanced affording another evidence of prosperity con-
sequent on our increased and present railway communica-
tions as well as those that are projected...1,Th° trade 
of the city has been extended and become more lucrative 
in proportion. 	It'is claimed that our population has 
increased several thousand since thp:last.census„ and 
men of capitol and enterprise have ,come to .reside among 
us.... our schools, both public any? private are in a 
flourishing condition, and the entire grift of matters is 
to a haven of security and prosperiy.44 
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1. Houston  ME Directory (Houston, 1870)$  pp.75-85, This 
directory did not include all of the businesses of Houston 
from 1869-72 as seen from a study of ads in the newspapers, 
but it indicated the proportionate number of people occupied 
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5 auctioneers, 4 bakers , 1 bank, five barbers, 3 beef packeries, 
14 blacksmiths, 2 book end periodical dealers, 3 bookbinders, 
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masons, 5 brewers, 21 butchers, 82 carpenters, 11 carriage-
builders and trimmers, 2 cattle dealers,' 8 cigar end tobacco 
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makers, 3 livery stables, 11 lumber dealers, 29 machinists, 
1 musical instrument store, 9 painters, 2 paints, oils, etc. 
dealers, 4 photographers, 17 doctors, 3 plasterers, 3 portrait 
painter, 8 saddlery end harness men, 16 saloons, 3 sash, 
door, etc. dealers, 10 surveyors and. civil engineers, 14 
tailors, 5 tinners, 4 wool and hide dealers, Among these 
businesses Negroes were proprietors of several stores: 3 
barbershops, I. blacksmith, 1 boot end shoe decler, 1 brick-
mason, 5 carpenters, 5 grocers, and 2 saloons. Izo of the 
16 saloons were ice cream saloons. 
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10, Dr. Samuel Oliver Young, True Stories of Old Houston 
and Houstonians Galveston, 191-557 p. 63. 
11. Telegraph, June 4 1872, p.5. 

Pp. 25. 63. 

pp.9- 82. 
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12. Remarks on the travelling habits of Houstonians can be 
found in the Telegraph, Sept. 12, 1869, p.5; Oct. 15, 1869, 
po3; Oct. 20, 1869, p.4; June 11, 1870, p.5; July 27, 1870, 
p.5; Sept. 3, 1870, p.5; Sept. 17, 1870, p.5; June 15, 1871, p.5. 

13. Houston Daily Times, april 14, 1870, p.3; April 16, 1870, 
p.3. Hereafter cited es Times, 

14. Advertisements indicating the type of careers pursued 
by Houston's women can be seen in the Telegranh, Jan. 2, 1869, 
p.3, Jan. 24, 1869, p,2; Sept. 13, 1870$  p.4; ad for clerks, 
Nov. 22, 1870, 1).5; Mrs, Kinney's. ad, Dec. 17, 1870, p.5; 
April 30, 1872, p.4; May 5, 1872, p.4; June 2, 1872, p.4. 

15. Telegraph, Oct. 10, 1869, p.4. 

16. Times, Mar. 4, 1870, p.2. 

17. Telegraph, Feb. 26, 1871, p.6. 

18. Times, March 9, 1869, p.2; other ads for saloons can be 
found in the Times, April 14, 1869, p.3; Jan. 11, 1870, pa; 
alsO in the almmtn, April 17, 1870, p.5; May 17, 1870, p.5, 
Sept, 16, 1871, p.4; Dec, 8, 1871, p.4; Aug. 8, 1872, p.4; 
for the ad of T.W. House see Telegraph, March 6, 1869, pa, 
Oliver Martial's ad, Times, Feb. 2, 1869, p.2; Beavins' ad, 
Telegraph, July 7, 1869, p.3; Levy's ad, Telegraph, Jan. 2, 
1869, p.3; ad for the "sober man", Telegraph, June 7, 1870, p.5. 

19. Telegraph, Jan. 24 1869 , p.2. 

20. Telesraph, Aug. 13, 1869, p.5. An item in the Telegraph, 
Sept. 2, 1869, p.a, said, 'Business must be pretty good in 
our city. 'One of our grocery merchants informed us that he 
averaged tc1,000 a , day in cash." 

21. The articles in the Telegra_ph, May 26, 1869, p.3 end 
Oct. 3, 1872, p.5, illustrate this prosperity and optimism 
of Houston business. 

22. Telegraph, July 19, 1871, p.5 

23. Telegraph, Sept. 19, 1869, p.5. 

24. Telegraph, Sept. 5, 1872, p.8. 

25. An editorial of the TeleFreph, Dec. 21, 1870, p.4$  said 
that the trade of Houston had been diminished for several 
years due to causes beyond the control of Houstonians, that 
is, Houston had been in a "probationary state", but now that 
she had re-entered the Union and was on her own again, greet 
hopes were expressed that- the former lucrative trade would 
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return; Houston's future as well as Texas' was bright it thought; 
capital and labor had discovered Texas as the richest and 
most profitable field for their investments on this continent. 
For simillar comments on this subject see also, the Telegraph, 
Sept. 1, 1869, p.4. 

26. June 3$  1869, p.3. 

27. Times, Dec. 21, 1869, p.3. 

28. Times, Oct. 7, 1869, p.3; example was made of a Mr. 
Jacobs, a auston merchant who went to Galveston and was 
returning to Houston; predictions were made that a number 
of others would be doing the same thing. 

29. Frost Town, the German settlement which had 50 inhabitants 
when Houston was established and was absorbed by Houston in 
the 1870's, is described in the following: Dr. 0. Fisher Allen, 
Me City, of Houston from Wilderness to Wonder (Temple, Texas, 
1936), p.10 and Julia Jones, Houston 1836- 1940, MS in the 
Houston Public Library, pp.20-21. 
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37: For remarks on this subject see the Telegraph, Dec. 13, 
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 1872, p,5. The last 

reference of Sept. 60, 1870 ggld that f Houston desired to 
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CHAPTER Va0 

PROBLEMS OF CIVIC IMPROVEMENT LND HEALTH 

Houston, just as all of the rapidly growing cities of 

that time, had problems to meet and overcome such as better 

streets, lighting of the streets, and providing better fire 

protection. In Houston, too, as in the other Southern cities, 

these problems were aggravated by the unsettled state of 

society due to the Civil War and Reconstruction, and the fact 

that city living was a relatively new aspect of Southern life 

as compared to the North; thus no ready-made solutions were 

at hand but had to be developed, and this period of Houston's 

history presented the gradual working out and solving of 

some of the.se problems. In . .,any cases the bad conditions did 

not exist because the people did not, know any better but be-

cause they lacked money for civic improvements which often 

led the to adopt the least expensive means of doing socthing 

instead of spending more money and having something more perma-

nent; this was especially apparent in the matter of sidewalks. 

On the other hand, the radical government of Houston in 1671 

granted a contract for a new markethouse and city hail which 

was to cost ‘r:250;000 but which cost ig.v70,000 before it was 

completed. later whz,r1 this market burned down in 1376, it 

was rebuilt for a co st of about M000. 
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One of the most annoying problems was that of the streets 

and sewerage. The mud of Houston was proverbial, The Tele-

zraph of January 26, 1869 reported that it noticed a horse 

lamed in one of his shoulders an a result of getting into 

one of the city's mudholes. "We feel confident that a correct 

system of drainage, once well done, will prevent the universal 

complaint of such intolerable bad streets,"1  Mrs. A. H. Mohl, 

writing to the Telegraph expressed her opinion of the method 

of street improvements used in Houston: 

Hitherto our city improvements have been confined to 
spasmodic attacks of street and bridge improvement. 
These attacks generally take place just before or after 
an election. Sometimes when the paroxism is of unusual 
length and violence, half a street will be graded or 
or even shelled, two or three bridges built across 
ditches, and a brick culvert or so erected before it is 
over. Then ensues rapid and complete recovery and drays 
are permitted to 'bog' at pleasure in the streets, apd 
ditches to fill themselves with offal at their will,4  

The cry was heard time and again that all that Houston needed 

• to provide it with good streets, was a correct system of 

grading and drainage. From the things that were said about 

stagnant water standing in ponds and gutters, and horrible 

smells of dead and decaying animal and vegetable matter in 

this water, Houston must have certainly bean in need of a 

better drainage system and pleas were continually made to 

the City Council to do something about this matter.3  Most 

of the attempts made to improve this condition before 1871 

were individual actions rather than a well coordinated and 

thought out program by some authority appointed by the city.4  

M. Reichman was one of the contractors appointed by the city 
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for paving and repairing the streets so that in March of 

1869 the Telegraph stated that Capitol street was being 

greatly improved and citizens living on it had the prospect 

of a dry walk to the business part of the city.5  In 1869 

the Telegraph said that the surest way to obtain street im-

provements was by subscription of the property owners who in 

return received vouchers available for city taxes, and this 

method was :followed with the result that several downtown 

streets were graded and sewarage was provided.6  The Chairman 

of the Street and Bridge Committee in 1869 reported that many 

of these evils complained of would be remedied at once if the 

city had the finances for such improvements.? The City Council 

in October, 1869, resolved to set aside $250 per month from 

the market fund for defraying the expenses of repairing and 

keeping in repair the city streets. On January 20, 1870, the 

City Council passed "An Ordinance levying and providing for a 

special tax for the improvement of streets within the City 

of Houston."8  

By 1871, the City Council began to take a more active 

role in street improvements, just as in other city improvements. 

A possible explanation of this was the fact that the Radicals 

were in control and used these things as ways to gain votes 

and popularity, as well as to provide contracts for friends 

and opportunities for fraud. In March 1871, an ordinance 

was introduced requiring all property owners in the downtown 

business district to have sidewalks paved of brick, concrete, 

stone, tile, or shell on their property and kept in repair, 
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while those owners farther out were to have earth sidewalks 

constructed with a brick, stone, concrete or wood curbing; 

all sidewalks were to be up to the grade established by the 

City Engineer.9  In June of 1871 Campbell and Courtney were 

given a contract to construct a sewer five blocks through 

Caroline and six blocks through Congress streets for 05,000.10  

The City Council proved that they were attempting to get the 

most suitable pavements for Houston by a trip Mayor Scanlan 

made to the Northern cities In 1871 for the purpose of ex-» 

amining and reporting on the various types of paving materials 

used, as well as all of the other types of civic improvements.11  

In January 1872, ordinances were introduced and passed to issue 

100,000 in bonds and later this was amended to $200,000 to 

pave streets and build brides 	john Trenton, who was given 

a contract in 1871 for paving sidewalks, forfeited, his con-

tract due to the fact that his securities withdrew, and in 

February 1872, the mayor was authorized to advertise for pro. 

posals to build 100,000 square yards of pavement. Also a 

committee composed of citizens was appointed to report on 

what materials should be used. This committee reported in 

favor of brick for the main sidewalks of the city and plank 

and shell for the suburbs. This caused a controversy be. 

tween the Council and the people, for the Council accepted 

proposals for all kinds of paving materials, and the contracts 

were finally given to D. G. Hitchcock for brick or asphalt 

and to Richard Allen for wood; a majority of the property 

owners on each block had the right to select the kind of 
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pavement they would prefer. This entailed an additional debt 

of over $200,000 to Houston. Several of the Aldermen pro-

tested and tried to prove that there were lower bids submitted 

but failed to change the action of the Council and the con-

tract was let as stated. Not much was actually done in the 

sidewalk matter before the end of 1872 except that curbings 

were being laid2.13  Street Commissioner Snowball was replaced 

by a Negro, Burke, in the election of 1872 and the Telegraph 

reported that Burke was showing more judgement and energy about 

street crossings--surfacing them with some kind of mixture of 

ashes, coke and sand--than some of his predecessors.14  

The Caroline street sewer was the one great street im-

provement completed during these years. It was made of brick 

and was large enough to admit a grown person. During the 

course of its construction, the company became involved in 

litigation for injuring the pipes of the City Gas Company 

which evidently had not been placed deep enough in the ground; 

also some property owners became angry at the company for 

cutting away some of the sidewalks as a result of confusion 

in the city surveys of the boundaries of the streets by 

different surveyors. Finally a property owner sued the city 

for damage done to his building by the contractors who did 

not provide sufficient drainage which led to water standing 

several feet deep on his property for some time; he won his 

case and was awarded three-hundred dollars in damages. Then 

when the sewer was complete many citizens claimed that the 

work had not been done well and would not be permanent; the 
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sewer was completed in July of 1872 and a party of various 

Houston citizens visited it and did not find anything to 

substantiate the claims of these people. In November of 1872 

the Telegraph noted that Caroline already had a wash in it 

several feet deep, threatening to become as bad as the gully 

that existed there before the sewer was built, and even expose 

the sewer. Thus the drainage problem evidently wont unsolved 

after this great expenditure of money.15  

With the exception of the so-called Iron Bridge, what few 

bridges Houston had were in a deplorable condition. The im-

portant thoroughfare from Houston to Huntsville was evidently 

in a miserable state at Beauchamp Springs where the road 

crossed White Oak Bayou. Mules and oxen, pulling heavy loads, 

toiled up steep hills on either side of the crossing and had to 

ford the Bayou in Addition. Although this was an important 

trade route, nothing was done to improve it in these four 

years. The new Iron Bridge itself had to be repaired soon 

after its completion. In July of 1871 the City Council 

resolved to build an iron bridge over Buffalo and White Oak 

Bayous but nothing ever came of this. In 1871 there were only 

three bridges over Whiteoak and Buffalo Bayous: "Long Bridge" 

and "Iron Bridge" over Buffalo and a wooden bridge over White-

oak Bayou. "Long Bridge" attracted the most attention since 

it was in a wretched condition. It was made of wood, and was 

full of holes and shaky, making people afraid to cross it, yet 

it served a very important artery of commerce. This bridge was 

later closed due to the fact that the city was afraid of being 
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sued for damages to people crossing it; one can imagine the 

language used by the teamster whose mule and cart actually 

slipped over the side of it when they accidentally backed into 

the railing. In April of 1872 proposals were being received 

to build several bridges on roads leading into Houston from 

the surrounding country. In July of 1872 the Mayor was re-

ceiving proposals to build an iron bridge to take the place 

of "Long Bridge" and also one to take the place of the bridge 

over Whiteoak Bayou. However, the Council later determined 

not to build a $36,000 iron bridge in the place of "Long 

Bridge" but to replace it with an entirely new wooden bridge 

or one constructed partly out of the old bridge and partly 

out of new material as a measure of economy. A wooden bridge 

across Buffalo Bayou at the foot of Louisiana street was con-

structed during this time and it alone was the only actual 

accomplishment in the way of bridges; however, the several 

new bridges proposed in 1872 proved that the people and 

Council were thinking along these lines and probably something 

would be accomplished in the future." 

In dry weather, the streets were watered to keep the dust 

down. Mr. Theodore Bering was in charge of this, being paid 

to do it by various merchants. Ever so often an announcement 

was made to the effect that the watering had been discontinued 

because some of the business men would not pay for it, and 

clouds of dust would rise unabated, threatening to choke 

everyone.17 

The problem of lighting the streets was never very suc-

cessfully met during this period. The Telegraph of April 7, 
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1869, mentioned that there was no moon the previous night so 

no light for those floundering in the mud.18  The Houston Gas 

Company was organized in 1866, largely by Houston business 

men including Mr. T. W. House and Mr. N. P. Turner and was the 

first of Houston's utilities. At first it met indifference 

from the citizens; hotels, restaurants, and public places open 

at night were the first to be its customers and by 1869 the 

company had made a contract with the city to light the streets, 

after which the use ofgas became more genera1.19  However, 

the city contract with the gas company did not solve the problem 

of street lights which existed all through this period nor did 

all private homes have gas light as was evidenced by the great 

number of fires caused by kerosene lamps. The following 

indicated the usual condition of city lighting: 

Monday night was a dark night, and no mistake. The streets 
were muddy and the lamps were not lighted as usual. The 
gas company deserve, the thanks of the community for 
giving them an opportunity to get their boots muddy, 
and perhaps their necks broken.20  

The city evidently did have some street lamps in 1869 and 1870 

but they must have been few and not regularly kept lighted.21  

In January of 1870 the Telegraph blamed the lack of gas to a 

shortage of coal from which it was made, but as the new supply 

of coal was soon expected, the streets were soon to be re-

lighted. However, the same article mentioned that it had heard 

that there was some trouble between the city and the gas company 

over the pay to the company.22 As time passed this appeared 

to be the most important reason as to why there was no light at 

night. By January 18, 1870, the Telegraph reported that coal 
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had been received and that the Gas Company did not intend to 

run short in the future; however, this announcement did not 

lead to the lighting of the streets, which went dark as be-

fore.23 For by then the real root of the difficulty was 

apparent. In a Council meeting of January 27, 1870, the 

Finance Committee reported that the Gas Company had not kept 

the street lamps lighted as their contract called for, as 

many as sixty lamps not lighted in some months; this committee 

recommended that the company only be paid for lighting fifty 

lamps a night from June 1, 1868 to September 1868.24  Thus, if 

the city were that far behind in paying the company, even if 

the company had been remiss, probably it did have some cause 

for complaint. 

Not only were the streets not lighted well, but those 

private establishments that had gas light often reported that 

the gas pressure was very low, and the light even flickered out 

on some nights, late at night. The newspapers, who did much 

of their composing and printing at night, especially complained 

of this.25  

The difficulties between the Council and the Gas Company 

continued throughout these years. The root of the problem 

apparently consisted of the inability of each side to agree 

on the financing of the operation; the Council thought that 

the Gas Company's demand of eight dollars per month to light 

each lamp was exorbitant and the Gas Company would refuse to 

furnish any light, even in the Council Chambers, until their 

bill was paid. An Arbitration Committee was appointed in April 

of 1870 and its decision was accepted by each side.26  After 
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this the streets were lighted until August of ,1871 when the 

old financial disputes again arose and once more the people 

made their way along the streets in darkness.27  Before ant y 

 of the matter could be made in November 1871, 

Campbell and Courtney broke a gas pipe in excavating for the 

Caroline street sewer and relations between the Cauncil and 

the Gas Company were more strained than ever.28  Finally by 

March of 1872 a compromise was reached whereby the Council 

agreed to pay the Gas Company seven dollars per lamp lighted 

each month.29  After this the picture began to look better 

and new globe type burners were installed in the. lamps. This 

ended the troubles between the city and the Gas Company during 

these years, but as for the actual street lighting, the Tele-

graph reported that the light failed during the State Fair 

in May of 1872, which the newspaper felt was an outrage on 

the Houston public, who were trying to impress their visitors 

with Houston's advantages.3°  Then, the Telezraph reported in' 

June that the new burners did not give nearly so brilliant a 

light as the old burners. In October, the reporter of the 

Tele&raph visited the gas works to discover why the gas went 

out each night, and he was informed that repairs and improve-

ments were being made; until these were completed, the normal 

amount of gas could not be produced. Finally, on October 25, 

1872 the Telegraph reported that the street lamps were regularly 

kept burning,31  

In the matter of a city transportation system, Houston 

was much more deficient than in the case of street lighting. 

In March of 1868, a horse car began operating on the Tap 
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Railroad, which ran every forty-five minutes and charged a 

fare of ten cents. The Houston City Railroad Company put a 

street car in operation on McKinney in April of 1868.32  How-

ever by 1869 the Street Railway Company, although it evidently 

existed, did not seem to be operating any cars and never during 

this period was a regular street railroad operated. 

One of the great necessities of Houston is a street 
railway. Those able to overcome the magnificent dis-
tances of the Bayou City on horseback are, of course, 
all right; but unfortunately, pedestrians compelled to 
walk from one end of the corporation to the other, every 
day, to the great detriment and cost of shoe leather, are 
not so well off as regards facility, ease and rapidity 
of locomotion. In Houston a long and tiresome walk is 
necessary, whilst in Galveston, where street cars are all 
the go, a pleasant ride for five cents would be a privi-
le7e, not a necessity. Of immense advantage to the city, 
a short ,railway would most evidently be a paying insti-
tution#Q0  

Transportation in Houston during this period was thus mostly 

by horseback, wagons, carriage, or walking. The coming of the 

gymnastic artists, the Hanlons, with their velocipedes in Jan-

uary, 1869, created a stir for a short while, with predictions 

made that thin form of transportation might become preferred, 

but this was only a temporary interest which soon disappeared .34  

The ox-cart was a common sight in Houston; usually four to six 

yoke of oxen were attached to the wagons that came into the 

city to trade.35  

As for the street railroad the Telegraph in February, 

1869, reported that tracks had been laid but that the care 

were no longer running on them, even though the company was 

reported to have made a fair profit while they were operating. 

The president of the company, L. Dechaumes, a Houston merchant, 
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reported that the company had been unable to operate due to 

financial difficulties but that these were about settled and 

he hoped to have the road in running order soon. Shortly after 

this Mr. Dechaumes leased the land to construct a much needed 

street railroad to Allen's station over Preston street, and 

ties for this railroad were received.36 The subject was then 

not mentioned again until June of 1870, when it appeared that 

Houston still did not have its street railroad. The Legisla. 

ture, August 6, 1870, granted a charter to the Houston City 

Street Railway Company." However, this company evidently 

did not begin to operate cars soon for in November 1870 the 

Telecraph reported that Houston was still without street cars: 

Indeed, a street railway has come to be regarded as a 
sort of myth--as a thing quite desirable but not to be 
had--and as among the possibilities but not the prob-
abilities of the future of Houston.‘. 

M. L. Westheimer who had a stable, operated a line of 

omnibuses to the State Fair grounds in 1871 to accommodate 

those who had no other means to reach the grounds. It was 

1872 before a street car line was laid to the grounds and it 

was only a temporary track, taken up as soon as the Fair was 

over.39 

Meanwhile in June of 1871, the City Council passed an 

ordinance granting the right of way to the Houston Street 

Railway Company over Main street and most of the parallel and 

cross streets from the Bayou to the city limits; hope was then 

expressed that this company would begin operations by fall 

but in February of 1872 this company had not begun operations 

and in November of 1872 a resolution was passed by. the Council 
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Granting to this company the right of extending the time of 

constructing one mile of road to one year from December 4, 

1872, which indicated that the company had not gone to work 

then.40 Thus the year 1872 closed with no city transportation 

system. 

Houston's fire problem during these years was met better 

than any of the civic problems, and the City Council was not 

responsible in any great degree for this success. Possibly 

one reason that the fire problem apparently was handled so 

well was that there were no spactacular fires during this time 

for the firemen to cope with; people in the closely settled 

business districts had begun to construct their buildings out 

of brick and more fireproof materials; the Council had passed 

ordinances before this time requiring no more wood construction 

within the fire limits of the city and requiring trash to be 

disposed of so as not to create a fire hazard; and stove pipes 

were required to have a brick or stone cylinder or chimney 

41 around them. 	The fire system of Houston was a combination 

of private and public enterprise; that is, the city helped pay 

expenses, buy hose, and furnish engine houses, but some of the 

expense was carried by the various companies themselves, and by 

public subscription. 

From 1869 through 1872, the Fire Department of the City 

of Houston was made up of four companies: Protection Steam Fire 

Engine Company number one, whose charter had been granted in 

1838, the first fire company in Texas; Liberty Steam Fire 

Engine Company number two, orgaftized in 1852; Houston Hook and 
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Ladder number one, organized in 1858; and Stonewall Hand 

Engine Company number three, organized in 1867. As can be 

seen from their names, Protection and Liberty Companies had 

each a steam engine while the other two last had hand-pumped 

engines. The city water supply came from underground cisterns; 

and to aid in fighting fires, the city built four large cis» 

terns in the business district, the fire companies pumping 

water from Buffalo Bayou into them when they became dry, a 

process which took two days. During these years there was 

no active Central Fire Department. One was organized after 

the war, and each company sent delegates who elected a Chief 

and several Assistants; however, this central body was prac-

tically non-existant in 1869, and the newspapers made no 

mention of it; by 1871 it had gone out of existence.42  

The firemen were very prompt in reaching fires within 

the fire limits. However, if a serious fire occurred several 

miles out from the center of the city, the building was des-

tined to burn down, The steam companies had mules or horses 

to pull their engines but the other companies used man power. 

If a fire got a good start before the firemen got there, or 

if a strong wind was blowing, the building on fire was almost 

sure to burn down and possibly set fire to any neighboring 

building before the firemen could do anything about it. In 

spite of this, Houstonians, one would gather from the papers, 

were very proud of their firemen: 

The fire brigade of Houston is the best and most effi-
cient we ever knew in any city. And now for the reason 
of the thins: It is composed of the best men in the 
city, socially, morally, intellectually, educationally.... 
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And men of culture are better in everything than men of ,. 
no culture. They not only make better editors, better 
lawyers, doctors, preachers, etc., but they also make, 
strange as it may seem, better draymen, blacksmiths, 
stonemasons, carpenters, well-diggers, and as a natural 
consequence better firemen. 

The firemen of one company or another were continually 

petitioning the Council for various things, such as new truck 

houses, hose, and engines.44  Many of their requests were 

granted, but if this important part of city government had 

been run efficiently, the firemen would not have needed to 

petition to have their wants supplied. Finances were doubtless 

at the bottom of the difficulty as they were in every other 

civic problem. Also, as was stated earlier, large cities were 

a new development, and no ready-made solutions had yet been 

developed to remedy quickly all of these difficulties. Under 

these circumstances, plus the disturbed condition of the South, 

Houston firemen did remarkably well and their success was 

largely due to the energies of public-spirited citizens. 

As for the causes of the fires during this period, they 

were, of course, many and varied. However, several types of 

causes stood out more than others. In the first place, there 

was quite a bit of actual incendiarism during these years. 

The court reports never mentioned the fact that an incendiary 

had been caught and punished, but the newspapers in their 

reports of fires very often blamed them on incendiarism, 

mentioning that rags, cotton, sawdust, or other such combustible 

material soaked in kerosene were found at the scene of the 

fire.45 The Times of May 9, 1869, spoke of this in an editorial: 
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Incendiaries seem to have been at work for the last few 
nights in our city, and .,:have succeeded in burning three 
houses, and had it not been for the promptness of our 
fire companies, greater damage would certainly have 
resulted, All of the buildings were unoccupied at the 
time, which leaves no room to doubt that it was the work 
of some hellish fiend.46  

No simple reason could be given for this great amount of incen-

diarism; sometimes the newspapers insinuated that it could have 

been to give thieves an opportunity to steal, yet the fires 

and robberies did not occur at the same time; the idea that 

they could be planned in order to collect insurance did not 

seam very probable, nor did the newspapers ever infer this, 

for the insurance on a building that had been burned down, 

if mentioned, was always less than the property was worth; 

at times, the newspapers suggested that these fires were set 

by organized gangs of incendiaries and thieves who roamed 

around over the country side .47  One night there were three 

fires in quick succession evidently set by incendiaries; 

Captain H. E. Perkins' law office was about one-third de-

stroyed by a fire which apparently was started by kerosene 

inserted under weatherboarding; the old Allen warehouse was 

entered by two men carrying cotton saturated with coal oil, 

but a Negro in the warehouse saw them and put the fire out 

before real damage was done; a small unoccupied wooden house 

also was set on fire the 	 48 same night*  

The three other greatest causes for fires at this time 

were the careless handling of kerosene and such oils used for 

cooking and lighting, the failure to keep chimneys cleaned 

out so that the soot could not catch fire, and the overheating 
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of stove pipes which were placed too close to wooden walls; 

thus the greatest number of fires occurred in the winter 

months when fireplaces and stoves were used.49 About every 

Uovember the newspapers would mention that the season of fires 

was beginning and citizens should see to having their chimneys 

cleaned and having the tops taken off these chimneys, building 

them in some other way to keep the rain out, for the tops 

caused the soot to bounce back and catch fire.5°  

One of the most noted fires during this period was the 

destruction of Richardson's Preserved Meat Factory. This 

factory was located about two miles from town. The fire was 

due to the ignition of some grease during the process of 

roasting meat. Since it was so far from town, the fire depart-

ment was not of much service.51 

The Hall of the Turnverein also burned about the same time 

as Richardson's factory. It was wooden and was a mass of 

flames before the firemen got there, so that the efforts of 

the firemen were directed to saving adjoining buildings--a 

very common practice among them, as their equipment was not 

effective enough to put out a fire once it really was burning 

rapidly. The loss was v5,000 to 06,000, and only 04,000 of it 

was covered by insurance. This fire was rumored to be the 

work of an incendiary.52 

In November, 1872, there was a fire apparently caused by a 

candle which had been left in a place by a servant where it 

could have fallen and set fire to some combustible material, 

although some claimed that it was started by an incendiary. 
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Before the fire was put out, some five or six buildings on the 

corner of San Jacinto and Prairie streets were destroyed at a 

loss of 0.0,000 to $12,000.53  

The firemen of Houston received no pay for their services. 

Their charters exempted them from jury service, which must have 

been considered to be an odious duty. In 1871 a fireman was 

called as a juror and Judge James Masterson of the District 

Court ruled that firemen were not exempt from this duty. 

In 1872, this case was taken to the State Supreme Court which 

reversed this decision and firemen were thereafter exempt from 

such service. The Telegraph favored this decision for it 

feared that if this. exemption were not allowed, the Fire Depart-

ment would be destroyed. 54  

Most of Houston's fresh vegetable and meat buying and 

selling was carried on in the markethouse owned by the city) 

the markethouse was built in 1840 and extended from Preston 

to Congress streets, It was two stories high on the Congress 

side, the upper floor being used as the City Hall and the lower 

floor as City Jail. It was made of wood and became full of 

rats; by 1869 the markethouse was in a pretty dilapidated condi-

tion. In 1871 the city authorities had it whitewashed on the 

outside which according to the Telegraph made it look fair 

enough, but the inside was a disgrace. The newspapers were 

much in favor of having a new market house built of some more 

substantial material instead of spending more money on this 

old building; it was felt that the revenues from the market 

were sufficient to build a much better structure for at least 
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fifty stalls were rented each month at an average of twenty 

dollars per month. Finally in April 1871, the Mayor adver-

tised for bids to build a new markethouse and City Architect 

Grote was engaged in preparing specifications for it. Llaur 

Scanlan visited the North between May and September of 1871, 

to observe the public improvements in other cities, and gave 

his ideas about w2iat the market house should include when he 

returned.' The building as proposed would cost C250,000. 

Work was to have begun January 1, 1872, with completion in a 

year)but the building was not completed by the end of 1872. 

The building cost the city 0470,000 before it was completed, 

since the contractor, William Brady)  followed exactly the 

specifications and plans which did not include provisions 

for some doors, floors, and so on. When these had to be added, 

Brady charged the city extra.55 

During this time the market house was farmed out each 

year to the highest bidder who paid the city whatever he had 

bid for the privilege of collecting fees and rentals from it. 

Market hours were from four until nine each morning, and it was 

unlawful to sell fresh meats, vegetables, butter, eggs, and 

cheese at any other place than the market during these hours; 

it was also unlawful to sleep in the market." 

The subject of a city park and pleasure grounds was 

another civic Amprovement to which some attention was paid 

at this time. It seemed that the only places in Houston were 

privately owned and not improved. Such places as Lubbock's 

Grove, Merkel's Grove, and Brays Bayou were favorite picnic 
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spots, but there were no city parks. In Juno 1869, the Tim 

announced that subscriptions were open to establish a per-

manent pleasure grounds near the city; $1,000 already had 

been taken and only $6,000 was needed; however, nothint; cacie 

of this. In the summer of 1869 Lubbock's Grove was opened 

to the public on Saturday night and Sunday, but a month after 

its opening the managers had closed it because some of the 

people going there would not behave themselves in the presence 

of ladies. In September of 1870 the Mayor was given authority 

to select suitable grounds for a public park; however, nothing 

was done in this matter, After the. Mayor's visit to the North 

in 1871, he reported that much attention was being paid to 

the subject of amusements for the people there and he recom-

mended securing grounds for three city parks butthis was 

not done." 

The State Fair Grounds were opened to ticket holders in 

September of 1871. These grounds were beautified greatly 

before the Fair of 1872; trees, shrubs, and flowers were planted 

and walks completed. In the summer of 1872 these grounds were 

opened free and possibly fulfilled the need for a public park.58  

Another item in the way of.  civic improvement with which 

the citizens were greatly concerned at this time was the 

question of a city cemetery. In 1870 there were six cemeteries 

in Houston, two owned by the city and the other four belonging 

respectively to the Catholics, Masons, Odd FellowG, and 

Hebrews. The last four evidently were in fairly good con-

dition, but the two owned by the city were in a pitiful state, 
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This was duo largely to the lack of enclosing fences so that 

pigs and cattle were enabled to roam at will in them; graves 

and coffins had been broken open; and a wagon road made its 

way through the cemetery across graves. The Telegraph kept 

a steady agitation up over this question stating that "the 

conduct of the living to their dead is a first rate criterion 

upon which to judge the souls of the living.u" Finally after 

much discussion in the newspapers the City Council voted in 

March 1871, to close the City Graveyard to burials after June 

1, 1871, except to those having enclosures in it, and to 

enclose it at the expense of the city. In June 1871 the 

Council voted that one thousand dollars of city funds be 

spent to fence this graveyard and this was done by a wooden 

picket.  fence. However, as so many of the civic improvements, 

this was not done with a view to permanency and a short time 

after the completion of the fence, the Negroes, who consti-

tuted most of the people living around the cemetery, began to 

remove sections of the fence for fuel and 	permit passage 

through the cemetery. By Yarch 1872, the newspapers were 

pointing out that the city should buy land farther out from 

the city and exhume all of the bodies in the old city graveyard 

and bury them in the new.60  

As a result of this careless handling of the cemetery matter, 

quite a few citizens formed the Houston Cemetery Association, 

which proposed to set apart forever a fifty acro cemetery. 

Shares in this corporation evidently were taken rapidly-  for 

one year after its organization in late 1870 a cemetery was 
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being enclosed along Buffalo Bayou. According to the Tele-

Draph, the new cemetery was very beautiful, with ravines 

running through it, lovely trees, and rustic bridges. On 

June 12, 1872 the new cemetery called "Glenwood" was 

dedicated.61 

The city's financial condition played an important role 

in connection with civic improvements, which in quite a large 

measure depended on the state of the city's finances. The 

Telegraph of March 16, 1870, reported that the total indebt-

edness of Houston was smalll $233,065.5g and that Houston had 

taxable property for the payment of this debt. The paper 

was happy about this and hoped that needed civic improvements 

could be made: 

We trust that our councilmen will adopt a plan for the 
further amelioration of city finances, and at the same 
time will no longer permit our local interests and public 
improvements to languish and stagnate. Houston must keep 
pace with the age; and if we mean to build up a city here 
to which all lovers of urban life will flock, let us at 
once haste to establish those. social advantages of city 
life--good roads, schools, street lamps, water and drain-
ageA2  Then will people, commerce and wealth roll in upon 
us." 

This article was written several months before the Radical city 

government under T. H. Scanlan came into control. This new 

government took the statement about civic improvements literally 

but evidently forgot about the request for keeping the city 

debt low, for, as pointed out earlier, this adminstration awarded 

contracts for $75,000 for the building of the Caroline street 

sewer, x'200, 000 for paving sidewalks, and $250,000 for a 

markethouse which was to eventually cost over $400,000. Scanlan 

and his cohorts left Houston with a debt of about $2,000,000 
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with little to show for it. The Telegraph  reported about 

December 1, 1870 that there had been an increase in the city 

debt of $20,000 since May and that it was about time to stop 

this or the city would be bankrupt. The Radical government 

even extended Houston's city limits in order to increase the 

city revenue from taxation, but the more money these radicals 

had the more they spent. By May of 1872 the Telegraph reported 

that there was an increase of $699,427.48 in the total debt of 

the city over 1870. Of course, one thing the paper overlooked 

was the greater costs of running a city that was so rapidly 

growing as Houston, especially if it were to have all of 

those improvements wanted. Still, there was some waste and 

fraud in the management of the finances.63  

The subject of the health of the city was another important 

question. This was not a great problem during these years, but 

the healthy state of affairs was the result of more luck or 

chance than of any measures adopted by the city government. 

The great fear in those days was of epidemics, especially 

yellow fever and to a lesser extent smallpox. The memory of 

the great yellow fever epidemic of 1867 was fresh in everyone's 

mind. As the transmission of yellow fever was thought to be 

connected in some way with stagnant, contaminated water and 

warm weather, the cry was continually made as summer approached 

each year that as the sickly season was coming, persons should 

take great precautions to clean out gutters, fill up water 

holes, and in other ways keep the streets and private property 

clean. Especially were these requests directed to the City 
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Council, with the hope of getting some action in drainage and 

other sanitary measures. However, nothing much was done for 

the same pleas are reported over and over again; yet, in spite 

of these conditionsthe city remained healthy. The Telegraph  

of August 23, 1870 reported that although Houston was one of 

the healthiest cities in the state, this health could not be 

attributed to any pfforts of Houstonians but to "some for-

tunate combination of atmospheric and other natural causes."64  

Statements which indicated Houston's healthy condition.were 

expressed in varying ways many,times in the newspapers: 

One of our physicians, who does an extensive practice:  
informed us yesterday, that if all the practice in town 
was confined to one man it would not keep him fully 
employed. Good for Houston. 6° 

The city did pass an important health ordinance in 1871. 

It provided for the Board of Aldermen to elect a practising 

doctor in the city as a health physician who, with one 

citizen from each ward, should constitute the City Board of 

Health, the Mayor being president of the Board. The physician 

would receive a salary of $1,500 a year and the members of 

the Board, $5 for attendance at each meeting. The Health 

Physician was to keep a record of all births and deaths in 

the city, and make monthly sanitary reports to the City 

Council; all earth closets and privies were to be inspected 

and cleaned.66 OnJune 29, 1872 another Health Ordinance 

was passed which made it the duty of the Street Commissioner 

to devote his time exclusively to the cleaning of streets, 

gutters, alleys, and ditches, and to employ three additional 

scavenger carts. This ordinance was to be in force until 
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September 1 and indicated that more attention was being given 

to the subject of sanitation in the summer, or disease months.67  

The city did take some measures for health before the 

passage of the Ordinance of 1871. In March 1869, the city 

marshal ordered all hogs running at large in the city to be 

taken up and the recorder's court reported fines for this 

offence. The Times remarked, however, that these hogs should 

be let alone as they cleaned up the gutters and took the place 

of the scavenger carts. In June 1869, the Telezraph reported 

that the Marshal was inspecting premises about the city, fining 

some for not keeping them clean. Very soon after Mayor Scanlan 

came into office he announced that the health ordinances of 

the city in regard to keeping one's property clean would be 

strictly enforced, but his call for cleanliness evidently met 

little attention from the remarks on sanitation that kept 

appearing in the papers." Some were fined but this did not seem 

to have much effect on the general city picture; it would appear, 

though, that much of the unhealthy condition was not so much due 

to private citizens' violation of the laws as to the failure 

of the City Council to adopt proper means for drainage and 

garbage collection: 

Houston is the best situated city in the South for 
public drainage. And Houston has spent money enough 
in that direction to make her the best drained city 
in the Union. But it has accomplished comparatively 
little, because there has been no system adopted. The 
plan has been to remedy a present evil rather than to 
provide a permanent cure. Soon the spring rains will 
be upon us, and our ditches and low places will be 
filled to be there a prolific cause of disease and dis-
comfort. Let the city refer this matter to a competent 
engineer....Away with the plan of digging or opening 
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ditches, only to let the soft soil and rubbish fill them 
up and make them the receptacles of filth and water to 
breed death and disease. Better by far that we should 
have a few large permanent trunk drains Vian ten times 
as many temporary and inefficient onos.6  

A City Engineer was appointed in 1871 to study the problem of 

grading and levelling in the city with a view to drainage, 

and the Caroline street sewer was built to try and solve this 

problem for a part of town at least, but this sewer did not 

solve theproblem," The Health Ordinance of 1871 evidently 

did result in more use of lime and other disinfectants about 

the city and the description of foul gutters and streets 

such as the Telegraph of July 8, 1870, reported, were not 

so numerous after the ordinance was passed in 1871: 

There is a locality on Congress street, between Main 
and Travis, which is really offensive. Those olfactories 
that can pass it with agreeable sensations must be either 
paralised, or close on to paralysis. When decomposed 
matters are suffered to infest the city atmosphere with 
foul emanations, who can expect the present healthy 
condition of Houston to continue.71  

There were no epidemics among the people during these 

years. In September of 1870, Dr. Peete, the quarantine 

officer at Galveston, established a quarantine against all 

vessels from New Orleans for yellow fever was raging there. 

From this time until the quarantine was lifted the most 

important subject in the Houston newspapers was yellow fever, 

its causes and methods of treatment; the newspapers were 

constantly having to refute rumors of yellow fever.in Galveston 

and Houston to prevent a panic among the people, which indi-

cated the great fear that they had of this disease. The Mayor, 

before the scare was over, had quarantined everything from 
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Galveston entering Houston as well as from Liberty, since 

the Houstonians who had been in New Orleans were coming to 

Houston from there; however, the city continued unusually 

healthy during this time. Before the scare was over one man 

had died in Houston of the disease. but he was from out of 

the city and there was a dispute among the doctors as to 

whether he really had yellow fever; Galveston had only four 

cases. As a result of the quarantine, the Telegraph had to 

reduce its number of pages from eight to four, trade was 

greatly decreased, and most of the unacclimated citizens left 

Houston.72 

In 1872 smallpox was evidently epidemic in some places in 

the country, and as a result, the City Council supplied Dr. 

Baker, the Health Officer, with vaccine. At first, the number 

of people vaccinated was evidently small but in a month's 

time, Dr. Baker reported that he had vaccinated over five 

hundred persons, with vaccination general enough to make the 

city well prepared for a smallpox epidemic. About a month 

later in April, 1872, a Negro man in Houston had smallpox, 

but this was the only case in Houston, and he recovered.73  

Although the people were unable to manufacture an epidemic, 

the horses were not so lucky. There was an epizootic among 

the horses of Houston in November and December of 1872 which 

made practically every horse in Houston sick. The disease 

caused the horse to have a cough, discharge from the nose, 

swollen throat, and fever, and although the percentage of 

recovery was fairly high, with the death of only six horses, 
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it certainly paralyzed business and transportation in the 

city. As in the case of yellow fever, the doctors did not 

know what caused this; some attributed it to contagion, and 

others believed atmospheric conditions produced it.74  

As for the causes of death during these years, from a 

study of mortuary reports, various forms of tuberculosis were 

the most numerous, with about twice as many deaths from this 

as from convulsions, the next largest cause of death. Con-

vulsions were attacks that appeared mostly among very young 

children and babies. Congestive chills and fever, pneumonia 

and"general debility" frequently resulted in death. People 

died less often of heart disease, typhoid fever, lockjaw, 

inflammation of the bowels, bilious fever, dropsy, diptheria 

and apoplexy. The greatest number of deaths occurred between 

the ages of twenty-five and fifty years; there were also a 

great number of children, less than two years old who died, 

largely from convulsions." The Telegraph  Commented on the 

fact that there seemed to be a suicide mania in Houston about 

the first of 1872; there were seven or eight suicides about 

this time; the Telegraph observed that this was part of the 

general suicide mania inpossession everywhere." 

There were about fifty accidental deaths, a large part 

of them from drowning and railroad accidents. However, the 

greatest number of accidents did not result in death or even 

injury to persons; most of them occurred when horses, which 

became frightened for one reason or another, ran away.77  

Probably the most spectacular accident during these years 
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was an explosion at the meat packery of Pert and MacDonald 

on September 8, 1870. A tallow rendering tank was blown up 

due to defective iron and as a result hot fat was poured over 

two men standing near by.78  

The funerals of important or well liked citizens of Houston 

were accompanied to the grave with a large procession. A des-

cription of the funeral of Col. T. B. J. Hadley, one of 

Houston's oldest citizens who died September 24, 1869, was 

typical: 

The funeral procession of Col. Hadley was a large and 
imposing one. The Masonic fraternity took charge of the 
remains of our deceased brother and escorted them to the 
Baptist Church, where the simple and touching service of 
that church was performed by Rev. Mr. Zealy, who, with 
his heart full of sympathy for the relatives, encouraged 
his hearers to emulate the virtues of the deceased who 
had now gone to rest from his labors. The procession 
was then formed and marched to the Masonic Cemetery, where 
his remains were deposihRd in the grave with ceremonies 
peculiar to the Masons." 

The average number of deaths a month during these years 

was about fifteen to twenty which must have been remarkably 

low considering the number of statements made about the healthy 

condition of the city, even though it was located in a latitude 

supposed to be unhealthy. "We are glad to announce that our 

city is astonishingly healthy, distressingly so to doctors who 

have little to do, and to undertakers who have less :;130  

From the number of patent medicines advertised in the 

newspapers one might gain the impression that the people 

were sick all of the time. Any newspaper of this period 

advertised all kinds of "cure-alls". These remedies were not 

made in Houston but sold by Houston druggists. Edward Wilder 
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advertised Stomach Bitters to cure dyspepia, liver complaint, 

all species of indigestion, and fever; Sarsparilla and 

Potash for scrofula; Compound Extract of Wild Cherry for 

colds and catarrh; Family. Pills for constipated and sluggish 

bowels; Chill Tonic for chills and fever; also Mother's 

Worm Syrup.81 Not only did the people believe in using such 

tonics but they evidently also thouGht that the use of certain 

creams and lotions could give beauty. Hoean's Magnolia Balm 

was advertised as able to restore "youthful beauty," remove 

"redness, blotches and pimples," cure "tan, sunburn and 

freckles," and make "a lady of thirty appear but twenty."82  

The Texas Medical Association met in Houston several 

times during these years and a State Dental Ascociation also 

was formed in Houston in 1869.83 

There were several travelling doctors who visited Houston. 

One of them, a Dr. Jones of New York City, an ear and eye 

doctor, came to Houston in the spring of 1870 and 1871. 

Evidently from the cures reported in the paper, he must have 

been a miracle worker and the demand for his services was 

so great that he was compelled each time to stay longer than 

he planned to. There were also several magnetic healers who 

visited Houston, performing wonderful healings.84 

Two of Houston's doctors had a hospital, the Houston 

Infirmary, to treat all diseases that required surgery, and 

also constitutional diseases as scrofula. Dr. Perl operated 

an establishment called the"Texas Hygienic Institute", which 

furnished Turkish baths, Russian vapor, medicated, and electric 
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baths; these baths were quite popular in Houstan; Dr. Jeri 

soon had to have certain hours and days ()Den for the ladies 

exclusively.85  

Houston had a City Hospital, but it, as all of the other 

responsibilities of the city, was certainly not run in a vary 

efficient manner. However, this need of the city was not 

very demanding for the papers were not so full of criticism 

of it as they were of drainage, streets, and the like. Of 

course, this was before the time when people went to a hospi-

tal for every kind of ailment; they were usually treated at 

home. The City Hospital was used mainly by the poor of Houston 

and railroad workers. The hospital was farmed out each year 

to various doctors who received a certain amount for their 

services, usually very little, which did not make for very 

good care of the patients. Calls were continually being made 

for donations of bedding, books and so on for the hospital • 

and for food at Christmas-time so that the inmates could have 

a good dinner. A Council meeting of July 2, .1870 appropriated 

$250 to repair the Hospital building." The Telegraph described 

the hospital in 18701 

It is located on McKinney street, three blocks from 
Main. It is a two story wooden tenement, with verandahs, 
formerly used as a dwelling, with rooms pretty well 
adapted to hosiptal purposes, and surrounded by what 
is most necessary to every hospital--an open lot planted 
with trees and covered with long grass....The condition 
of the hospital as regards comfort, is anything but good, 
and it seems questionable whether a well man, if sent 
to the hospital, would long remain so....The truth is 
the bedding of the City Hospital which we were informed 
at the hospital it is 'in the contract/ for the city to 
furnish, is not only insufficient for the sick, but 
adapted neither in quality or condition to the requirements 
of a public hospita1.87 
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Later in 1071 the newspaper reported that the hospital was 

in a fine condition but this report sounded too good to be 

true from all the appeals for bedding that quite often came 

out in the paper.. In 1872 the city authorities considered 

building; a new hospital farther out in the suburbs than the 

present one. Citizens of Houston circulated a petition to 

this effect which was signed by seven hundred people. The last 

action taken by the Council was in August 1872, when a com-

mittee recommended that the hospital stay where it was until 

some other location and building could be secured. In Novem-

ber of 1872 the city had a severe cold spell and it was 

found that the hospital patients were suffering from lack of 

bedding; as a result the city was forced to purchase for the 

hospital, bedding and blankets needed.88  

The State Insane Asylum had been established by this time 

at Austin, but the study of insanity and the care and treatment 

of it had not progressed very much, at least in Houston. There 

were not many "crazy" people in Houston; one person, "old Adam; 

a lunatic, was a familiar city sight. The newspapers felt 

that the city should do something to take care of such persons. 

Old Adam, a harmless lunatic, was parading the street 
yesterday-with a large label pinned to his breast. It 
is a pity that there are those among us who have so 
little compassion for the unfortunate, as to use their 
misfortunes for the idle sport. It is sufficiently 
humiliating to thinking men to look upon a fellow man 
whose mind is a wreck, and we think it degrading to 
use shattered intellect to make sport of, or to minister 
to our ideas of fun. If the community cannot afford an 
asylum for these wretched beings, we can at least treat 
them kindly, and protect them from injury,89 
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This old roan dressed and acted in a pitiful manner which 

should have appealed to the sympathy of all but evidently 

did not. In 1872 the Telegraph reported that Adam had 

reappeared in the city after a long absence and the men 

and boys were teasing him. This was one problem the city 

had not even begun to cope with. 

In summinc up, in the matter of civic improvements, the 

city certainly did not solve all of its problems; however, 

advance was made in the very fact that these problems were 

considered. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER TV,0 

1. alquatt, Jan. 26, 1869, p.3, 

2. Tele/3;mph, ray 11, 1869, p.3. 

3, References to the bad street conditions can be found in 
the Telegraph, Jan. 3, 1869, p.3; Feb, 1, 1869, p.; April 
16, 1869, p.5; April 18, 1869, p.5, 

4. algEmth, Jan. 16, 1869, pp.1-2; a city ordinance passed 
Jan. 14, 1869, was quoted which stated it to be unitmful to 
dig any ditch across a street or sidewalk except for drain-
age, which indicated that the citizens often took t4is matter 
into their own. hands. The TeleFreph, April 9, 1870, p.5, 
contains an ordinance that stlid that it should be unlawful 
for anyone to build any sidewalk or curbing without first 
finding out the established erde of the street 4̀. :i.he Telegraph, 
Oct. 23, 1870, p.5, reported that the city marshal was serving 
notice to property owners to mend the sidewalks on their 
premises. 

5. alemah, March 2, 1869, p.3; March 4, 1869, p.3; March 
7, 1869, p.3. The Telerreph, April 15, 1869, p.5, rei:orted 
on other street improvements and said that "It affords us 
every pleasure to record every instance of our City Fathers 
mending their rays." The Teleprbnh, Jug. 20, 1869, p.5, 
said that the contract for grading Franklin street uns now 
completed and that "this is now as handsome a street as can 
be found in any city this side of New York," 

6, 12191=01, May 22, 1869, p.3; Times, Oct. 30, 1869, p.3. 

7. Telegraph, Sept. 1, 1869, p.5. 

8. Telegraph, Oct. 2, 1869 p.8; Jan, 23, 18701  p.8. 

g 	a 	March 18, 1871#  p.5; July 18, 1871, D.5 contains 
the contract  t 	between the city and John Trenton for building 
brick sidewalks in the business areas, Jan. GI  1872, p,5$  
gives the notification that the city marshal was going to 
send out to the property owners of the business district 
informing them that they must GomPlY with Articles 6b8 end 
3E0 of the new City Code; these ordinances crealso given 
end _are those requiring sidewalks to be paved with brick, 
stone, or tile. 

10. A full discussion of this contract will be found in the 
2212anntl, June, 7#  1871, p.5. 

11. Illumat, &Sept. 10, 1871, p.8; the mayor reported that 
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drainage was what was most needed end pavement should only 
be put down when properly drained streets failed to meet the 
demands; he recommended that property owners on either side 
of the street should each pay 1/3 of the cost of shelling 
end the city the other 1/3. 

12. Telep,raph, Jan. 14, 1872i p, 5 Jan. 23, 1872, p.5; Jan. 
30, 1872, p.5. 

13. This paving controversy can be followed by referring to 
the Telegraph, Feb. 4, 1872, p.1; Feb. 10, 1872, p.5; Feb, 
27, 1872, p.5, March E3, 1872, po5; April lf, 1872, p.5, 
April 27, 1672, p.5; April 284 1872, p.5; May 4, 1872, po4; 
May 5, 1872, p.5; May 7, 1872, p. 8, The Telegraph, Dec. 6, 
1872, p.5, reported that v,ork was not progressing very rap-
idly on, the sidewalks. 

14. Telegraph, Dec, 19, 1872, p.6. 

15. The story, of .the Carolinp, street sewer is given in the 
altaanla, Nov. 25, 1871, p.5, Dec. 81, 1871, p.5; Feb. 2, 
1872, p.5; May 18, 1872, p.5, June 22, 1872, po 5; June 29, 
1872, po5, July 14, 1872,p.1; Nov. 15, 1872, p.5. The case 
of .tckerman for having his cellar filled v:ith water can be 
found in the Telerrul, /.ug. 6, 1872, p5 and .Aug. 8, 1372, p.5. 

16. Information on the condition of Houston's bridges u111 
he found in the Telegraph, Jan. 20, 1869, p'.3; April 20, 
1869, p.2; May 15, 1869, po3; Jan. 13, 1670, p.5, July 16, 
1871, p.4; Aug. 261  1871, p.5; Mar. 13, 1872, p445; Mar, 141  
1872, po5; April 13, 1372, p.4 (list of bridges fol' which 
proposals were being received to build); May 18, 1872, p.1 
(accident on. Lang Bricige); Lay 26, 1872, p ol (Long Bridge 
closed); July 20, 18W, p.8 (proposals for a bridge to take 
the place of, Long. BriOge); Aug. 8, 1872, po5 (new bridges 
proposed for Houston); Dec. 7, 1872, po5 (a wooden bridge 
to take the place of Long Bridge instead of the iron one 
proposed). 

17. Information on street watering can be found in the 
Telegraph, March 4, 1869, p.3, Aug. 29, 1869, p.5; Dec.. 
18, 186g7 pol; Nov. 19, 1871, p.5. 

184  Telezraph, April 7, 1859, p.5; 

19. B. H. Carroll, Standard ,Hi stork of Houston, Texas ( Knox-
ville, %wen., 1912), p,92, 

20. Times, April 7, 1869, po3. 

21.. 	 Nov, 28, 1369, p.3: "The city lamps are few and 
far between, and it is a pity that the 'Fathers' do not or 
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cannot throw more light on thelsubjectl as he gropes along in 
in the dark." See also the 7eler,raril, Jan. 18, 1870, p.5. 

22. Time13 $  Jan. 7, 1870, p. 5. 

23. Telegraph,, Jan. 18, 1870, p.5; Feb, 4$  1870, p# 5, 

24*  Telezraph, Jan. 30, 1870, p.1 • 

£5. Remtarks on inadequate lighting of private buildings can 
be found in the Telef.:moll, March 22, 1870, p.5; Dec. 5, 1871, 
P.5. 

26*  The progress of the quarrel between the Gas Company• and 
the City Council is found in the following; atm, !larch 29, 
1870, po 3; April 3, 1870 #  p.3; Telegrarli, April 2, 1870, p.5; 
Apiril 9, 1870, p,8 (report of arbitration committee: N,980 
due to Gas Co., 0,805 the amount claimed by the Co.). 

27*  The Telerreph, Lug, 8, 1871, p.5; Aug. 13, 1871, pe 5, 
pe 8; Lug, 15 $  1871, p.5 (summary of claims end Gas Co. and 
Council had against each other: Gas Company would not pay 
the city taxes and the Council would not pay the Gas Co.). 

28. algrrepho  Novo 26, 1871, pel; Nov. 30, 1871, po5, Dec. 
8 $  1871, p.5; Deco 9, 1871, p.5. 

29. Telezra_211, Dec. 29 $  1871, p.5 (offer made by the Gas Co. 
to light each lamp for 	per month rejected by the Council 
but later accepted). For final acceptance by the Council of 
the Gas Company's terms see the Igimuls  March 10, 1872, 
po 5; March 24, 1872, p.5, 

TeXerrtpl, May 17, 1872, pol :the Telegnsh said that if 
the Gas Co. can not give the city light, thenbget someone 
who can. 

31. Tele rn , June 4, 1872$  p.5. For a more detailed de-
scription o these repairs see the Tel,eftraph, Oct. 1.9, 1872 #  
pe 5; for a description of the gas works themselves see the 
TE4,er,rfipjl, Jan. 26, 1871, p.5. The Tele re. h, Oct. 25, 1872, 
p.81  reported that the lamps were regular y burning. 

32. H jugtsm:A History end 14q (Houston, 1942), compiled 
by workers of the Vbriters' Program of the Work Projects 
Administration, p,84$  

33. Teleryarh, July 1, 1870 $  p.5. 

34. Mention of velocipeding in Houston can be found in the 
.e r= 	Jen. 23 $  1869, p.3; April 8, 1869, p.5. 

35. Telefirapti, Jan. 7, 1871, p•5. 
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36. Telepjraph, Feb. 2, 1869, p.3; Feb. 4, 1869, p.3; Feb. 
10, 1869, p.3 (Preston street road leased); Feb. 12 #  1869, 
p.3 (ties arrive). 

37. New efforts to provide a street railroad in 1870 will 
be found in the following: B. H. Carroll Standard History  
of Houston, Texas (Knoxville, Tenn.., 1912) $  p. 251; Telegraph, 
Nov. 4, 1870, p.5. 

38. Telegraph, Nov, 4, 1870, p.5. 

39, For the railroad to the state fair grounds refer to 
the Telegraph, April 12, 1871, p.5; May 23, 1871, p.4; 
May 3, 1871,p.5. 

40. For information on final action toward a street railway 
in this period see the Telegraph, June 25, 1871,p.8; June 
27, 1871, p.5; Feb. 15, 1872, p.5; Nov, 10, 1872, p.4. 

41.. Fire ordinances of the City of Houston at this time can 
be found in the Charter end Revised Code of Ordinances of the 
City of ifloustonHouston, 1867 and 1874); fire limits of the 
city are given in the Houston City, Director of 1867-68, p.91. 

42. For a more detailed history of the Houston Fire Department 
see, Charles D. Green, Fire Fighterp of Houston, 1838-1915 
(Houston, 1915), passim, The Houston atz Directory of 
1870-71, lists the officers of the various fire companies at 
this time, p,69. 

43. ,Times,, March 22, 1870, p.3: another reference to the fine 
firemen of Houston in the TeleAraph, May 8 #  1869, p.3. The 
Te).__.9g021 of March 23, 1870, p.4, said that "Houstonians are 
justly proud of their Fire Brigade. The engines are always in 
apple pie order. At the first tap of the bell the boys are on 
hand, and when it comes to grapple with 'the devouring element, 
they are perfectly at home. During the last fires in our 
city we heard various spectators commend the quiet, business 
like deportment of the firemen, their courage, and patience, 
and skill, and success in saving frame buildings from destruc-
tion in immediate proximity to others in' flames. All honor 
to our Houston Firemen:" 

44'. For details about items the Council waspetitioned for 
and granted to the firemen, see the ,Te ra „March 3, 1872, 
p.5 (new truck house); Jan. 31, 1871, p.5 hose); Oct. 29, 
1870, p,5 (horses and hose); Nov. 	1870, p.5 (hand engine 
and hose); March 6, 1869, p.1 (horses). 

45. Reports of fires caused by incendiaries can be found in 
the following newspapers: TeleFraph, March 7, 1869, p.3; 
May 25, 1869, p.3; June 10, 1869, p.3; June 20, 1869, p.3; 
Nov. 21, 1869 • p. 5 ; Nov. 15 , 1872 $ p. 5. 
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46. Times, May 9$  1869, po2o 

47. Articles inferring or disproving some cause for in-
cendiarism are found in the TeleAraph$  May 6, 1869, p.3 
(insurance); May 8, 1869, p.3 (thieves); Aug. 31, 1869, p.5 
(insurance); July 14$  1871,T.5 (thieves); March 17, 1872, 
p.5 (thieves). 

48, Telegmoh,  Oct. 31, 1872, 1:$5. 

49, For fires caused by kerosene see the Telegraph,  Sept, 2, 
1869, p.5; Oct. 3, 1872, p.5. For fires caused by soot see 
the Telegraph  $ March 5, 1869, p,3; April 1, 1869, p.5; Feb. 
3, 1870, p.5; Feb, 4, 1870, p,5; Feb. 22, 1870, p.5; Dec. 
16, 1871, p.5. For fires caused by stovepipes see the 
Telegraph,  Oct. 27, 1869, p.5; Dec, 21, 1869, p.1; Jan. 4, 
1870$  p.8; Dec 21, 1870, p.5. 

50. Telegraph,  Oct. 28, 1870, p.5. 

51'. Fire at Richardson's Padkery is described in the Tele,graph,  
Feb. 27, 1870, p#5; March 1, 1870$  p.5. 

52, Telegraph,  March 19, 1870$  p.5. 

53`. Telegraph,  Nov. 131  1872, p.8. 

54. For details of the fireman-Juryman controversy see the 
Telegraph,  Aug, 17, 1870, p.5; Aug. 4, 1871, p.5, Aug. 8 # 

p.5; April 6$  1872, p.6.. 

55. A fairly complete, short history of the city market is 
found in Dr. Si. 0. Young, A Thumbnail Histor ofthe 	of 
Houston,  Texas (Houston, 	 . See also the 
Telegraph,  March 21, 1871, p.5; April II, 1871, 13,4; May 
25, 1871, p.5; Sept, 10, 1871, p. 8; Dec. 20, 1871, p.5; 
Jan. 26, 1872, po5; May 1, 1872, p,5. 

56. Telegraph,  Jan. 4, 1870$  p,8 (rental of market). For 
market ordinances see the Charter  and Revised  Code of Ordi-
nances  of the City  of Houston  of 1867, Articles 141-153. 
The alumpalof Aug. 121  1871, p.5 reported that lazy vag-
abonds hang around the market all of the time so that no 
lady can go to it for fear of hearing ugly remarks. 

A 	, 

57. For parks see the Times, June 11, 1869, p.3. See also 
the TeleAraph,  Aug, 18, 1869, p.3; Aug; 19, 1869, p.3; Aug. 
20, 1869, p.3; Sept. 10, 1869, p.3, Sept. 23$  1870, 1145; 
Sept. 10, 1871, p..8. 

58. State Fair Grounds as a park can be found in the TelefTaph,  
Sug. 29, 1871, p.4; Feb. 16, 1872, p.5; Aug.. 16, 1872$  p.4. 

59, Telegraphs  Nov. 2, 1870, p.4, 
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60. For remarks on the graveyards oimed by the city see 
the Telegraph, June 1, 1870, p.5 ; Nov. 18, 1879, p.5; 
Nov. 19, 1870, p.5; Jan. 31, 1871, p.5; March 26, 1871, p.5 
(Council action); Jiine 11, 1871, p.8; Dec. 15, 1871, p.5 
(fencing of cemetery); March 14, 1872, p.5 (proposal for 
new city cemetery); Nov. 3, 1872, p.8 ( negro caretaker of 
the old city cemetery was paid to keep gates closed but he 
had turned it into sort of a pasture for cattle). 

61. Information about Glenwood. Cemetery will be found in 
the Telegraph, Nov. 2, 1870, p.4 (prospectus of the Houston 
Cemetery Association); April .30, 1871, p. 5; July 4, 1871, p.5; 
Oct. 26, 1871, p..5 (description of the cemetery); Jan. 10, 
1872, p.5; Feb. 10, 1872, p.1 (name adopted); June 13, 1872, 
po 5 (dedication); Houston pity, Directory of 1873 , p.3 re- 
ported that 100 lots had been taken and 30 Interments made.. 

62. Telezraph, March 16, 1879, p.5. Pertinent information 
about city finances may be found in. Dr. Si, 0, Young ri A Thumb-
nail History of the City of Houston, Te3.. L_Aca (Houston, 5:9175,-  
p' "3 See also the Telw7aph, Aug; '3, 1870, p..5; Nov. 29, 
1870, p.5, July 28 $  1871, p.5; May 22,.1872, 

63. Telegraph, July 7, 1872, 	reported an investigation 
of some of Mayor Scanian,s financial transactions by one of 
the aldermen which created quite a stir (refer to the papers 
following this issue).. 

64, Telegraph, Aug. 23 , 1870 , 

65. Telepraph, Oct. 23, 1869, 

66. History of the passing of the city Health Ordinance is 
to be found in the following; Telegraph, March 11, 1871, p.5; 
Ilaxch 18, 1871, p.5; March 25, 1871, p.5; March 26, 1871, p.5; 
$.pril 12, 1871, p.5; April 22, 1871, p'.4; Jan.. 27, 1872, p. 

67. New Health Ordinance of June 29, 1872 is found in the 
Telegraph, July 3, 1872, p.5. 

68. City action in regard to heaWl can be found in the 
Telegraph, March 17, 1869, p.5 (hog running at large); June 
15, 1869, p.3 (fines for unclean premises); Sept. 1, 1870, 
p.5 (Mayor Scanlan's proclamation); March 25, 1871, p.5 
(fines for violation of sanitary laws). See also the Times, 
June 30, 1869, p.3 (hogs as scavengers); the Charter end 
Revised Code of Ordinances of the Cit of Houston, of 1874, 
Articles 56 and 57 (hog  and goatto 	ances), 

69. Telefiraph, March 4 $  1870, p.i. 

70. Telegraph, March 1, 1871, p.5 refers to the work of the 
city engineer, 
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71. Telegraph,July 8, 1870, p.5. The gsiciztall# July 25 #  1871, 
p.5, mentioned that the citizens had carried out the Health 
Ordinance pretty well with a more general use of lime. 

72. Story of the feared yellow fever epidemic can be found 
by reading in any of the newspapers between Sept. 16, 1870 
to Oct, 25, 1870 in either the Telegraph or • the Times, See 
especially the Telegraph, Sept. 16, 1870, p.5 (quarantine 
order of Dr. Peete in Galveston); Sept. E'3, 1870, p.4 
(rumor of yellow fever in Galveston) ; Sept. 27, 1870, p.5 
(rumors); Oct. 4, 1870, p.2 (treatment of yellow fever); 
Oct. 6, 1870, p.2 (death in Houston); Oct. 8, 1870, p.3 
(deaths in Galveston and departure of Houstonians to the 
country). 

73. Smallpox vaccination: Telegradl, Jan. 23, 1872, 1).5; 
Feb. 2, 1872, p.5; Feb, 9, 1872, p.5; March 10, 1872, p.5; 
Aprii. 7, 18721  p.5. 

74. Information 
Telegraph, Nov. 
1872, po 8; Dec. 
1872, p.5. 

on the epizootic among the horses in the 
30, 1872, po 8; Dec. 1, 1872, p..8; Dec. 3, 
6, 1872, p.5; Dec. 13, 1872, p.5; Dec. 20, 

75. Death notices for each week were usually published in 
either the Sunday or Tuesday edition of the newspapers during 
these years, The conclusions given were arrived at by consult-
ing these notices. 

76.. Telefcraph, Jan. 11, 18721  p.5. 

77.. The TeleAraph, March 23, 1869, p..5 he the following item: 
"On Sunday a fine gray horse belonging to Er. Tompkins, at-
tached,.to a buggy, took fright near the old grave yard, and 
ran down Smith Street, end down Bagby Street to the Bayou. 
The bttggy was deposited in various small pieces on the sev-
eral streets. Fortunately nobody was injured." See the 
Telesrarh, August 11, 1871, po 5 and August 12, 1871, p.5 
for a description of about the most disastrous railroad 
accident that occurred in Houston during the6e years, en 
accident on the Great Northern in which 3 men were killed; 
The Teler,raph, March 10, 1872, p.4 told of several serious 
accidents caused when horses ranaway after being frightened 
by boys flying kites. 

78. Telegraph, Sept, 9, 1870• p•5; Sept.' 	10, 18701  p•5; Sept. 24, 1876 	 `many 
accidents 

p.5. Careless handling of kerosene also ceused many 
accidents as seen in the 	h, Oct. 26, 1870, p.4; Oct. 
27, 1870, ppo 4, 5; Oct. 29, 1870, p.5. 

79, Telegraph, Sept.. 26, 1869, p.5. 

80. TelwElph, May 16, 1869, ps.V. 
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81. Telegraph, March 5, 1869, p.3. 

82. Telegraph, June 29, 1869, p.3. 

83. Dentist Convention of 1869: Telezraph, April 28, 1869, 
p.2; June 20, 1869, p.3. Medical convention: lalegruh, Nov. 
2, 1870, p. 5; June 15, 1871, p,5 This subject of professional 
conventions will be discussed more fully in. Chapter Three.. 

84. Information about Dr. Jones can be found in the Telegraph, 
Jan. 22, 1870, po4; Jan. 26, 1870, p.5 (fixed in a few minutes 
a woman afflicted for years with a disease of the eyes, causing 
the lids to fall with injury to sight and appearance); Beb. 
21, 1871, p65. Visits of magnetic healers were reported in 
the Telegraph, April 24, 1870, po4, April 161  1872, p.5. 

85. Houston Infirmary ad in the Teegraph, April 6, 1870, po4, 
end one of their cures reported in the Telegraph, April 8, 
1870, po3; Dr. Perl's establishment was advertised on May 121  
1872, p.8 and June 23, 1872, p.5 and Feb. 9, 1872; p.5. 

86.. Farming out system of the Hospital, Telefraph, Jan. 16, 
1869, p.1; a description of the number of patients and their 
ailments in the Telegraph, Deco  9, 1869, p.5; appeals for 
beds, bedding, books for the Hospital library, and food for 
the Christmas dinner in the Telepsaph, Oct. 17, 1869, po5; 
Dec, 16, 1869, p.5; Dec 24, 1869, p.5. Appropriations by the 
City Council, Telegraph, July 6, 1870, po7 and appeals for 
better treatment of "poor unfortunates" at the Hospital by 
furnishing better bedding, food, etc. ,-in the Telegraph, 
Dec, 16, 1870, p. 5. For a description of the type of patients 
at the Hospital see the TeleAraph, Feb. 11, 1871, p.5. 

87, Telep;reph, Nov. 24, 1870, p.5; for additional information 
on the Hospital and patients in it see the Telezraph, Nov. 
16, 1871, p.5 and July, 30, 1872, po5. 

88. Move for a new hospital: Telegraph, July 4, 1872, po5; 
July 10, 1872, po5; July 30, 1872, po5, Aug. 4, 1872, po8, 
Aug. 251  1872, p.l. Council action in supplying the Hospital 
with bedding: Telegraph, Nov. 19, 1872, po5; Nov, 30, 1872, p.5. 

89. Telerajoh, Jan. 22, 1869, p. 3. The Times, April 7, 1870, 
po3, reported that Adam drank a bottle of varnish, thinking 
that it was liquor but he was evidently not hurt:-  The Telegraph, 
May 4i 1870, p.5 adked for the city to take care of Ldam, who 
was reported to' have reappeared in the city in the Telegraph, 
July 19, 1870',. po5 andb Lug. 15, 1872, p.5. 



CHAPTER THREE 

CLUBS, LITERATURE, THEATRE, AND NUSIC 

The Bayou City did not lack its share of clubs and se-

cret societies. These various organizations included all 

typos--social, political, professional, charitable, literary 

and crusading.1  However, with a few exceptions none of these 

various groups were designed to foster a high type of intel-

lectual or literary activity. Those that seemed to attract 

the most attention and to be the most popular were the se-

cret societies of the masons and Odd Fellows, a Jewish organ-

ization, the Progress Club, and several German organizations. 

The clubs that tried to stimulate the intellect did not ap-

pear to be very successful. Among the various entertainments 

and attractions that came to Houston, the circus, magicians, 

and the like drew the largest crowds, while the theatre was 

forced to close several times from inadequate public patronage. 

In the matter of music Houston's development was progressively 

greater. The Germans were always promoters of the study of 

music and singing, vocal and instrumental concerts were given 

quite often, and the brass band was popular. In the matter 

of a library, Houston was quite sadly ranting, although the 

value of a library au well as that of the theater in developing 

the "finer" side of life was not overlooked by the newspapers 

which were trying to develop an interest among the people in 

such things. The Houston Telegraph indicated the cultural 
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progress of Houston during these years: 

It strikes us that whilst Houston takes the acknowledged 
lead in public spirit and enterprise, we may be behind 
hand in those Gentler arts, that elevate an dignify, 
and impart social influence to a community. 

However, Houston was just a frontier town which was rapidly 

becoming a fair sized city , and it had more pressing needs. 

in the form of better streets and sanitation, the protection 

of life and property, and providing, such conveniencics as 

street lights, before the "gentler arts" could be turned to. 

Houstonians were great joiners and the list of organi-

zations in Houston was quite impressive. The Masons had a 

commandry, a chapter, and a lodge: Ruthvan Commandry number 

two, Washington Chapter number two, and Holland Lodge number 

one. atom the number of funerals, cornerstone layings, and 

like ceremonies participated in by the Mason4 it would seem 

that they had quite a large membership in Houston. The new 

Masonic temple was built and the state convention of masons 

met each year in it.3  The Odd Fellows also appear to have 

been a quite popular organization at this time. In 1869, 

the Odd Fellows had in Houston Webb Encampment Number Thir-

teen, Lone Star Lodge Number One, and Germania Lodge Number 

Ninety. On April 18, 1870, a German lodge, Eva Lodge Number 

Seven of the Daughters of Rebecca, was instituted and an 

English lodge of this order already existed 	On April 

26, 1871, the "Bayou City" lodge was organized; then June 

3, 1072 another encampment of Cdd Fellows, Schiller encamp 

ment, was formed for the German Odd Fellows, and the Telegraph  
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remarked especially on the fact that Houston was able to support 

two encampments. Each year on the anniversary of the establish-

ment or their order in the United states, the I. 0. 0. F. had 

had a celebration inc1udin3 a procession, orations in English 

and German, a picnic and a ball. The Knights of Pythias was 

the other of the great secret societies to have a council in 

Houston. The first Texas Council of the Knights was instituted 

in Houston in 1872. The Telegraph stated that the objects of 

this order wore friendship, charity, and benevolence. In fact 

all three of these secret organizations claimed these to be 

their objects. In an editorial on the subject, the Telegraph 

wrote in opposition to the policy adopted by the Methodists, 

Baptists, Presbyterians, and Congrecationialists of the North 

who were having a convention in hostility to all secret 

associations. The editorial felt the evil of secret political 

organizations should not be confused with such orders as the 

Yasons and Odd Fellows who had only benevolent objects which 

were known to all and not secrot.4  

The strictly German clubs of Houston seem to have been 

the most active among the organizations. Houston had a 

Turnverein, a Schutzen Verein, and a Gewerbe Verein as well 

as the German Odd Fellow lodges. The Houston Turnverein was 

established on January 14, 1854, organized the first semi-

public school in Houston, and was a great Influence in Houston's 

becoming a music loving community. In January 1869, Mr. 

Loeffler, president of the Turnverein, spoke at their anni-

versary celebration and gave the objects of the association 
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as the improvement of muscle and mind, the Germans believing 

that a healthy body led to a healthy mind. Evidently the 

behavior of the German population of Houston was such as to 

inspire quite a respect for Germans in :the minds',of the native 

Americans in Houston. 

There are many things among these people to, admire 
beside their industry, frugality and sobriety. Not the 
least is the high order of intelligence, the extreme 
sociability, and the free interchapge of the courtesies 
of friendship and neighborshipw.0  

Each anniversary of the organization of the Houston Turnverein 
1.  

was celebrated with speeches, songs, gymnastic exercises, a 

big lunch, and a ball in the evenine.l i The Turner's Hall burned 

down in 1870 but a new and much grander hail had been started 

by April 1871 and was dedicated on 06tober 23, 1871. The new 

hail included an apartment for ladies, a wine. room, and the 

main hall had a stage for the production of German dramas 

and a double ten pin alley; billiard tables were placed in 

the gallery extending along the entire front of the building.6  

The Schutzen Verein was the next most important of the 

German organizations. This was a society of sharpshooters 

and was a new Houston organization formed in 1669. Their 

target practices were accompanied by picnics, dancing, and 

drinking for which the Germans were so noted. At their first 

meeting in May 1r491  a large procession was formed, a flag 

presented to the society by the German ladies, and after a 

march to the Magnolia Gardens, lunch and rest, target shooting 

was indulged in with prizes such as merschaum pipes. The 

meeting was concluded with music and dancing, with a ball 
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at Gray's Hall that night. Everyone of all races enjoyed 

these German festivities: 

Our German friends know how to enjoy themselves, and 
atidst the turmoil and battle of life and the anxieties 
of money getting, they do not forget the enjoyments of 
life and the customs of Faderland, many of which our 
phlegmatic people would do well to emulate.1  

The Schutzen Verein leased the grounds known as the "Old 

Myrtle Grove" or Merkel's Grove for three years and built a 

pavilion for dancing and refreshment buildings. By the end 

of a year the original seventy members of the society had 

grown to one-hundred-fifteen. Evidently the growth was not 

so rapid after this for the Telegraph reported at the time of 

the anniversary celebration in 1872 that the membership was 

one-hundred-twenty.8  

The Geworbe Verein was another of the German organizations, 

This was a German Mechanical Association. Not too much about 

this society appeared in the newspapers except that it took 

part in many processions and the TelfTraph of May 19, 1870 

mentioned that it accompanied the legislative committee and 

orators of the day to the State Fair Grounds with a band of 

music.9  

The Germans were evidently so numerous in Houston that 

demonstrations were even put on in celebration of Bismarck's 

victories for the homeland. The Telegraph of September 4, 

1870 mentioned that the Dissen House was illuminated the 

night before, with Russian and North German flags and the 

likeness of Bismarck displayed in honor of the victories of 

Germany; in addition there was a fireworks display and band 

music for a crowd of 700 to 1,000; the Telegraph mentioned, 
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however, that someone in the crowd shouted "hurrah" for 

Napoleon in "true representative American style."1°  

Evidently, the principal German irritant to other citizens 

was the practice of making public addresses in German. The 

newspapers quite often requested the Germans not to do this, 

mentioning the fact that while most Germans could understand 

English, it was impossible for all Americans to learn German; 

although, the editors wanted German to continue to be taught 

in the schools, they did not think it proper in public 

addresses.11 

In addition to all of these organizations there were 

several purely social clubs. The "K K" club and "Z Z" club 

were the most notable; evidently their members, all of whom 

were young men, were among the most fashionable of Houston 

society. The papers did not give much about their organization 

butquite often reported of socials and balls held by them.12  

The "J P" club was similiar to the above organizations, except 

that it was for boys thirteen to eighteen years old and again 

of the better families. It was organized August 14, 1871 

while the two above clubs were in existence before 1869. 

The object of the "J P" club was social amusement. They 

gave parties quite often in the homes of the members where 

dancing and eating were the main sources of amusement." 

Another social club was formed in February 1872 called the 

Excelsior whose purpose was to contribute to social enjoyment, 

the name signifying that the members had set their mark high. 14 

Still another more or less social club was the Birthday 
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Association which originated in 1870. In. 1871 it had twenty-

five members; their object was to celebrate the birthday of 

each member.15 

The Hebrews of Houston had a flourishing organization, 

the Progress Club. Each year this society put on what was 

the "ball of the year" in the form of the Purim Masquerade Ball. 

Other than this not much mention of the club reached the news-

papers. 16  

Houston had quite a few political clubs which of course 

were especially active before elections. Some of these were 

secret as the Knights of the White Camellia. The Times reported 

that any candidate endorsed by this organization would doubt-

less be elected. The Ku Klux Klan was favored by the Times 

of course, since it was a radically Democratic paper, but as 

the Klan was secret it is hard to say whether it existed in 

Houston or not. A German Republican Club of Harris County was 

formed April 4, 1870 to support the National Republican Party. 

Each ward had a Democratic Club by 1671 and Greeley Clubs 

in 1872 which sometimes met in what turned out to be social 

as well as political gatherings.17  

Other organizations in Houston included a sporting club, 

to protect game and prevent hunting out of season. Quite a 

few baseball clubs existed too, since this was quite a popular 

sport at that time. A Chess Club was formed in April of 1871 

and by May the Telegraph reported that it was progressing well, 

the club being one of the "most select" in Houston. A Hibernian 

or Irish Texas Association, was formed May 18, 1871 and had as 
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its objects to help any Irishman in distress, encourage 

emigration from Irelands  and help unify and advance the Irish 

in Texas. On June 22, 1871, a Scandinavian club was formed 

in Houston to encourage emigration from Scandinavia to Texas. 

Crescent Conclave Number Two, order of the Heptasophs, or 

Seven Wise Men, was organized in Houston in 1872. A Jockey 

Club was quite active in Houston in the first half of 1869, 

its merger with the Agricultural, Mechanical and Blood Stock 

Association causing it to disappear." 

Houston had several professional organizations about 

whom not much mention was made except when they held state 

conventions in Houston. A Houston Bar Association was organized 

April 23, 1870 with the objects of "raising the standard of 

the legal profession*  and the purchase of a law if bran 

Houston was quite a convention city during these years. 

Apart from the State Fair and yolks-Fest, each year the state 

Masonic assembly met in Houston. This was apparently a call 

for other state associations to meet so the doctors, dentists, 

and editors would hold conventions here at the same timet 

Houston is the central meeting ground, because the most 
convenient of access from all points by her fine rail-
roads, and when the New Orleans Road and Ship Channel 
returns to Houston her sceptre of the financial center, 
which she once wielded, the reign of her dynasty will 
be unbroken as the seat of recognised commercialA  
political and social power in our Empire State." 

In June 1869 the Grand Masonic body of Texas met in Houston, 

with over five hundred Masons from out-of-town. At the same 

time the Press Association, Medical Association, and Dental 

Association met in Houston, and all of them including the 
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Masons, selected Houston as the place for their annual 

meetings. In 1870 the same associations with the exception 

of the dentists met again in Houston at the time of the 

Masonic Convocation; in addition the Texas Engineers' 

Association met and organized in Houston, July 1, 1870. In 

1871 the Doctors and Masons held their conventions in Houston 

in June, while the editors did not meet again until the State 

Fair of 1872. Again in 1872 the doctors and Masons met at 

the same time in Houston. The attendance at the Medical 

Association meeting of 1872 was small, not over thirty 

doctors in all were present. None of these early conventions 

of professional men were very successful, probably due to 

the fact that professional education as well as as  

were quite new, especially in as young a state as Texas, and 

thus much interest could not be expected to be manifeste4 ti 

also railroads were not available in all parts of the state 

and travel was hazardous.21  

Houston had no public library« Private citizens had 

such libraries as there were and these were few and not com- 

prehensive, according to the Telegraph►  This need was certainly 

felt, however, even if nothing really outstanding was done 

to meet it. The newspapers thought that a reading room was 

needed especially to keep the young men off of the streets and 

out of saloons at night, The papers reported that only a few 

of the young men had cultivated a taste for reading but that 

a public reading room where all the latest periodicals, the 

latest books, and an occasional game of chess were provided 
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would help them to acquire the taste. The newspapers felt 

that literature exerted an elevating influence in any commun-

ity and a library was the best means of diffusing the spirit 

of literature.22 Several efforts were made by various individ-

uals and associations to establish such a library in Houstor 

but no public reading room was provided S  and those semi-public 

ones that came into being were very immature andonly provided 

periodicals to read. The Times ofJanuary 9, 1869 reported 

that Mr. C. H. Clayton at his own cost had established a reading 

room in the Enterprise Hotel where the public could have access 

to newspapers, periodicals, and the like from all parts of 

the United States. The Friends of Temperance of Houston next 

tried to establish a reading room, and the newspapers tried 

to interest some public spirited person in providing a room 

for such an undertaking rent-free. A committee was appointed 

by the Friends on November 9, 1870 to take such steps as were 

deemed advisable to get up this reading room. However, this 

movement came to nothing for in July of 1871 the Telegraph 

noted that the agitation of the last winter for a library had 

fallen through. IL committee was appointed August 1, 1871 

by the City Council for the purpose of forming a public, 

library and this committee determined to get a lot for a 

building and solicit donations from the citizens in money and 

books. The paper reported that the right men had taken the 

matter in hand and the library established would be permanent. 

The Telegraph  in October 1871 reported that this committee 

intended to build an institution that would add to the archi- 
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tectural beauty of the city as well as increase its literary 

importance and be of great advantage to the citizens of Houston; 

according to the newspapers quite a bit of interest was shown 

in this movement. Evidently it was felt that such a room would 

be principally for young men while it was hoped that the ladies 

would visit it to encourage a literary taste and probably also 

help attract the men to the library. However, after this the 

newspapers did not mention the movement again until May of 1872 

when it was reported that Captain C. S. Lonecope had donated 

thirty-seven volumes to the Houston Public Library and the 

papers suggested that if all of Houston's wealthy men would 

do the same, the library would soon be a reality instead of 

a myth 23  

Baldwin and Company, one of Houston's newsstands, had a 

circulating library for the Telearaph of August 4, 1872 reported 

that this library which was established in 1870, was doing well. 

It had over one thousand volumes and the subscription to it 

was seventy-five cents per month.24  

Probably two of the most important movers in the matter of 

a public library as well as a means to improve Houston's lit- 

erary taste, were the Young Men's Christian Association and 

the Houston Lyceum. The Y.M.C..A. was formed in Houston in 

February of 1872 with five types of members; active, lifes  

honorary, associate, and counselling. 'The'actiye members 

could not be over forty years old and had to be members of. 

some Christian church. The Y.M.C.A. rented a room in the' 

Masonic Temple and asked assistance from the citizens in the 
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way of books, magazines, money, and the like to furnish the 

room. According to a letter from J. C. C. Winch concerning 

the Y.14.G.A. it was their intention to have a room where 

young men could have at all times "polite and religious lit-

erature, and all the help and advantages which can be con-

ferred by an institution of this character."25  About a month 

after its formation the "Y" numbered about fifty young men 

and many of the older citizens, and their room in the Masonic 

Temple had been furnished by contributions with the nucleus of 

a library. By May, 1072 the newspapers were reporting that 

the hall of the "Y" was "one of the'most delightful" places in 

the city and open every night. It had all of the latest papers 

and a young man could not spend his evenings any better than 

there. About this time the "Y" became occupied in a crusade to 

have enforced an old city ordinance against the keeping open 

of bar rooms and saloons on Sunday, and the library matter was 

dropped. On November 24, 1872 the Telegraph reported that 

the "Y" had over forty members although it had only fifteen at 

its beginning; its room was furnished by Houston merchants 

while other expenses it incurred as gas, room rent, and the 

like were met by the 	themselves and a one -hundred 

dollar contribution from W. M.. Rice; also five-hundred volumes 

were owned by the "Y" but on account of their low finances, 

they were not in a position to make the books available. 

Finally, the Telegraph reported on December 15, 1872, that the 

"Y" was the evening rendezevous of young men .from abroad in 

Houston and that Colonel W. J. Hutchins had subscribed fifty 
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dollars for furnishing shelves and otherwise improving the 

Hall." 

The Houston Lyceum was very inactive though later it 

was to prove to he the most important of any organization 

in Houston in supplying Houston's library need. The Lyceum 

was first incorporated by the. State Legislature March 20, 1848 

but the records of this association were evidently not pre-

served and May 27, 1854, another society was organized also 

called the Houston Lyceum. It merged in November 1354 with 

the Young Men's Christian and Literary Association into one 

organization.called the Houston Lyceum. There were no records 

of meetings being held from June 1860 until after the war and 

in December 1865, a meeting was called to reorganize. From 

1866 to 1877 meetings were "irregular and infrequent" accord-

ing to Julia Ideson, with permanent reorganization effected in 

1877. It was this organization which gave rise to the future 

Houston Carnegie Library.27  The attendance at Lyceum meetings 

was very small, in most cases even some of the persons appointed 

at the previous meeting to debate on assigned topics or de-

liver essays and declamations were absent, so that such debates 

and orations had to be postponed or substitutes appointed. 

At the meeting of October 7, 1869 only two members were present 

and these two men talked for a while and departed under the 

impression that the "Houston Lyceum is not much force," 

according to M. Loo scan, ono of the two.present. Never did 

the meetings have more than ten or twelve members present. 

The minutes of the Lyceum were only preserved for 1869; al. 
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though the newspapers mentioned several meetings held in 1871, 

evidently the records off'. these meetings were not kept. During 

these years the Lyceum never had a meeting place of its own 

but usually met in the offices of various of the members. The 

Times printed an article on the Lyceum at that time; 

This Houston Lyceum is a city Institution, chartered 
by tha Legislature, and we are surprised that every 
young man in the city who pretends to have any literary 
taste, does not belong to it, yet we are informed that 
about thirty, only, of our young men have as yet enrolled 
themselves as members. We learn that the Lyceum has a 
library of very choice books numbering about eight hundred 
volumes, which we would suppose would be quite an inducement 
to all the young meri in the city to join the lyceum, as 
they would have the use of these books, out of which they 
could obtain much valuable information, and entertaining 
reading matter.... previous to the war this lyceum was in 
a flourishing condition, and most if not all the intelli-
gent young men of the city were members.28  

On July 26, 1871, the Houston Lyceum had a meeting and made 

plans to purchase a lot and a building near the business part 

of the city and solicit aid from the citizens, but evidently 

not much was done for there was no other mention made of it 

until October 10, 1871, when the Telegraph reported that the 

old Houston Lyceum was about to come to life again. This 

resurrection did not come about, and the Lyceum dropped out 

of sight.29  

As for the literary interests of Houston, the great 

majority of the people were not concerned with intellectual 

interests or study. However, there were several groups in 

Houston during these years devoted to the discussion of 

philosophical questions with a view to creating a more cul-

tured, literary air about Houston. The Lyceum was the most 
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prominent of these and as pointed out it was really active 

only in 1869. Some of the questions debated by it included 

the following: "Was Oliver Cromwell a true patriot?"; "Is 

there a standard of beautre; "Was Mary, Queen of Scots justi. 

fiably beheadede; "Ought the people of Texas to adopt the new 

constitution?"; "Which is the stronger passion, Love or Ambi-

tion?"; "Is the worldly position of man or woman the result 

more of self-exertion than circumstances?"; all of these 

questions except the third and fourth were decided in the 

affirmative. At the meeting of March 20, 1869, Poets Raven 

was read and a lecture on the mind was read by M. Looscan 

who said that the empire of the mind was "to reach perfection 

and truth in this life and heaven in the life to come. '1  30  

A Texas Historical Society was formed during the State 

Fair of 1870 in Houston as a branch of the Southern Historical 

Society. Several meetings were held during the Fair. The 

objects or this organization were to collect materials from 

which the future history of the state was to be written, and 

classify such materials. Also these southern historical 

societies seemed to attach great importance to' the fact that 

for Southern History to be written correctly, Southerners Or 

those sympathetic to the South must write it to vindicate the 

South. Col. Ashbel Smith of Houston was the first president of 

the Texas Historical Society, and several other Houstonians 

were among its officers including W. H. Parsons, B. A. Botts, 

H. S. Thrall, and M. Looscan. Nothing was mentioned about 

this society after the fair of 1870.31 
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Houston also had a Philalethian Society which the Tele-

graph said was the only literary society in Houston in June 

1871. According to the Telegraph this society was organized 

in 1869 by a number of the "male pupils" of Houston who were 

connected with the Houston Academy. The meetings of this 

Society consisted of oratory, debates, and essays; the only 

two questions that the Telegraph mentioned them debating were 

"Is Benedict Arnold entitled to any esteem from Americans?" 

which was decided in the affirmative, and "Should capital 

punishment be abolished?" which was decided in the negative. 

According to the Telegraph this society had its ups and downs 

just as all similiar organizations, depending largely on the 

attendance of its members.32  

However, none of these literary groups were evidently . 

very inspiring to Houstonians who did not take much interest 

in them. The people, though, believed that men should strive 

for culture and a city's appreciation of literature and 

intellectual pursuits was judged by the number of books and 

periodicals that her people bought and read. 

It is generally admitted that Houston is the leading 
book market of Texas, and therefore, our readers will 
not be surprised at the statement that the sales of 
one firm alone since the first of the present month 
have exceeded $15,000. In brief, Houston is the lit-
erary center as well as the railway center of Texas.33  

There were three flourishing book stores in Houston: Beavin's, 

Baldwin's, and Cushing's. At these stores could be found the 

latest newspapers, magazines, and books. Some of the favorites 

seemed to be Hearth and Home, a magazine, pictorial books, as 

Amdubon e s Birds of America and Quadrupeds of North America, 
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Goodrich's Pictorial History of the United States, Dickens' 

works, and also Thackery, travel books, Godey's Lady's Book, 

Harper's Bazaar, narper's Weekly, Lippincott's MaEazine, 

London Punch, American Agriculturist, and Memoirs of the War 

in the  Southern Department by Henry Lee and biography by Robert 

E. Lee. The book Lothair by Benjamin Disraeli was important 

enough to devote an editorial to it, explaining it with the 

remark that "There is no garnishing of vice, not an impure 

allusion in the book." As an inducement to buy McCabe's Life 

and Campaigns of General R. E. Lee, an advertisement remarked 

that a large steel plate engraving of General Lee would be 

included.34 • 

Tn an editorial the Telegraph said that the great fault 

of literature was a monotonous sameness" even though the 

country was rich in romantic incident. It predicted that Mark 

Twain's works, although American, would not gain a permanent 

foothold in the future and the question was posed as to whether 

Bret Earte was the genius who would produce an American novel 

to go down in the future as a record of American customs.35  

The Telegraph said that from an observation of hotels, rail- 
, 

roads, and places where one met the public it would seem that 

the kind of literature in demand was the "flash, blood-and. 

thunder, Black Crook description."36  Two Houston ladies, Mrs. 

A. H. Mohl and Mrs. S. 1. Bell did quite a bit of writing for 

the newspapers, largely on religious, imaginative, sentimental 

subjects. Among the writings of Mrs. S. I. Bell, who often 

contributed a religious article in the Sunday Telegraph, was a 

poem, very sentimental and religious, about a child who had 
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died, entitled "To a Child in Heaven". The author of Brady's 

"Glimpses of Texas" was a Houstonian; this was used as a guide 

for immigrants, Charles Bickley was another Houston writer 

and dramatist whose Sunday Gazette appeared in 1870.37  

Evidently the most popular poet among Houstonians was 

Miss Mollie E. Moore. Almost no concert or entertainment where 

there were speeches or poems read was complete without one of 

_hers. A book. of her poems, Minding the Gap, was published 

about this time, and according to the Telegraph "Miss Hoare is 

the favorite poetess of our State, and the book is issued by 

a Texas publisher, and no family ought to be without a copy of 

this popular book."38  She wrote lyric, sentimentalpoems and 

was one of the favorite writers on the confederate dead and 

the Civil War. One of her poems written to Miss Nellie Risley, 

an amateur singer of- Houston, was very sentimental with a 

religious overtone, describing how the author's soul was lifted 

into Heaven by Nellie's singing. Mindinz, the Gap was one of 

the first literary productions ever published in Texas; Mr. 

E. H. Cushing of Houston was the publisher. 

The Times ran a story in their Sunday . edition beginning 

January 30, 1870 and continuing several months, entitled 

"Garnet" by Annie Creight Lloyd, which was evidently representa-

tive of quite a bit of the literature enjoyed by the people,--

a very sentimental tale of a poor beautiful girl's trials and 

tribulations through which she persevered to become rich in 

the end and win the man she had loved all of this time." 

Civil War veterans could draw large crowds in Houston to 
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hear of their exploits, General J. Bankhead Magruder 

lectured on "Mexico, Maximilian, and Carlotta" in 1870; he 

was the general who commanded the Confederate forces around 

Houston and Galveston during the Civil War and according to 

the Telecrnhwas the "Commanding General to whom Texas was 

so largely indebted for her exemption from the calamities of 

war and the presence of hostile armies." Captain John C. 

Braine of the Confederate Navy who was crippled from the war 

from confinement in a Northern prison lectured in 1871 on.  

the naval exploits of the war and the Telegraph reported that 

it was one of the "most intellectual and interesting" lectures 

ever delivered in Houston.4°  

If Houston did not produce much in the way of literature, 

this lack was certainly not felt in the newspaper line. There 

were twenty-one newspapers established in Houston after 1865, 

all of them defunct by 1880. Dr. S. 0. Young said that most 

of these were "catch penny affairs that were started 'on a 

shoestring' merely to get hold of a little cash from a con-

fiding public."41  The most important of these were the Houston 

Union, which had three editions,a daily, weekly and triweekly; 

the Houston Telegraph  Iwith daily, weekly and triweekly editions; 

and the Houston Times, with daily, semi-weekly, and weekly 

editions. The Union advertised its intentions in the Houston  

City Directory; "While the Union is firmly Republican, and the 

undying opponent of Sham Democracy, it will nevertheless treat 

all subjects with candor."42  The Telegraph was a moderately 

Democratic paper which was very conciliatory and would try 
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almost anything to restore Houston and Texas to peace again. 

The Times was the "Red Hot Democratic Paper in Texas," and 

would make no compromises with the Republicans.43  

Not all of the above twenty-one papers were published in 

Houston from 1869 to 1873. In fact the only ones consistently 

appearltng in Houston were the three listed above in addition 

to the Texas Baptist Herald and the Texas Volksblatt, a German 

newspaper. 

Houston was the convention site for the Texas editors 

during these years, although none of the conventions held were 

greatly successful in bringing a very large number of editors 

together. The first such convention was held in Houston in 

February, 1869; only ten papers were represented at this con-

vent ionand three of them were the Houston dailies; this con-

vention was adjourned to meet in June 1869. In June the 

editors met again in Houston and the "Texas Press Association" 

was formed whose object was "to promote the material and the t---- 

intellectual and social culture of its members." Again however, 

every paper in Texas was not represented as had been hoped; 

in fact, not many more were represented than at the first con-

vention. A resolution was adopted by the convention that the 

press of Texas should unite on a policy "looking to the ma. 

terial development of the state in forwarding railroad and 

manufacturing enterprises within her borders, by which the 

agricultural, commercial, mechanical and educational interests 

will receive renewed impetus, deeming this the shortest road 

to prosperity." 	This the Houston papers, realizing the power 

of the press, certainly tried to do. It was decided at this 
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convention that the permanent to 	of these annual con-. 

vent ions would be Houston. As a result of this, the Press 

Association desired to establish a reading room in the city 

where a file of every paper published in Texas would be kept 

in addition to out-of-state publications, and appeals were 

made for the citizens of Houston to provide a room and furniture 

for the undertaking. On September 26, 1869, the Telegraph 

announced that Mr. Pillott had offered a room rent-free for a 

year for such a purpose and the City Council had appropriated 

one-thousand dollars to furnish it. However, this money was 

evidently not forthcoming or was not enough, for appeals 

continued to be made to the citizens for a room and furniture 

and on December 9, 1869, the Telegraph announced that the 

reading room idea had come to nothing for lack of furniture. 

In April 1870 it was again announced that the Press Association 

proposed to hold its annual meeting in Houston in June. It 

was said that there were ninety-five papers in Texas many of 

ridiculed this Association, and without the respect of the 

people of Texas and a reading room it could not succeed. It 

met again in June when it issued a call to the press all over 

the country to meet in Houston November 15, 1870 to travel 

around over Texas in order to correct any false ideas people 

outside of Texas might have of the state. However, the 

Association did not succeed well in either 1869 or 1870 and 

was not held in 1871. In 1872 another move was made to re-

vive the Association by a meeting during the State Fair in May. 

The Telegraph declared it would be happy if this could succeed 
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for it had decided that the movement could not be a success 

until the railroads offered more facilities for travel. How-

ever, the convention was held during the State Fair and thirty 

members were present with all of the leading journals of Texas 

represented. A constitution was adopted and all appeared to 

hope for success.44  

All of the Houston newspapers seemed aware of the power 

of the press. The Telegraph definitely felt that a newspaper 

should uplift; the pre [-,s was a power for good or evil they 

thought, and should guard the liberties of the people; the 

Telegraph would never publish anything it would fear to see 

"in the records of Heaven" and one of its first interests 

would be the furthering of the material interests of the state.45  

The Telegraph on July 2, 1871, said that local newspapers had 

done more for Houston than ten times all other agencies com-

bined and yet they received less for their labors in Houston's 

benefit than any other class of people; this in view of the 

failure of these newspapers eventually was quite possibly true." 

The Teleuaph modestly announced in January 1869 that it 

proposed, with able assistants, to make the paper as good and 

interesting as any newspaper in the United States. It was 

announced'at this time that the Telegraph had three assistant 

editors, two corresponding editors, and over a score of valuable 

correspondents. The paper also reported the fact several times 

that it was the only Houston paper taking the Associated Press 

dispatches, and in November 1871 announced that while it had 

not made much money it had done better than its opponents 
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expected it to do, the subscription list being three times 

larger than when the paper was purchased, with an advertising 

patronage larger than any other paper in Texas.47  

The Sunday Gazette,  was a new paper appearing for the 

first time in 1870. Its editor was Charles Bickley, a writer 

and dramatist, who was noted for his drinking which precluded 

his steady employment." The Gazette was to be devoted to 

"original stories, sketches, poetry, etc." Its first edition 

was published March 20, 1870, and contained both original and 

reprinted material along with the beginning of i3ickloy's story 

"Old Kit" which the Times reported as "thoroughly entertaining." 

The second issue was reported as having even more interesting 

reading matter than the first. Miss Mollie E. Moore was a 

regular contributor. Not much mention was made of this paper 

after a few issues so it quite possibly died as in December 

1870, it was announced that Bickloy would edit an evening paper 

the Houstone to appear December 20, 1870, and the .112 became 

one of Houstm's more regularpapers after that.49  

The Texas Post of Galveston moved its home to Houston and 

issued first on Decembdr 16, 1871: the Telegraph reported that 

it was a very conservative paper which pleased the Germans, its 

strong supporters; it was a daily.50  

Other papers published in Houston at some time from 1860 to 

1873 included the Masonic Mirror, official journal of the Masons, 

an eight page weekly; the Houston Courier issued for the first 

time October 7, 1872, a daily and weekly; and the Boys Companion  

which was written by boys and which the Telraph reported, was 

prospering,51 
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A big controversy which served to alienate more the De-

publican and Democratic papers of Houston was the question of 

the public printing. A new printing law was passed by the State 

Legislature in 1870 and appeared to be a measure concocted by 

the Republicans for public support of a radical press. By it all 

laws of a general and special nature were to be published first 

in pamphlet form and then in the official journal; this double 

printing was held by the Democrats and Conservatives to be a 

useless expense. Tracy of the Union was elected public printer 

and could thus make his Union the official journal. In addition 

to this j  the Governor could name an official journal in each 

county and evidently he did not name those with the largest 

circulation unless they would support his policies. The thing 

which made the Telegraph's blood boil most violently was the • 

fact that the City Council gave the city printing to the Union 

for four-hundred dollars a year when the Telegraph had offered 

to do it for one-hundred dollars. After this, the Telegraph 

delighted In calling the Union "The Public Parasite" as it was 

the public printer for the United States, Texas, one Judicial 

District, two counties, and the city of Houst-m.52  

Houston during these years was trying energetically to 

have a theatre, and they were having some success in their 

efforts. Probably the reports of full and over-crowded houses 

were somewhat overshadowed by the reports of empty houses and 

closures of companies, but the former were not totally absent. 

The plays produced were on the whole not especially good which 

may help to explain small audiences, but nevertheless, the 

people were definitely trying to establish something on a 
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higher plane, feeling that a city could be judged in some 

measure by its theatres Thus, although the Houston theatre 

was not without its problems, it seemed as if they would 

eventually be solved as soon as the plays, scenery, and the like 

improved, and a taste for the theatre appeared. The Telezraph  

summed up the idea that a theatre would help create a more 

cultured people: 

The winter now fast drawing to a close has probably, 
been one of the gayest in Houston since the war. The 
grand balls and other festivities of the Christmas and 
New Year holidays, eclipsed, in elegance and bon ton, 

-like and simultaneous occasions in every other Texas 
city... .But the chief exponent of our winter recreations 
has been the drama. The advent of the theatrical company 
now performing at Perkins' theatre discovered, if it did 
not develop, a refined taste for the stage, whose ex- 
istence in the city we were, we confess, previously dis. 
posed to doubts...The stage has always flourished most 
among the most cultivated nations, and the great, the 
learned and wise of all ages have honored it by their appro- 
bation.53  

A type of play that made a hit in Houston was the sensa-

tion plays By this was meant a drama that had somo mechanical 

device or illusion in it that appeared real. Fbr example, Under 

the Gaslight,  by Augustin Daly, featured a man tied to a rail-

road track and a train coming in the distance. A girl locked 

in the train depot broke down the door with an axe and saved 

him just as a locomotive and a full train of cars dashed across 

the stage.54 Another sensation play that was dramatized quite 

often in Houston was the Sea of Ice in which the ice appeared 

real, while the Aurora Borealis was "the most beautiful mechan. 

ical effect that could be imagined."55  The play Tom Vapid by 

Houston's Charles Bickley was advertised as having a "fountain 

of real water" and a "garden with real shrubbery" in it." 
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There were quite a few plays that must have been favorites 

at that time as they were acted so often in Houston. These 

included Romeo and Juliet, The Streets of as York or the 

Panics of 1837 and 1857, Pearl of Savoy, ,Ladv, AudleV i s  

Secret, Loan of a Lover, Hidden Hand, East Lynne, Camille, 

Leah the Forsaken, Dora, a dramatization from Tennyson, and 

She Stoops,  to Conquer. In the way of the more serious drama 

were various dramatizations of Mary Stuart, Elizabeth, and 

Lady Macbeth. Two dramatists who were popular were Edward 

Dulwer-Lytton and Dion Boucicault. Lytton's Lady, of Lyons, was 

often produced in Houston; Boucicault's Rosedale, Colleen Bawn, 

London Assurance, Pauvrotte, and Octaroon, frequently appeared 

on the city's stag e,57  Evidently some of these dramatizations 

had been enacted too often in Houston; for instance, the Tele-

graph in speaking of the opening of the theatre in 1872 requested 

that London Assuranc9 not be performed and later pointed out 

that although this was one of the best of the "standard" dramas, 

it had been.presented too often to Houston audiences; however, 

this request was not complied with for the play was presented 

again.58  People felt that the plays presented had to be moral 

so that Rosedale was advertised as entertaining "for its 

thrilling incidents and the chastity of its language;" the 

play concerning English aristocracy or the drawing-room typo 

of drama was popular and Rosedale typified this." 

Very few plots of these plays were given in the newspapers 

but from tlose which were reported, most followed a pattern. 

This centered about a heroine who went through many trials to 

gain final happiness or disappointment. A description of. the 
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heroine of East Lynne typified this: "now the young, trusting 

girl, full of life, innocence and confidence, then the confiding 

loving wife, and last the proud, spirited woman, under shame 

and disgrace."6°  The plot of Pauvrette told the .story of two 

babies left in a hut in Russia, one the daughter of a Duchess 

and the other of peasants who had been killed; by mistake the 

babes were switched
)and the daughter of the Dutchess was raised 

as a poor orphan. A Count fell in love with her; they were 

caught in an avalanche in the Swiss Alps )andfinally the true 

identity of the girl was learned andthe Count married her, 61  

This was classified as a sensational play as was Camille. The 

exact meaning of sensational was not explained but from the type 

of play found under this heading, it evidently meant something 

bordering on the immoral, or exciting the senses. The Telegraph 

said of it: 

It strikes us that the sensational drama put upon the 
modern stage all over the country, is anything but en-
nobling or to the refined intellect entertaining. If 
the stage is to be considered a mirror, let it reflect 
virtue and promote good morals. Let As (have) pictures 
of home life and home recollections.' 

Later the Telej3raph reported that the sensational was necessary 

in literary success, the most sensational newspapers as well as 

drama having the most success, a state of things the Telegraph  

was opposed to4163  

The octaroon was a picture of Southern society before the 

Civil War and included the familiar characters of the Yankee 

overseer, rich planter, yellow slave girl, octaroon girl, and 

slave auctioneer; the octaroon girl died as the play ended, 

lending it a melancholy air. A colored gallery was provided 
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in the theatre for this presentation, an unusual feature." 

Tom Vapid by Charles Bickley was the only production by a 

Houston author dramatized at Perkins' Theatre. This was a 

story of London society and told of two men in love with one 

girl, one of them formerly a woman hater, the other the guard- 

Ian of the girl; the play proved that love was always victorious.65  

Other types of entertainment put on at the theatre in addi- 

tion to pure drama included opera, burlesque, magic shows, and 

minstrel shows. There was even a company of velocipedists at the 

theatre in January 1869, the Hanlons; velocipeding was a new art 

and predictions were made that this would be the transportation 

of the future. The opera Martha,  by Flotow was perhaps the 

favorite opera produced in Houston. Marie Ftiedericil s Grand 

German Opera troupe performed in Houston January. 15 and 16, 

1869; the Mexican Italian Opera Troupe appeared October 18, 

1869; the Brignoli and McCulloch Opera Troupe appeared Feb- 

ruary 19, 1870. Mrs. Oates and her Comic Opera Troupe con-. 

vulsed Houston audiences with laughter December 18 through 23, 

1871. The Mariotti Italian Opera Troupe visited the Bayou 

City in April of 1872, of which the Telegraph on April 25, 

1872 reported that "the performances of the troupe are the 

most refined, classical and unappreciated pf any that have 

ever been given at Perkins Theatre." The Strakosch Concerts 

Opera Troupe failed to come to Houston in December of 1872 due 

to the fact that enough seats were not subscribed for, this 

practice of subscription in advance being one that the Tele— 

graph deplored as not having faith in a city of Houston's 
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"wealth and refinement" to fill the house." 

The people of Houston seemed to prefer magicians and 

burlesque to opera and the more serious type of drama. A 

tableaux presentation of Paradise  Lost in March of 1869 was 

quite a success. Among magicians appearing were Sargent 

in May)1809, Haselmeyer in March 1870, and DeCastro and Charles 

Read in May.)1872. The Peak Family of Swiss Bell Ringers 

was quite popular judging from the number of times they 

appeared hero; this was a musical troupe specializing in 

the music of bells. Buckley's Serenaders, Negro minstrels, 

appeared in Houston in March 1870, and were very popular here: 

"they have been without comparison the best draw we have ever 

seen in Houston," the Telegraph of March 8, 1870, reported; 

as well as "straight" singing, this troupe burlesqued operas, 

as "Il Trovatore", which amused their audiences.67  

In order to reimburse favorite actors, managers, and 

even Houston Fire Companies, dramatic troupes visiting Houston 

frequently put on benefit shows. 	Ella 	one of the 

favorite actresses, comediennes, and song-and-dance girls to 

appear in Houston had a benefit given to her in Houston, April 

16, 1870, which was a success. About the same time Thule 

Donnellan, Houston's only painter of any importance and also 

a violinist, was given a benefit; he had done much in the way 

ofpainting scenery for the theatre.68  

There were no dramatic societies in Houston. In February 

of 1870 a meeting was, hold at the Enterprise Hotel to fora 

a local histrionic organization but nothing resulted. Houston 

e*dently did have citizens who took supporting roles in 
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some of the plays but there was no formal organization." 

The Greenwall Brothers were the most outstanding managers 

who brought theatrical entertainment to Houston. They were 

connected with the Tremont Opera House in Galveston, which at 

that time was larger and more important than Perkins' Theatre 

in Houston. The theatrical season just as trade, business, 

immigration, and other entertainments, usually began in 

November and extended into April. Different plays were 

usually presented each day with a matinee on Saturday. 

Variety being desired by theatre-goers, a usual performance 

included not only the main play but often a farce, and several 

songs and dances. A somewhat typical season was that of 

1871-1872 which included comedy, high tragedy, burlesque, and 

comic opera. Tragedy was not in favor as much as comedy: 

Here as elsewhere people go to the theatre to. be amused, 
rather than to be agitated, to forget the wearisome rou-
tine of everyday affairs, in the impersonations of the 
comedian, whilst few prefer the emotional excitement of 
heavy tragedy to the more agreeable pastime of that 
branch of the dramatic art which appeals to the brighter 
passions.70  

The newspapers continually reported that.the dramatic 

season had not been a pecuniary success but felt that as 

drama flourished best in old societies, the taste for it 

having to be cultivated, the managers of the Houston theatre 

wore certainly worthy of praise for trying to develop this 

taste in Houston. Each year before time for the theatrical 

season to open there was much anxiety expressed that Houston 

would not have a theatre. In some cases subscriptions were 

taken by the managers to insure their success, or at least that 

they would not be forced into debt.71 



As for Perkins' Theatre itself; the Telegraph reported 

that its "seats look like those of a country church in the 

time of Lorenzo Dow; the box office is like a second class 

cake shop; the stage is scarcely large enough for a school 

exhibition; and the regions behind the scenes: "72  

This was the beginning of the system of "stars". About this 

practice and common stage usages in Houston the Times wrote at 

great length: 

During a . somewhat extensive experience in theatricals, 
here, we have invariably noticed that 'stars' lose their 
attraction after the first two or three nights, this, 
managers and actors usually attribute to a want of 
appreciation on the part of the public; whereas, the 
truth is that it is a natural result of the evil system 
of 'starrines s —the change of pieces night after night, 
giving the stock company no chance to obtain a just con-
ception of the characters they are called upon to repre-
sent. The object of the stage is to illustrate events 
and scenes that may, or have transpired, and the aim 
should be to supply the eye and the oar with the mst 
complete details, leaving nothing for the imagination, 
except it may be the flight of time from one event to 
another. ..They (Greenwall and White, managers must not 
attempt to produce a play unless the strength of the 
company is sufficient to represent every character, of 
importance, placed in it by the author, and the scenes 
should all be appropriate....liouston or Galveston cannot 
support large and extensive companies like Now York or 
New Orleans, but they can, and we believe will, jointly, 
sustain a small company, provided the manager does not 
attempt what he cannot perform. Let Messrs. White and 
Greenwall set a painter to work upon some of those old, 
rusty, time-worn 'flats' and 'wings' in Perkins Theatre, 
put their scene-shifters into active training andr.ln short, 
move things 'behind' with clockwork precision....? 

The theatre did receive new scenery once in a while but the 

system of a smaller stock company with less change of bill 

never made its appearance. As for the "star" system, Perkins' 

Theatre used this method as a means of recruiting large audi-

ences. Such persons appeared in Houston as Belle Boyd, Mary 
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John Collins, Miss Augusta Dargan, Mr. Vining Bowers, Madame 

Schaller, Miss Eliza O'Connor, Dominick Murray, Edwin Borrest, 

Joseph Jefferson and Madame Janauschek.74  

In the field of art Houston was not productive, nor did 

the people seem very interested in art except in decorations 

for their homes or in being able to write beautifully. The 

only native Houstonian to achieve fame as an artist was Thuse 

Donnellan. He evidently was a very strange young man, practi. 

tally uneducated, especially along artistic lines, and yet 

he "had moments of inspiration when he would produce wonderful 

pictures." In addition he was a musical genius and could 

play on any instrument. Citizens raised a purse by benefits, 

to send him away to study art but he re fused to go. When only 

twenty-three he painted one of the best pictures of Sam Houston 

ever produced but most of his work was "unworthy of a second- 
r7= 

class sign painter." 

Houston was not without her musicians. Piano and violin 

playing were considered fine accomplishments for young ladies. 

"Our city can boast of fine vocal and instrumental music. In 

this respect our fair ladies are not excelled in the state."76  

There were several brass bands. The Telegraph on August 10, 

1870 announced that subscriptions to the City Band of Houston 

would soon be open; nothing more is heard of this until May, 

1872 when the "Old Houston City Brass Band composed of seven 

men, was reorganized to play for both "private and political" 

parties. In November 1872, it was announced that an amateur 
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brass band of boys under thirteen years was one of the "curi-

osities" of Houston. Schmidt t s Brass Band was another Houston 

institution.77  

The Germans did much to stimulate and develop the musical 

taste of the Bayou City. "Houston has always enjoyed fame as 

a musical center, due in large measure to the fact that among 

the early settlers were so many intelligent, music-loving 

Germans."78  The Germans had glee clubs and among them was the 

quartette Club. The most:Topular music store in Houston was 

that of Renzo Grunewald, a German, whose brother had a large 

music store in New Orleans, Mrs. Grunewald taught music and 

was a fine pianist herself« She was the leader of a Philhar-

monic Society organized in 1872 with forty members, a number 

which had soon increased to fifty. The Telegraph felt that this 

society would do much towards elevating the musical taste of 

Houston. 

The Houston Music Hall owned by E. D. Langly and Company 

was very popular for a time. Mile Zoe, the gymnast, was the 

outstanding attraction, while burlesque, songs, and dances were 

also presented. This indicated the kind of music and entertain-

ment Houstonians really enjoyed, while professing a taste for 

more refined pleasures which they felt the cultured person 

should engage in.79  

Judging from the number of vocal and instrumental concerts 

produced in Houston, musical taste was not lacking. These 

concerts were chiefly put on by local talent, many of them 

given for charitable purposes. Duets, trios, quartettes, as 
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well as solos were common. At one such concert given in honor 

of Mrs. Grunewald it was reported that the "most brilliant 

audience of the season" was there, including many people from 

Galveston.8°  Quite a few such concerts were given by the 

girls' schools of Houston. Music enjoyed was both classical 

and more modern. Lost musical concerts were put on by ama-

teurs of Houston and Galveston with very little of profession-

al talent except in the opera. However, Professor George 

Miller, a distinguished violinist appeared at the Turner's 

Hall, October 21, 1869; he was described as "the most accom-

plished violinist we have had in Houston, nal  The audience 

at his concert was described as only "fair-sized"; it would 

have been larger if the weather had not been bad, a factor that 

often caused the failure or postponment of a concert, dramatic 

presentation, and the like. Other professional musicians 

who drew largo crowds included the Swiss Bell Ringers and 

Professor Fahn's Tyrolean Concert Troupe which visited 

Houston in December of 1869.82  

It was seen that Houston was valiantly trying to establish 

the more cultural activities here and her efforts were not al-

together in vain but gave promise of much in the future. The 

overall picture was described by the Telegraph: 

If our city lacks one thing, it is such means of socia-
bility as literary, scientific and other clubs, which add 
an additional charm to life in other cities, and which 
cost but little trouble to originate, compared with their 

• tangible and immediate benefits,83  

whenever Houston could turn from the more pressing needs such as 

better streets and buildings, then perhaps she could turn her 

attention to the "finer things of life." 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE 

1. The crusading order or Friends of Temperance will be dis-
cussed later in the •ahapter on religion as the two seemed to 
be closely releted. 

2, Telegraph, Juiy,22, 1870, p.5. 

3. For details of the Masonic Temple see Chapter 1; . the state 
masonic assemblies will be discussed later in this chapter; 
a directory of Houston Masonic orders will be found in the 
Telegraph, Jan. 2, 1869 $  p.1. 

4. 'City directory of Odd Fellows will be found in the Telegraph, 
Jan, 2, 1869, p.1; organization of German Rebecca lodge, 
Telegraph, April 22, 1870 1  p.5; Scheller encampment, TeleAraph, 
June 5, 1872, p.5; anniversary celebrations of the I.0#0.F., 
Telegraph, Feb. 13, 1869, p.3; April 14, 1869, p.2; April 
18, 1871, p.5; April 27i 1871, p.5 (formation of the Bayou 
City Lodge); April 26, 1872, p.5; April 27, 1872, p,5, 
Information about the Knights of Pythias can.be found in the 
Telegraph, Feb. 17, 1872, p,5; March 13, 1872, p.5. The 
objects of these secret 'societies can be found in the Telegraph, 
Feb, 13, 1870, p.5; Nova 24, 1870, p.4. 

5. altanglft, Jan.' .6.$ -1869, p.2. 

6, The Turnverein: Dr. S. 0. Young, True avies  91 Old 
Houston and Houstonians (Galveston, 1913), p.213; Telegraph, 
Jan,  15, 1869 $  p.3 (loeffler's address); Jan. 16i 1870, p.3 
(anniversary celebration); 'Tan. 14 1  1872, p,5 (history of 
the club and its exercises; the name turn in German is con-
nected with the gymnasium and a Turnverein is a society for 
umnastic purposes; Jan. 1872 was the 18th anniversary - of 
the• Houston Turnverein.). The Turner's new hell was dis-
cussed in Chapter 1 and 2 and the dedication of the new hail 
will be found in the .  TeleAmph, Sept. 16, 1871, p.5. 

7. Telegraph, Llay 181  1869, /1,3. 

8. Schutzen Vereint-Iglftuatb, May 18, 1869 
ing); March 1, 1874 1  p.5 Cfia'strapniversary 
reportt of shooting, matches see' ttilk . 
p.5; May 7, 1870, p.5;' Sept, 25, 1870, p.5; 
p.5, Feb, 23, 1872, p.5. 

9, Gewerbe Verein: TelegrEph, May 19, 1870, p#5. 

10, Telegraph, Sept, 4, 1870, p.5; 

U. Telegraphs:Zpril 6,2671, p#5* 

, p.3 (first meet-
celebration). For 
hs  April 17, 1870, 
April 16, 1871, 
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12, EX Club and ZZ Club: Telegraph, March 7, 1869, p.3 
(meeting of the KK Club); Sept, 9, 1871, p.5 (ZZ Club was 
flourishing with at least 30 active members); Jan. 20, 
1872, p.5 (soiree of the ZZ. Club). Times, Jan. 16, 1870, p.3 
(soiree of the ZZ Club), 

13. JP Club: altaantl, ug. 16, 1871, p.5 (organization and 
composition), Oct. 28, 1871, p.2 (soiree of the club); Jan. 
20, 1872, p.5, 

14. Excelsior Club: Telegraph, Fev. 25, 1872, p.5. 

15. Birthday Association: TelepTaph, Oct, 15, 1871, p.5; 
Sept, 22, 1872, p.5. 

16, For information on the Progress Club see the later ref-
erence to the Purim Masquerade Ball and also the Times, May 
12, 1869, p.3. 

17, Political organizations: Times, Aug. 28, 1869 p.2 
(Knights of the V,hite CamelliErr7ug. 	1669 , p.2 (Ku Klux 
Klan) ; Telegraph , April 8 , 1870 p.1 ( German Rapublican Club) ; 
June 25 1871, . p. 5 (ward clubs) 

18. Sporting club: Telegraph, Dec. 1, 1869, p.5. The baseball 
clubs will be discussed later, Chess Club; Teletraph, April 
18, 1871, p.5; May 64,- 1871, p.5.. Irish organization; Telegraph, 
May 17 , 1871, p. 5 ; May 20 1871 • pg  5, Scandinavian club ; 
Telef:raph , June 13, 1871, p.5; June 23 • 1.671 , . 5. Order of 
lieptasophs : 	, jay 27 • 1872 , p.1. The Jockey Club , 
Y.M.C.A., and Houston Lyceum will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 

19. Professional organizations; Teleprai5h, April 24, 1870, 
p.5; Nov, 29, 1870, p.5. 

gb..Telegraphune 10, 1869, p.2. 

21. Houston as a convention city; Times, June 17, 1869, p.1; 
TeleAraph, 'Tune 17,, 1869, p.3; June 74-0-  1870, p.5, all refer 
to conven4ons of the Masons. For reports of other associations 
meeting in Houston see the Telegraph, June ZO, 1869, p.2; 
May 31, 1870, p.5; July 3, 1870, p.3. June 8, 1871, p.5; June 
2, 1872, p.5; June 13, 1872, p.4; June 15, 1872, p.5. 

22. Houston's need for a library: Teleuayh, Sept. 23, 1870, 
p.5; Oct. 18, 1870, p.3; Oct. 29, 1870, p.5; July 14, 1871, 
p.5. 

23. Various attempts to establish a library: Times, Jan.. 9, 
18691  p,3 (Clayton's attempt); Telegraph, Sept, 23, 1870, 
13.;5 (efforts of the temperance people); Nov. 11, 1870, p.5 
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(reading room committee); July 14, 1871, p.5 (failure of 
library scheme); Aug. 4, 1871, p.5 (committee of citizens); 
Oct. 24, 18711  p.5 (plans of the committee); Nov, 4, 1871, 
p.5 (interest in the library shown); May 2, 1872, p.5 ( Long-
cope's donation). 

24. Baldwin's circulating library: Telegraph, Aug. 4, 1872, p.5. 

25. Telegraph, March 2, 1872, p.5. 

26, Y.M.C.A. in Houston: Telegrephi Feb. 18, 1872, p.5 (for-
mation and constitution); Feb. 21, 1872, p.5 (election of 
directors and officers); March 2, 1872, N5 (rental of room 
and appevl for help from citizens); March 13, 1872, p.5 (pro-
gress and appeal for books); May 31, 1872, p.5 (description 
of 'T" hall); Oct. 11, 1872, p.5 (description of the hall: 
lighted with gas, all leading journals of the state and others 
were there); Nov. 24, • 1872, p.8 (progress of "If" in a year); 
Dec, 15, 1872, p.5 ("Y" as an evening rendezevous for young 
men).  

27. For a history of the Houston Lyceum and library develop-
ment in Houston, see Julia Ideson, '!Houston Public Library 
and Early Library Development", MS in the Houston Public 
Library, 1936, pas sin; also "Minutes of the Houston Lyceums", 
May 27, 1854--Mar, 7, 1878, MS in the Houston Public Library. 

28, Times, Nov. 14, 1869, p.3. 

29. For an account of what was debated, members present, and 
other information on the Houston Lyceum see the'llinutes of 
the Houston Lyceum", passim,'  1869. TelegrapA, Feb. 26, 1869, 
p.3 (reorganization of the Lyceum reported: "By all means 
let the Lyceum be reorganized and let the citizens have a 
place where they cf-n hear lectures on sensible subjects by 
sensible men. ") ; Feb. 28, 1869, p.1 (first meeting on reor-
ganization); March 3, 1869, p.3 (officers listed); July 22$  
1870, p.5 (need of Houston for a Lyceum end Library Associa-
tion); July 26, 1871, p.5 (report of a meeting); Oct. 19$  
1871, p.5 (report of a meeting). 

30. A discussion of debate topics of the Houston Lyceum can 
best be found in the Idnutes", also the newspapers of the 
days following the meetings; see especially the Telegraph, 
March 23, 1869, p,5 for a discussion of Looscan's lecture 
on the mind. 

31. Texas Historical Society: Telegraph, May 19, 1870, p.5; 
May 21, 1870, p.7; May 22, 1870, p.5; May 25, 1870, pa; 
May 31, 1870, p.4, See also the Times, May 24, 1870, p.2 
and June 1, 1870, p,2 for the purposes of such a society. 
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32. Philalethian Society: Telegraph,  June 284 1871, p.5; 
July 14, 1871, p.8; July 18, 1871, p.4; Sept. 6, 1872, p.5. 

33, Tele,graph,  Sept. 21, 1871, p.5. 

34. Houston's literary taste as seen in books received and 
sold at book stores: Telegraph,  Jan. 9, 1869, p.2; Feb, 21, 
1869, p.3; March 20, 1869, p.5; April 84 1869, p.3; May 27, 
1869, p.2; Oct. 5, 1869, p.5; Aug, 3, 1870, p.5; Aug, 21, 
1870, p.4 (editorial on Lothair  by Disraeli); Nov. 26, 1871, 
pa. 

35. Editorial criticizing American literatures  Telegy0h,  
March 26, 1871, p.4. 

36. TeleAraph  I  March 3, 1871, p.5. 

37. Telegraph,  Jan. 10$  1869, p.1: in Mrs. /Ma's article 
on "Air Castles" she said that Fancy was the "long sought 
philosopher's stone whose touch turned the commonest sub-
stances to gold't .TeleAraph,  Nov, 13, 1870, p.8: poem of 
Mrs. Belli. Telegraph,  Aug, 23$  1872, p.5: Brady's" 	Glimpses 
of Texas% 

38. Mollie E. Moore: Telegraph,  June 3, 1869, p.2; Times, 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ENTERTAINMENTS, SOCIAL GATHERINGS, AND THE STATE FAIR 

Although it might be said that Houstonians were unappre-

ciative of the higher class of entertainment, they certainly 

enjoyed a picnic, horse race, or ball. The winter season in 

addition to being commercially busy, also was a continuous 

round of balls, concerts, circuses, and the theatre. The 

Telegraph described a typical social season: 

Judging from the way it commences, the winter season of 
gayety will be one of splendor. Between the balls, 
parties, reunions, theatricals, weddings, soirees and 
dances, there will be enough to make the cheerless 
winter months pass agreeably.i 

In the matter of picnics, May was the big month. The State 

Fair in May and the yolks-Pest in June served to top off the 

year's round of gaieties which began in November. At night 

might be heard the music of a group of serenaders: 

During the holiday week a party of gay troubadours 
have been delighting their fair friends with some 
sweet serenades. We have heard these serenaders out 
every night during the week. Their music was the 
best, most excellent, and many a fai maid has had 
her slumbers agreeably broken by it.‘' 

In the matter of amusements, the people revealed their near. 

ness to the uncultured, rowdy atmosphere of the frontier. 

While a few Houstonians were striving valiantly to establish 

a library, literary clubs, and a theatre, the majority en-

joyed nothing better than the spectacle of the circus, 

suppers with huge amounts of food, and the outdoor games 
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at a picnic. 

The ZZ, KK, JP, and other purely social clubs had 

"soirees" quite often as described earlier; at these parties 

there usually would be dancing and food. The various churches 

and sunday schools had "socials" frequently, with the idea of 

interesting people and especially children in attending church. 

At these largely attendedsaffairs there would be speeches, 

songs, and refreshments. The  Sunday Schools and Churches 

also presented concerts in order to raise money for some 

needed chruch improvement, such as the concert given by the 

Methodist Church Sunday School, December 28, 1869, for bone 

fit,  of their library, or the Episcopal Church Concert of 

April 12, 1871, in order to purchase a new organ. Ice cream 

suppers and fairs were other means the churches used to make 

money as well as to provide entertainment for those attending. 

One common feature of fairs was a "Postoffice" presided over 

by a pretty girl.3  Other church entertainments included 

penny readings. These were exhibitions of pictures, recitations, 

readings, and music; the ladies of the Episcopal Church were 

especially fond of giving them.4  

Probably nothing in Houston could draw such crowds as 

the circus. The Times remarked that "Houston has always besen 

famous for its liberalpatronage of the House Operp. circus 

C. W. Noyes Mammoth Crescent City Circus visited Houston more 

than any other circus and was evidently the one most enjoyed. 

Noyes /  Circus performed in Houston each year. In November 

1869, it was advertised as representing an outlay of $100,000; 

one act alone, the Cloth of Gold presenting knights in armor 
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and ladies in court costume, cost 0.0,000. The Telegraph of 

DecemberA.8, 1869, advertised them as the "largest and most 

complete one circus] that has ever travelled in Texas." In 

1870 this circus travelled with Van Amburg and company's Mam-

moth Menagerie, together numbering three-hundred-fifty men 

and horses, with the largest collection of wild beasts on the 

continent and "Jenny Lind", the trained elephant. In 1871 

Noyes informed people that there would be a free exhibition 

every day in the shape of a balloon ascension while the grand 

procession into town would feature a lion loose in the streets. 

One performance at this time attracted a crowd of two thousand 

persons. The Mexican and Havana Circus came to Houston in 

September 1869; "as athletes and gymnasts we have never seen 

this circus equalled." "The daring feats performed are absolutely 

frightful to behold."6  In December 1870, John Robinson's Grand 

Zoological and Equestrian Combination exhibited in Houston. 

This outfit had twenty-five dens of living animals, the largest 

elephant in captivity, and in addition to all these animals 

had a circus attached; this circus as the others put on a large 

procession through the streets..? 

The reason for the circus' success was explained by the 

Telegraph: 

Although a circus is always a repetition, still it never 
to 	its charm. It is always a novelty, however often 
witnessed, and there are few communities in which a 
circus will not draw a crowd over every other amusement.8  

It was an exciting day when Houston Hook and Ladder 

Company Number One celebrated their eleventh birthday April 
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17, 1869. There was a procession in which the various fire 

companies participated: members of Protection were dressed 

in red shirts and blue pants, their engine decorated with 

flowers; Hook and Ladder wore blue shirts and black pants. A 

large supper was served composed of fish and oysters with 

claret, game and all kinds of meats, and cakes and nuts with 

champagne. Eating, in fact, was a major form of entertainment 

and lavish suppers were frequent. Protection Steam Company 

Number One celebrated their anniversary August 14, 1869 with 

a procession and picnic at Lubbock's Grove. The food served 

included barbecued veal, mutton, and poultry; also champagne, 

white wine, claret and lemonade were offered.9  

Picnicking was an entertainment enjoyed by all and May. 

day was the signal for the picnic season to open. The 

graph of April 30, 1869 said that "May Day for many years has 

been a holiday and a day of festivity for the Sunday Schools of 

our city." Later it said that "the month of flowers is more 

generally celeln4ated in our city and its suburbs than any of 

of the days of the year set apart for holidays."1° The Sun-

day  Schools of the city always had May Day picnics each year 

as did also the various schools of the city. The Progress Club 

of Houston several times made an excursion to Dickinson Bayou 

by train where they joined the Progress Club from Galveston in 

a picnic. Brass bands and good wine or liquor were common 

features of these entertainments. Some of the children's May 

Day picnics included the crowning of a Queen, who was pre-

sented with her court.11 
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well as a means to get the people together in mass meetings. 

The various political parties held numerous picnics at which 

political speeches were made. These meetings, however, would 

have a social as well as a political effect in attracting 

such large masses of people. In December 1869, friends of 

the "People's Ticket" gave a barbecue on some lots opposite 

the courthouse in an effort to get the people out to vote: 

"The barbecue will continue today from noon till the closing 

of the polls. Come out all ye hungry men. Vote and eat or 

eat and votejust as you choose."12  On Spetember 1, 1872 

there was a picnic given by the German Greoly and Brown club 

at Spring Branch and about four-hundred people attended. 

Twelve casks of beer proved to be not enough for the crowds 

which thronged the grounds. A few weeks later a Greoly and 

Brown picnic was held on Bray's Bayou even surpassing the 

Spring Branch picnic. At least seven-hundred persons attended, 

carried out in three horse-cars from Houston. Many speeches' 

were made and seven beeves, twenty barrels of beer, much bread, 

lemonade, and coffee, were consumed. The larger crowds at 

these affairs were not entirely due to politics but the people 

desired the sociability they afforded. 

Boys liked to fly kites and play with marbles and tops. 

However, baseball was the favorite sport of men and boys. The 

State Fair provided a place for various clubs all over the 

State to hold a tournament for the state championship. The 

boys baseball clubs would challenge other boy's groups in 
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the state, copying the teams of the older men. Fbr example 

the Stonewall Baseball Club of Houston in April, 1872 chal-

lenged any teams in Texas whose members were under fifteen 

years old for a match game for the championship.13  

Another sport that was quite popular in Houston was 

roller skating. A rink opened in Houston December 17, 1870. 

Crowded from the beginning, it was very successful. After 

closing during the summer months, the rink opened again in 

November. The Telegraph of January 13, 1872 was glad to 

notice that so many ladies engaged in it, a "very fashionable 

exercise" for them, making them look very "graceful," gliding 

about in "evening costume. "14 

There was a liking for the mysterious among Houstonians. 

In addition to the popularity of magicians, very weird, hor-

rible exhibitions attracted much attention; which indicated 

that the people were not so cultured and educated as some of 

the citizens would have liked them to be. 

Though the reason and common sense of every educated 
person tell them that it is an optical delusion, yet 
the laws of chemistry and science have been so elegantly 
contrived as to make the deception a reality. There 
you see before you, on a marble slab, a veritable living, 
moving human head, capable of opening and using the eyes 
and mouth and tongue, giving life expressions and intel-
ligent answers to any question that may be propounded.15  

The panorama was another popular entertainment. One of 

these was Bullard's panorama of New York City which took in 

41 miles of the streets of New York, with a view of more than 

10,000 horses and carriages and 100,000 people. A Houston 

artist, William Hoffman, made a panorama of the French and 

German wars," 



Another sport Houstonians enjoyed was horse racing. 

Races wore held quite often until the Houston Jockey Club 

merged with the Agricultural Mechanical and Blood Stock 

Association in the summer of 1869; thereafter, most races 

were of a smaller nature, usually arranged between owners of 

race horses, except during the State Fair each year where 

the entries were larger and more races were run. One idea 

that was used to . justify horse racing was that it helped 

improve the breed of horses: 

The ends to be subserved in the establishment of race 
courses and jockey clubs are primarily set forth in 
their articles of association to improve the breed and 
condition of horses. Secondly and secondary to this 
first consideration, is the affording a few days of 
amusement to the public.'" 

In order to make the sport seem moral, claims were made that 

it did not encourage gambling and attention in Houston was 

directed away from this idea to the suggestion that Texas 

needed a state fair and' that Houston was the logical spot 

for it, since it had the railroads and ground already en-

closed, including a grandstand and stables at the Houston 

Race Track: furthermore, the success of the spring races of 

1869 would determine whether a state fair would be held in 

Houston in 1870,18  From the number who attended the races, 

including many ladies, it would seem that there were not 

too many "Puritans" in Houston. No criticism of racing ever 

appeared in the newspapers and the Telegraph pointed out that 

the Jockey Club was composed of the outstanding men of Houston. 

As for the race course itself, Houstonians felt that they 

had something of which to be proud: "Col. James Nellican 
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says the Houston Race Course is the best running track in the 

South, This is a high compliment, for Nelligan is the prince 

of Southern turfmen."1.9  However, the track built on the State 

Fair Grounds had taken the place of this track by 1871. 

Great race meets lasting five or six days were usually 

held during the Christmas-New Yoar's holidays and in April or 

May. At these meetings horses from as far as New Orleans and 

Mobile were entered. Mile heats were the usual kind of races 

for they felt shorter races gave too much chance for jockeying 

and did not test the merits of the horse. Any suggestion 

that a race had been "fixed," that is, that a jockey had reined 

a horse in enough to let another animal win, would ruin a.race.. 

course quicker than anything; the people wanted their races 

to be "clean." 

Winter and spring race meets were held in Houston in the 

winter of 1868-69 and the spring of 1860. It was announced by 

the Agricultural, Mechanical and Blood Stock Association with 

which the Jockey Club had by then merged,that a winter meet would 

be held in 1869-70 but this did not take place. A meet was held 

in April of 1870 lasting three or four days. Another long meet 

such as this was not held until the winter of 1871-72 at the 

time of the dedication of the new course on the State Fair 

Grounds. The plea was made several times for a club exclu-

sively for those interested in racing but nothing ever came 

of this.20 

In addition to the meets there were several races in 

Houston organized between owners of horses. The largest of 

these, considering the purse of 2,000 put up by the partici- 
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pants, was a race February 4, 1870 between C. L. Fbwser's 

"Jack Gamble" of Houston and G. B. Morris's "Zu Zu" of 

Missouri. Despite rumors that this race was "fixed", no 

such guilt was ever proved and on the whole, racing in 

Houston was conducted quite honestly .21 

An especially popular amusement among Houstonians was 

dancing. There were a huge number of balls given, and dancing 

was a part of almost every picnic or any other entertainment. 

Practically all of the clubs gave balls at one time or another 

and when a convention of Masons was held, a grand ball was the 

event looked forward to at the conclusion of the gathering. 

Gray's Hall was the favorite place for giving these affairs; 

however, the Hutchins House, Turner's Hall, and various 

other places were also the scenes of such festivities. 

The season for the giving of balls corresponded with the 

business season as did also practically all other pleasures 

engaged in by the people; that is, the social and business 

season opened in November and extended to April or May. 

The favorite types of dances were the waltz, polka, scottisches  

and the quadrille. Masquerade balls were especially popular, 

and the serving of a midnight supper was a common practice. 

The Telegraph described the typical scene at a ball with its 

huge amounts of food: 

The Jockey Club Ball, at the Hutchins House Friday night 
[New Year's nigbtil, was the most magnificent affair of 
the season. The House was brilliantly lighted with gas 
in every department for the first time. The large dining 
hall was arranged and tastefully ornamented as a dancing 
saloon, and about 10 o'clock, the room was filled with 
the beauty and fashion of Houston. The ladies were re- 
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splendent and sylph-like, beautiful and captivating 
as Mahomet's houri; and as they threaded the mazes of 
the dance, seemed like visitants from fairy land....  
Supper was all the most fastidious taste could require. 
The tables groaned with every luxury possible to con- 
ceive, and the artist excelled himselg,in the beauty 
and arrangement of the confectionary." 

Very few balls were given in private homes; Mike Harring-

ton of Fifth Ward, on March 10, 1869, initiated his new house 

into the social life of Houston with a ball. Several times 

balls were given in honor of newly married couples, especially 

if the groom was a member of the KK, ZZ, or some other social 

club, in which case the members of the club gave the affair. 

Mr.enlYrs. T. W. House, Junior, were feted with such a ball, 

at which the "beauty, fashion, and chivalry of the city" 

were represented.23  Masons, Odd Fellows, and fire companies 

usually concluded all celebrations with dances or else used 

this as a means to raise funds for various purposes. A 

”magnificent ball" closed the fiftieth anniversary celebration 

of the Odd Fellows, April 27, 1669; the Telegraph of April 

28, 1869, described the refreshments as "pyramids of cake 

festooned with flowers; fruits from the tropics, and of native 

growth, strawberries and ices graced the plentifully supplied 

board and the side tables groaned with meats and fowls." All 

of these dances wore practically dusk to dawn affairs. Stone-

wall Fire Company gave a ball May 18, 1869 to raise money to 

purchase equipment for their company; this Company, in fact, 

gave a ball each year. The Masonic Ball held June 17, 1869 

at the conclusion of the state convention was reported as 

having an attendance of eight-hundred to one-thousand; two 
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bands were furnished, one for the dancers and one for the 

promenaders.24 

The German organizations were very prominent in the 

matter of presenting balls, the Germans liking both dancing 

and singing. The Schutzen Verein's balls were usually each 

November. The Turner's ball of January 14, 1870 was a grand 

affair, at which there were many guests in spite of muddy 

streets and no street lights. The big "affair" of the Germans 

each year, however, was a ball held on New Year's Eve, in 

accord with a German custom. This, the Silvester Ball, seemed 

to have been about the only elaborate New Year's Eve celebration 

in Houston 5. 

The completion of the Central railroad to Austin and a 

grand ball held there in honor of this event gave rise to 

one of the most notable balls held in Houston, The Grand Rail-

way Ball, January 23, 1872, at the Hutchins' House as a com-

pliment to Austin and the interior railroad towns. Many out-

siders came to this affair so that the city was full of 

strangers. The dining hall of the Hutchins had been turned 

into the ballroom and was decorated with festoons of ever. 

greens--a common decoration--with twenty evergreen wreaths, 

each containing the name of a railway station; also a portrait 

of Sam Houston was displayed. Of the thirty dances listed 

on the program, the quadrille and waltz were the most pro-

minent. Supper was served from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. in the hail 

over the salesroom of Henry Scherffius adjoining the Hutchins; 

a temporary crossing with a railing was thrown between the two 
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buildings from a window of each. There were ninety-six plain 

cakes and twenty elaborately dec)rated cakes, each inscribed 

with the name of some station on the Central Railroad; there 

were included heart-shaped, star-shaped, and circular cakes 

with fancy icings. One lady's dress was described as made of 

"white trained silk with tulle pipings, dotted with pink buds 

and black velvet bows, white lace overdress," another was of 

"pure white tarleton with looped overdress and head:Fess of 

ostrich tip and blue and gold ornaments in hair," and one was 

of "rose colored silk with overdress of tulle looped with 

rosebuds."26  

Masquerade balls were quite popular then, and the event 

of the year was the Purim Masquerade Ball given each year in 

March by the Jewish Progress Chth. In 1869' the Progress Club 

also gave a masquerade ball in November; they repeated this 

in 1871 for bendfit of a new Jewish synagogue, In fact it 

seemed that the Jewish people were largely responsible for 

the great popularity of the masquerade. Among other groups 

giving masquerade balls was the Independent Order of Good 

Teri tars of'Houston, a temperance organization.27  

The affair of all affairs, however, was the Grand Purim 

Masquerade Ball. Costumes for this ball were even imported 

from.New Orleans while the seamstresses of Houston were also 

busy; prizes were given to the best lady's and best man's 

costumes. Among the masqueraders were seen the Queen of 

Chess, Highland Mary, Indian Maidens, the Grand Cyclops of 

the Ku Klux Klan, Clowns and Negro men and women. Decorations 

included the usual evergreen festoons and a huge picture 
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of Queen Esther. The proceeds of the ball of 1869, which 

amounted to 0502.16, were given to the Bayland Orphan's 

Home. The ball of 1871 was for the benefit of the new Jewish 

Synagogue. In 1872 both the Progress Club and Congregation 

Beth Israel gave masquerade balls within a week of each other, 

on March 21 and March 25,, and each was a success.28  

Weddings were another means of social gatherings in 

Houston* The newspapers seldom described a wedding in very 

great detail, but from the information given, these affairs 

were often very elaborate and the groom always received a 

prize in his bride. 

The bridal group around the altar in the soft early 
sunlight is as lovely a picture as our memory contains. 
The bride so stylish, 'divinely tall and most divinely 
fair,' in elegant and tasteful dress, seemed 'every 
inch a Queen. Those lovely white robed forms around 
her, were the 'Three Graces.' (bridesmaid) ....It was 
a statement of remark that the gentlemen were unusually 
handsome....Mr. Shepherd is a man supremely blessed, to 
have won this stately lady, whose beauty and graceful 
manner command the admiration of all; and whose pure and 
gentle heart uine the love of those who learn to know 
her....Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd left at 7:30 for Virginia. 
God bless them both.29  

It was quite common for the newly married to take a 

"wedding tour" to New Orleans and all throtigh the Southern 

states; in fact the Telegraph reported that it was common 

for couples to marry just in time to catch the Calve stun train 

at 7:30 a.m. At Galveston they could board a steamer for 

New Orleans.30  It was also customary to send samples of the 

wedding cake and champagne to the newspaper offices, possibly 

in order to insure a mention of the wedding in the paper. 

There were usually from five to ten weddings a week, in-

cluding the Negroes. Evidently, the Telegraph considered 
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this a small number for a city the size of Houston: 

The number of marriages is very small for a city num-
bering ten thousand souls like the Bayou City. Young 
men say they cannot afford to support wives in times 
like these, when it takes a small fortune to dress a.  
woman fashionably.31  

Another marriage custom in Houston was the Chari Vari. 

this was a "violent beating of old milk pans, blowing of 

trumpets, screeching, shouting, etc., by young folks, when- 

ever an old couple marries, or an old man takes to wife a 

right 'young galt."32  The groom would then be compelled to 

show himself, possibly make a speech and furnish cigars and 

wino to the crowd giving him the Chari Vari. 

Like that of marriages, the divorce rate in Houston was 

not very high. The Times in 1870 reported in an editorial 

that it was against easy divorces. As good causes for divorce 

besides adultery it listed a drunken, lying, and an irreli- 

gious wife or husband.33  

Among the various holidays observed over the country, 

May Day and Christmas called for the biggest celebrations in 

Houston. Valentine's Day was marked by the sending of valen- 

tines, both the comic and serious variety; newsstands in Houston 

sold these, some being valued as high as fifteen dollars, Wash- 

ington's birthday usually received some kind of notice by 

various clubs in Houston; in 1869 the Young Men's Literary 

Association, met and read the Declaration of Independence 

and Washington's Farewell Address. Later the Schutzen Verein 

adopted the practice of holding a shooting match and ball on 

this day, St, Patrick's Day passed by almost unnoticed, which 
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indicated that Houston's Irish population was not large. 

The Times, though, noticed that the Irish of Houston did 

have a fine time in the saloons on this day and the Telegraph  

reported that there was "one happy individual with a bunch 

of shamrocks in his hat, holding the day in grand (auld) style:34  

'The newspapers deeply deplored the lack of celebration on 

San Jacinto Day, the Times on April 20, 1869 reporting that 

"the recollection of San Jacinto's glory appears to have passed 

from the minds of our citizens" It was customary to make an 

excursion to the Battlegrounds on April 21, there to meet Gal-

veston excursionists; usually a ball was held at Lynchburg at 

night. However, only the excursion of 1870 with its 250 par. 

ticipants was a success; a steamer left Houston with the ex-

cursionists at 7:30 a.m. and returned by daylight the next 

morning. The Fourth of July no longer called forth the cele. 

brat ions that it had earlier; the Civil War and its results 

had made the people of the South feel too oppressed to cele-

brate this day of freedom, which was considered a New England 

holiday. In 1869 the Telegraph reported that there was evi-

dently going to be a real celebration on the "Fburth" but 

patriotic music played by a brass band at the Di seen House and 

a few firecrackers were the extent of the celebration. Not 

even the Negroes celebrated the "Fburth" since June 19 had been 

erected into their groat holiday.35  In July of 1870 the Tele-

graph described the celobratidn: 

Yesterday was, perhaps, the quietest Fburth ever seen in 
Houston. Beyond a few candle crackers fired late in the 
evening, there was absolutely nothing to indicate the day 
that gave birth to the Great Republic. There was no pro- 
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cession marshalled by the gallantry of the city, no spread. 
eagle orator....None to descant upon the American Eagle.... 
which used to be such prominent points in Fourth of July 
oratory. ')6  

In 1871 there was no celebration of the "Fburth" either and in 

1872 the Telegraph reported that but for the close of the Post 

Office and a few United States flags flying, one would not 

have known it was the "liburth." 

Thanksgiving passed very quietly in Houston, the churches 

holding appropriate services, The newspapers did not print 

an edition on the day following so that they would not have to 

work on Thanksgiving Day. A large Thanksgiving dinner with 

a turkey and all of the trimmings was the usual thing but even 

these were not too prominent then, Houston with the rest of 

the South feeling that it did not have much for which to be 

thankful.37 

The Christmas-New Year week was the principal holiday 

celebration and the schools were closed at this time* The 

Sunday schools of the city all had Christmas trees, the Hook 

and Ladder Company served egg-nog, and turkey, and poultry 

disappeared rapidly*  The stores began to advertise toys, 

Christmas candies, and such items by the first of December. 

"The popping of fire crackers and torpedoes" could be heard 

all of the time.38  In spite of all this drinking and fire. 

works, there were few arrests. "The crackers, rockets, 

Roman candles, pistols, guns and such like paraphernalia 

went off in due celebration style, beautifully, loudly, and 

harmlessly, as far as injury to person is concerned:39  The 

Midnight Mass at the Catholic . Church on Christmas Eve drew 
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large crowds, and the TeleuaDh in 1871 reported that there 

was the largest congregation of people they had ever seen In. 

the city at the Mass, at least one thousand persons overflow-

ini; the church. New Year's Day passed off even quieter than 

Christmas and was not especially celebrated except by the 

Silvecter Ball, eggnog drinking, and the like. In 1872 an 

ordinance had been introduced that there could be no , public 

displays of fireworks, and this put a quietus on the celebrating 

even though two Negroes wore arrested for having a fist fight 

and several drunl:s were picked up by the police 4°  

In 1872 Houston attempted to have a Mardi Gras celebration, 

However, the parade did not come off well due to the unlighted 

streets. The Mardi Gras ball fared better and it was forecast 

that by 1873 Houston would have an elaborate Mardi Gras as a 

Knights of Menus Society was to be organized.41  

Even Christmas was not celebrated as much as a certain 

festival of the Germans, the yolks-Fest or People's Festival, 

In 1869 the first yolks-Ebst in Houston was held. It lasted 

two days each year, usually in June, although May was selected 

for the Volks-FeLt of 1871. This custom of the Germans of 

getting the people, men and women, together for social enjoy-

ment was eagerly adopted by Houstonians of all races: 

It must be confessed that the German and French have a 
better appreciation of the healthy influence of social 
enjoyments of life than the American. All observers 
will acknowledge that the festival customs of Europe, 
introduced by representatives of different nationalities 
are of great benefit to the moral and physical condition 
of our people..,.In Houston, and in fact in the state of 
Texas, the Germans largely outnumber any other class of 
adopted citizens, and we are pleased to note that they In-
tend to perpetuate the social customs of the Faderland.'" 
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Evidently, the practice of whole families enjoying a day 

together and mixing with people of all social classes was not 

common either in America or the Bayou City so that the Volks-

Fest filled a definite need and it was eagerly adopted by all. 

This festival stemmed from an old German custom of not only 

bringing the people together socially but also of promoting 

agriculture and industry by special exhibits put on by the 

various trades at such a celebration. 

The usual program for the festival included a procession 

of decorated wagons representing various businesses, industries, 

and German societies of Houston. The procession made its way 

out to Lubbock's Grove whore there were athletic games such as 

climbing poles and sack races, a speech or two, and singing and 

other music; at night the Grove was illuminated with Chinese 

lanterns, and the people present engaged in dancing, with a 

grand fireworks display. The second day was much as the first 

except that there was no parade. Prizes were given for the best 

decorated waons as well as to the winners of the gymnastic 

contests. The first festival of 1869 was a great success, par-

ticipated in by all the white races represented in Houston: 

Germans, Jews, Irish, French and Americans have met 
on common ground--Have drank lager, danced, and taken 
cries' together....We must have another people's festivals  

It is the best Reconstruction measure that can be devised.'*3  

It was estimated that about seven-thousand persons visited 

the first Volks-Fast. The success of the first festival helped 

to encourage the Agricultural, Mechanical, and Blood Stock 

Association to hold a state fair in Houston in 1870. 

The parade of the Volks-Fest of 1870 included such wagons 
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as the following: A globe with two feminine deities repre-

senting the sisterhood of America and Germany with boys at 

the four quarters of the earth portraying the chief races of 

the human family; the Schutzen Vorein wagon representing the 

forest home of the sharpshooters; the confectioner's wagon 

with candies actually being made and given to the people as 

the wagon moved along; a wine cellar on wheels with Bacchus 

represented; the interior of a cigar manufactory; the baker's 

wagon representing the details of the baker's art and the 

history of the story of Ceres, Gambrinus, a mythical king 

who was said to have been the inventor of beer, and his court, 

were always presented on one wagon at each Yolks-Fest*  An 

unusual wagon in the procession of 1872 was that of John 

Collins, the tea dealer, which was built on the model of a 

Hong-Kong church, the successive tiers representing various 

kinds of teas, and several boys were seated at the base of the 

pagoda dressed as Chinese.44 

The yolks-Fest grew into a popular Houston entertainment. 

Its effect was not to draw only the Germans of Houston more 

closely together but to unite all nationalities, social classes, 

ages and sexes, in tighter bonds of friendship. 

The most successful means of drawing the people of Houston 

and Texas together as well as of encouraging home industries 

and agriculture, was the State 	While Houstonians were 

trying to put on a semblance of cultured, citified-life; they 

revealed their youth and unrefined frontier ways in their love 

of fairs. Houston had great faith in the success of such an 

enterprise as a State Fair, and this faith was justified in 
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1870. It was felt that such an undertaking would have very 

beneficial results for Texas, for it would not only draw the 

people of the state more closely together, helping them to 

understand each otheri and encourage native industry, but it 

would also show the rest of the nation the achievements of 

Texans which in turn would lead to an increase of immigration 

to Texas. 

The First State Fair held under the auspices of the 
Agricultural, Mechanical and Blood Stock Association 
of Texas may be reckoned as the commencement of a new 
era in the history of progress and improvement in the 
Lone Star State, and if we may judge the future by the 
success which attended this initial movement,, hastily 
gotten up, and lacking all the exactness and finish of 
purpose and direction which characterize such exhibitions 
only after time and experience have been: called to the 
aid of energy in their management, that future is cer-
tainly a bright one for Texas.45  

The Fair or 1870 was held in the Magnolia Warehouse and 

grounds, as the State Fair Association did not have their 

owngrounds and buildings until 1871.46  The featured speaker 

in 1870 was John H. Reagan who announced that it was the dawn 

of a new era in the state. Refreshment stands were sold at 

public auction at both the State Fair and Volks...Fest, and there 

was great competition in the bidding, indicating that the fairs 

drew enough people to make such stands very profitable. The 

exhibits were similiar at each fair, including all kinds of 

machinery, art work, flowers, food, needlework, cattle and 

horses. Medals and ribbons were given to the winners in each 

department. A State Fair Ball was one of the features of the 

Fair of 1870. A telegraph office was provided on the grounds, 

from which one could send messages anywhere. Private homes in 

Houston had to be opened to visitors, since the hotels and 
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and boarding houses were not able to hold them all. One of 

the days during the Fair was a holiday by general consent, 

the merchants closing up and everyone going to the Fair. A 

trial of superiority between.the Excelsior and Babcock fire 

extinguishers attracted a large crowd; Uropyramids of fifteen 

empty barrels were erected and covered with tar, filled with 

wood shavings, saturated with kerosene, and set afire; the 

Babcock extinguisher being the winner in twenty-one seconds. 

A trial between several brands of stoves attracted much atten-

tion; the contest was to see which could bake the best loaf 

of bread in the shortest time using the least fuel. The Fair 

lasted from May 17 through May 20, and it was claimed that 

over 40,000 persons attended, although this was probably an 

exaggeration. With all of these people there was not any 

disturbances requiring policemen.47  

By 1871, the State Fair Association had its own grounds, 

in the form of a large tract of land at the southern end of 

Main street. Buildings were built to house the exhibits and 

a race course had been added by 1872. The grounds themselves 

were continually being beautified. A group of Indians from 

Polk county visited the Fair and put on exhibitions and Horace 

Greeley was the honored speaker. There were many contests in-

cluding baseball games, truck -races, a fatman's race, velocipede 

races, and mule races. A stove was given to-thc; girl between 

the ages of sixteen and twenty-one who cooked the best.dinner. 

Noyes' Circus took advantage of the crowds at the Fair and 

performed every night. Again the Fair was a success.48 
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Over 1500 premiums were offered at the Fair in 1872, in-

cluding gold, silver, and bronze medals, money and silverware. 

Col. W. M. hatch, a lawyer of Missouri delivered the opening 

address. The only negro exhibitor at the Phi'', Simeon Willis 

of Houston, took the blue ribbon for the best variety of vege. 

tables, an award he deserved according to the Telecra,ph; one 

of his cabbages weighed forty-nine pounds. Just as the earlier 

fairs, this one was a success too and at none of them were there 

any disturbances requiring the need for the extra police that 

had been hired.49  

The Telegraph in 1872 summed up the effect and importance 

of the State Fair: 

Our fairs are not only capable of exerting an influence 
on social habits and manners, but they have really be-
come in some degree, social levers. At the balls and 
light-footed festivals of our State Fair this week, for 
example, the rough country bumpkin from the frontier 
will come in contact with the perfumed swells of Canal 
street or the Strand. The consequence will be Mr. 
Bumpkin goes home, to his wild prairies nth new ideas 
of how things ought to be done at least." 

Houston was certainly not lacking in the means of social 

intercourse. The people loved picnics, parties, balls or any 

kind of entertainment that would bring them together. A 

disastrous war had not dimmed their enjoyment of gathering 

out in the open and participating in a game of baseball cr 

of dressing in fine clothes for a ball, even of disguising 

as a Negro for one of the Purim Masquerade Balls. When the 

opportunity came to gather with a large crowd at the Volks-

Fest or State Fair all were eager to go. With all of their 

political and economic troubles, Houstonians had the leisure 

to enjoy themselves. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR 

1#  Telegraph,  NOV. 8, 1871, p,5. 

2, Times, Jan. 3, 1869, po3, The Times 
reported that fifteen couples from the 
masque, serenaded their friends in the 
a brass band while the Negroes thought 
was 'making a raid." 

March 9, 1869, p.3, 
Progress Club, in 
city accompanied by 
that the "Ku Klux" 

3. Church socials: 
Aug, 12, 1869, ps5; 
odist social). Ice 
1869, p.3; Telegra  
Jan. 6, 1871, p.5; 
April 8, 1871, p.5; 

TeleEraph,  July 15, 1869, pa (200 present); 
Oct. 14, 1869, p.5 (250 present at a Meth-

cream socials and fairs: Times, Dec. £8, 
June 15, 1870, p.5; Jan. 4, 1871, p.4; 

Concerts: alfammil, March 23, 1871, p.5; 
April 13, 1871, p.1'. 

4. Penny readings: 
26, 1871, p.5; Nov. 

altauft, Oct. 17, 1871, pp.4, 5; Oct. 
28, 1871, p.1; Jan, 23, 1872, p.5; Oct. 

29, 1872, p.8. 

5. Times, Jan. 7, 1870, p.3. 

6. altimph, Sept, 24, 1869, p.5. 

7#  Circus: Telegraph,  March 16, 1869, p.5; March 17, 1869, 
p,5; Sept, 9, 1869, p.4; Sept. 11, 1869, p.4; Sept. 23, 1869, 
p.5; Sept, 8, 1870, p.5; Dec. 241  1670, p.4, Dec. 31, 1870, 
p.5. Noyes' Circus is referred to especially in the Times, 
Nov. 16, 1869, p.3, and the Telegraph,  Dec. 18, 1869, p.5; 
Dec. 30, 1869, p.5; Oct. 121  1870, p.2; Dec. 31, 1870, p.4; 
Nov. 10, 1871, p.4, Nov. 16, 1871, p.5. 

8. Telegraph,  Oct. 12, 1870, p.3. 

9. Fireman's celebrations: Tele,Fraill,  April 17, 1869, p.5; 
April 18, 1869, p.5; Aug. 6, 1869, p.5; Times, Aug. 17, 1869, p. 3. 

10. Telegraph,  April 30, 1869, p.I; May 7#  1869, p.3. 

11. Description of May picnics: Telegraph,  May 6, 1869, po3; 
May 8, 1869, p.2; May 11, 1869, p.3; May 16, IIV9, p.3; May 
18, 1869, p.3; April 20, 1870, p.5; May 5, 1870, p.5, May 
61  1870, p.5; May 23, 1872, p.5. 

12, Telegraph,  Dec. 2, 1869, p.5. Other political picnics 
can be found discussed in the Telegraph,  Aug. 2, 1871, p.5; 
Aug, 10, 1871, p.5; Aug, ZO, 1872, p.1; Sept. 3, 1872, p.5; 
Sept, 13, 1872, p.8; Sept. 17, 1872, p.5. 

13. Baseball and boy's sports: Times, March 15, 1870, p.3 
(kites, tops, marbles); April 15, 1870, p.3 (baseball). See 
also the Telegraph , May 20, 1870, p.1; June 4, 1870, p.5; 
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Jane 5, 1870, p.5; ;June 8, 1870, p.5; Sept. 23, 1870, p.5, 
Aug. 9#  1871, p.5; Sept. 16, 1871, p.5; April 5, 1872, p.1; 
june 4, 1872, p.5, 

14. Roller 
1870, p.5; 
1671, p.5; 
1871, p.5; 

skating: Telempli, Dec. 14, 1870 
Jan,7, 1871,13,5; Nov. 28, 1871, 
Dec, 20, 1671, p.5, Dec. 24, 1871 
Jan. 13, 1872, p.5; Feb. 9, 1872, 

, p.5; Dec, 16, 
p.4; Dec. 15, 
9 p.5; Dec. 27, 
p.5* 

15. altualb May 22, 1869, p.3. 

16. Panorcmos: Telesraph,  Jan. 22, 1871, p.4, Aug, 20, 1871, p.5* 

174 TeleAraph,  ray 5, 1870, p.5. The Telquafhl  April 29, 
1869, IlY4  2, reprinted an article from the h. Y. Herald  on the 
thoroughbred horse in Dhich it said that the substitution 
of dashes instead of heats in racing would lead to the dete-
rioration as fine horses* 

18. Telegraph,  April 9, 1869, p.3. 

19. Times, April 28, 1869, p.3. 

20. The history of racing in Houston can be traced in the 
following papers: Teler:raph,  Jan. 2$  1869$  pp.2-4; Jan. 3, 
1869, p.3; Feb. 2, 1864, p.3; Feb, 27, 1869, p.2; April 24, 
1869 $  p.3; April 28, 1869, p.3; April 29, 1869, p.2; April 
30, 1869, pp.1, 3; May 1, 1869, p.3; May 2, 1869, p.3; Mny 
4, 1869, p.3; May 28, 1E69, p.2; Dec. 23, 1869, p.5; April 
22, 1870, p.5; April 26, 1870, p.5; April 28, 1870, p.5; 
April 30, 18701  p.5; May 3, 1870, p.5; May 5, 18701  p.5, 
Jan. 2, 1872, p.5; Jan. 3, 1872, p.5; Jan, 4, 1872, p.5; 
April 23, 1872, p.5; May 18, 1872, p.5; May 21, 1872, p.5; 
May 25, 1872, p.5; May 26, 1872, p.l; May 30, 1872, p.5, 
Oct. 26, 1870$  p.5. See also the Times of the same dates. 

21. Individual horse races: Telegraph, June 18, 1869, p.3; 
Jan. 4, 1870, p.5; *Ten, 16, 1870, p.5; Feb. 4, 1870, p.5; 
Feb. 5, 1870, p.5, Feb. 10, 1870, p.5; Feb. 20, 1870, p.5; 
April 1, 1870, p.5; April 2, 1870, N5. See also the Times, 
Feb. 3, 1870, p.3 for rumors of a "put up" race. 

• 

22. 21=1101, Jan. 3$  1869, p.3. 

23. Description of ball's can be found in the following: 
Times, Jan. 24, 1869, p.5 (KKClub); March 11, 1869$  p.3 
TTEimate ball); April 2, 1869, p.3 (Ball for T.Vi. House, 
jr.); algamtl, March 23, 1869, p.2; April 2, 1869, p.5 
(ball for T.7.. House, jr.). 

24. I.O.O.F. balls: Telegraph,  April 28, 1869, p.3, Nov* 
8, 1870, p.5; Nov, 11, 1870, p.5. Fire co, bells: Times, 
Eacv 11, 1869, p.3; Telegraph,  May 18, 1869, p.3; Feb. 12$  
1870, p.8; Dec. 24, 1870, p.5; Feb. 8$  1871, p.5; Oct. 25, 
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1671., p.5, Nov. 15, 1372, p,5, csonie balls: Timn, June 
19, 1869, p.3; ;Juno 18, 1870, p.3; Telepirnpil, June 17, 1670, p.5, 

25. German dances: Schutzon \reran, Telegysph, Nov. 18, 1869, 
p.5; Nov. 24, 1870, p,5; Nov. 27, 1870, p.5; Nov. 19, 1871, 
p.5. eiuxners, 19112=11, J'n. 16, 1370, p.5* Eilvester Ball, 
Tole rrnh, Dec. 	 p.5; Doc. 14, 1371, p,5; Jan. 2, 
87k, p.5; Zan, 1, 1873, NE. 

26. Railway Balls: The Pusttn ball vas reported in the 
Telwarh, Dec, 29, 1371, r45; Dec. 20, 1871, p.1. The 
Telqamrh, Jrm, 13, 1872, p.5, cueted the Dallas 	rhich 
had criticized a reporter from the TeleErprh rho vrote 
elaborate account of the Lustin ball, even describine the 
dresses end mentioning by name those rearing the beautiful 
cowls, The Teler;reph  had riot dale this before but evidently 
the reeders liked it for the paper continued to describe bal 
dresses after this though the ladies uere thereafter only 
mentioned by initial, The Piertld, according to the Telsrap, 
however, r:ns against the practiceof describing dresses in 
that it "creates rivalry as to dress end personal appearance," 
"creates bad feeling among those not noticed," end flxv3vents 
many a poor girls...from attending a party." The  
replied by crguinG that the Herald was behind the times. 
Remarks on the Houston railway 	can be found in the 
Te;leripmh, an, 16, 1872, p.5; Jan. 23, 1872, p.5, Jan. 24, 
1872, p.5; Jan. 25, 1672, p.5« . 

27. Lasqucrado bails: ralazmull, Nov. PO, 18691  p.5; Dec. 
1, 1869, p.; Nov. 10, 1871, p.5; Feb, 8, 1872, p.5; Nov. 
V.., 1872, p,4; Dec, 6, le 722  p.3 (ball given by the temperance 
order). 

• 

28, Purim bails: these balls rere given in comnemoration of 
uecn Esther's saving of the Jovis from a Persian noble vilo 
persuaded the King of Persia to have the 'lbws killed as ono 
of tham had refused to bow to the noble. See the Tele 	• 
Jcn. 12, 1869, p.3; relay 4, 1869, p$2; Feb. 27, 1869, P.2; 
larch, 3, 1869, 1).3; Feb, £4, 1870, p.5; Etrch 18, 1870, p.5; 
Var. 7, 1871, p.4; March 8, 1871, p.5; Feb. 21, 172, p.5; 
Feb, 24, 1872, p.5; rarch 3, 1672, p.5; March 26, 1872, p.5. 

rV, 71mns, Oct, 1, 18691  p.3. The occasion referred to was 
the marriage of Regina Mount to Mr. A. .1. Shepherd on Oct, 
13, 1869. 

30, Telorra,h, an, 2, 1872, p,5, A list of marriage Licenses 
issued each veet was usually published in Sunday's paper. 

31, 221912111, Lpril 28, 1872, p.5. 

32, Teleun h, Sept, 21, 1370, p.5. Me alftamal, May 22, 
1869, p.3, scribed the chari van i of a Houston couple. 
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33. Times, May 13, 1870, p.2;Telegraph  tpri1 22, 1871, p.5. 

34. Valentine Day: anus, Feb. 5, 1869, 
Vvashington's Birthday:- Times, Feb. 

Feb. 24, 18':9, p.3; Feb, 12, 1871, p.5; 
St. Patrick's Day: 12Immult, March 18, 
March 18, 1869, p.3. 

35.- San JacintoDay: Times, March 23, 1869, p.3; April 20, 
1869, p.3, alumna, April 17, 1869, p.5; April 17, 1870, 
p.4; April 22, 1870, p#5, April 23, 1870, p.5; April, 18, 1871, 
p.5; April 22, 1871, p.5. Fourth of July: Telegraph, June 20, 
1869, p.3; July 6, 1869, p.3, July 6, 1370, pp.4, 5; June 
29, 1871, p.5; July 6, 1871, p.5 (2 flags flying, a few fire- 
works were the 	displays); July 6, 1872, p. 5. 

36, Telegruh, July 6$  1870, p.5. 

37, Thanksgiving: Telegraph, Nov. 18, 1869, p.5, Nov. 23, 
1870, p.5; Nov, 24, 18701  p.4; Nov. 30, 1871, p.4. 

38. Times, Dec. 25, 1869, p.3*  

39, al2Taph, Dec. 28, 1869, p.5. 

40. Christmas; 2112=1, Dec. 17, 1869, p.5; Dec. 24, 1869, 
p.5, Dec, 25, 1869, p.4, Dec. 28, 1869, p.5; Dec, 31, 1869, 
p.5; Dec. 23, 1870, p.5; Dec. 24, 1871, pa; Dec. 27, 1871, 
p.8; Jan. 1, 1871, p.3; Jan. 3, 1871, p.5; Jan. 2, 1872, p.5; 
Dec. 27, 1872, p.3, Times, Dec, 22, 1869, p.3; Dec. 25, 1859, 
p.3, Dec. 28, 1869, p.3. 

41. 1212=11, Feb. 11, 1872, p.5; Feb, 13, 1872, p.5; Feb. 
15, 1872, p.5. 

42. Times, May 28, 1870, p#3. The Telegraph, June 9, 1869, 
p.2, reported that "German social life has more genuine en-
joyment and absolute exemption from the dissoluteness, and 
intemperance, of English and American clubs, in which the 
sexes are excluded from participation, end i:here such a thing 
as parents and children commingling in innocent recreation is 
miziorn." 

43. Times, June 9, 1869, p.3. 

44". Volks-Fest: Telegraph, June 3, 1869, pp.2-3, June 9, 1869, 
p.3, June 10, 1869, p.2; June 18, 1869, p.3 (receipts of the 
festival were 1, 126,50; expenses were V755.€0); Feb, 16, 
1870, p.5, May 20, 1870, p.4, May 261  1870, p.5; June 4, 1870, 
p.5; June 7, 1870, p.5, June 8, 1870, p.5; June 9, 1870, p.5; 
June 10, 1870, p.5; April 11$  1871, p.4; May 4, 1871, p.5; May 
6, 1871, p.5; May 22, 1872, pp.4-5; May 30, 1872, p.5; June 
14, 1872, p.5; June 15, 1872, p.5; June 16, 1872, p.5. See also 
the Times, June 8, 1869, p.3, 

p.3; Feb. 15, 1870, 
24, 1869, p.2, Teleffraph, 
Feb. 22, 1872, p.5; 
1870, p.5; Timas, 
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45. Houston City, Directory  of 1270-711  p.10. Cee also the 
TeleAraph,  May 17, 18701  p.5. 

46, Telegraph,  June 29, 1870, p.5. See also the Telegraph,  
May 11, 1872, p.4 for a history of the State Fair Association. 
The Agricultural, Mechanical, end Blood Stock Association be 

known as the State Fair Association; this organization 
was chartered by the State Legislature and anyone in Texas 
could own stock in it, although most of its directors were 
Houstonians. 

47, The State Fair of 1870: Teleryaph,  Nov. 11, 1869, p.5; 
March 2, 1870, p.5; March 12, 1870, p.8; March 23, 1870, p.5; 
April 9, 1870-June 2, 1870, passim;  May 18, 1370, p.4 (Reagan's 
speech); May 21, 1570, p.5 (fire extinguisher); May 24, 1870, 
p.4 (stove trial). 

48. The State Fair of 1871: al2amth, Oct, 29, 1870, p.4; 
Nov. 221  1870, p.4, Nov. 27, 1870, p.4; Feb. 21, 18711  p.5; 
April 6, 1871, p.5; April 15, 1871, p.5; April 16, 1871 June 
7, 1871, passim. 

49. The State Fair of 1872: TelegraDh,  Feb. 21, 1872, p.5; 
Feb. 28, 1872, p.4. March 12, 1872, p.4; April 4, 1872, p.l; 
April 19, 1872, p.5; April 21, 1872-?day 19, 1872, passim.  

50. Telegraph,  May 12 .4.1.872,'p.4: 



CHAPTER FIVE 

EDUCATION 

In an age when everyone believed that an . educated man 

could do anything better than an uneducated one, Houston was 

not lacking in educational facilities. Public schools were 

introduced and these with already established private schools 

made education available to almost anyone who wanted it. 

There were several good schools for the Negroes, who apparently 

readily seized their opportunity for schooling. Both Negro and 

white schools were praised highly by the newspapers. 

Before the introduction of public schools in the summer of 

1870, education for all was evidently not so general: 

It is a fact that, whilst we have excellent and high-
toned schools, accomplished and able teachersi(whilst 
these schools are well attended, the greater portion 
of our white juvenile population is growing up in an 
ignorance that must, in the future, have its usual evil 
effects on its victims themselves, as well as the society 
wherein they are to mingle.. ..Those of our citizens who 
can afford to patronize first class schools, either at 
home or abroad, needn't be ashamed of their sons or 
daughters, whose intelligence equals that of any city. 
But those who can't have only to let their children 
remain at home and go without 'learning,' 

The lack of education presented a real problem for some time 

later in 1870 the Telecpaph reported Houstonians' fear: 

There are plenty of good schools in Houston, yet there 
are not a few boys growing up in vicious idleness and 
ignorance—candidates for the penitentiary. If you 
would save your boy, send him to school, and give him 
books to read.2  

Even after the public schools were opened, all of the children 
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were not enabled to go to school immediately for a variety 

of reasons: there were no buildings for the public schools 

that would accommodate a great number of pupils; there was a 

lack of qualified teachers; many parents were not convinced of 

the need for education; the idea that the schools would be mixed 

for both whites and Negroes probably kept some away. In spite 

of all this there was a good attendance at the public schools 

that wore opened, and according to newspaper accounts of the 

activities of the various schools, the educational picture 

of Houston was not dark at all and the "standard of education 

is said to be higher in Houston than any other city or town 

in Texas."3  

Houston editors had great faith in education and its ability 

to elevate the people. "A thorough diffusion of knowledge--

particularly in the schoolroom--is the surest way to break the 

malignant reign of crime, overthrow vice, empty the peniten-

tiary, and elevate and dignify society."4  The telerrraph was 

completely convinced of the need to educate the Negroes; the 

Negroes had been given equal civil rights with the whites and 

the only way for the whites to safeguard themselves from Negro 

misrule was to educate them. To the Teleryaph, however, this 

did not mean mixed schools; in fact, neither the whites or 

Negroes would have allowed this. "We may let our children 

work in the field or shop with the children of our former 

servants. They may hunt, or fish, or play together. Butt() 

attend the same school never!"5  The Telegraph pointed(out 

that the Legislature did not intend to have mixed schbc4i when 
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the school provision of the Constitution of 1869 was adopted. 

Evidently the people themselves were not so confident that 

mixed schools were not intended by the constitution for the 

Telegraph repeated over and over again that the Constitution 

of 1869 should not be voted against for this reason. The 

Constitution was ratified by the voters and Texas re-entered 

the Union, but the radically Democratic Times insisted that 

mixed schools would be the result for the Thirteenth, Dour-

teenth, and Fifteenth Amendments gave the Negro equality 

before the law with the whites and the state constitution 

said nothing about taxes to support two school systems but 

only that the education must be uniform.6  The Times did not 

take into account the people, who would never have accepted 

mixed schools, in its efforts to cause the constitution to be 

rejected. There were never any mixed schools in Houston or 

even any attempts to establish such schools. 

The Telegraph criticised more severely the provision in 

the constitution for compulsory education. The constitution 

required school attendance for four months of the year. The 

newspaper doubted that this would be practicable for poor 

children might have to help their parents and the school pop-

ulation in Texas was so scattered that schools would not be 

available to all.7  

The Tim©s warned people to beware of Northern influence 

on education, and indicated that the North might have quantity 

but not quality which really counted. Morals and intellect in 

the South were higher than in the North, the paper felt; all 

the isms came from the North; Northern teachers would have to be 
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carefully watched if employed at all. The Telegraph in trying 

to promote peace and understanding between the two sections 

would have never voiced sentiments such as these, oven though 

they probably represented the ideas of many unreconstructed 

Southerners.8  

The favorite studies in the schools were mathematics, 

history, Greek, Latin, German, rhetoric, oratory, with needle-

work, painting, and music as additional subjects for the girls; 

these atudicz were supposed to develop the faculties of the mind. 

A growing idea, due largely to German influence, was that the 

body should be developed also and so there was the growth of 

gymnastics in Houston schools. One thing that education had to 

tcach children, the Telegraph reported, was that labor was not 

dishonorable; schools should not instill the spirit of ambition 

into the minds of pupils, which made them want to reach the top 

of the pile, but rather they should feel that a large part of 

the population must work with their hands; however, any occupa-

tion pursued could be performed better by an educated than by 

an uneducated man.g  

Music was a favorite study for girls, with several music 

teachers in Houston as well as the Houston Conservatory of 

Music and lessons taught in other private schools. Both instru-

mental and vocal music were studied and a very large number of 

musical concerts delighted Houston audiences. The Houston Con-

servatory was quite prosperous which indicated that there were 

enough people who could afford the six dollars per month charge 

to furnish the Conservatory with an extensivepatronage.10 

L„  
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Dancing would naturally be a popular type of education 

in How;ton, since the people here loved a ball better than 

anything else. Just as music, however, dancing was taught 

exclusively in private schools or by private teachers so that 

only the wealthier families could afford to give their children 

such special instruction as music and dancing. Professor H. L. 

Cotton's "Select and Fashionable Dancing Academy" was the most 

outstanding dancing school in Houston and boys as well as 

girls were among his pupilsoll  

There were quite' ajew private schools in Houston, same 

of which did not receive much attention in the newspapers 

except notices of classes opening and closing day exercises. 

There were apparently no public schools of any importance in 

Houston before the fall of 1071 when the public school system 

wont into effect all over the state; all of those schools 

which merited any extensive mention from the newspapers were 

private. However the number of private schools was quite 

impressive. :zany of these were just small affairs conducted 

by ladies in their homes; on the other hand, a few schools 

had as many as a hundred pupils and occupied buildings of 

their own. The schools usually had two terms, one beginning 

about the first of September and ending at the time of the 

ChrifAmas holidays, the other beginning in January and continu-

ing until about July 1. Only small children wont to school to-

gether, while older boys and girls attended separate schools. 

The exhibition put on by each school at the time of closing 

for the summer vacation was a common feature. Not only was 

this a means of examining the pupils but the teacher was also 
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tested for his ability was judged by the pupils knowledge 

and the discipline maintained. All of the teachers adhered 

to the idea that memorizing of facts was the correct way to 

Acarn, and in all of the schools strict discipline and order 
, 
were maintained. In June 1871, the Telegraph reported that 

;there were no graded schools in Houston although this kind of 

school was becoming quite common in Northern cities. Also, 

the new teaching method called "object teaching", in which 

1uiowlecice was given directly by seeing the image or its pic-

ture was not used in Houston schools; the systea used was to 

convey the image by words .12 

A speciality was made of education for Girls and a great 

number of girls schools existed. Among them was hiss Y. B. 

Browne l s "Select School" established before the war; pupils 

from out of the city were boarded at this school, though most 

of the private schools had no facilities for boarders. Mrs. 

S. I. Bell's "Select School for Girls" was opened in 1870 and 

in addition to the usual subjects taught, Mrs. Bell prided her-

self on her ability to teach penmanship. Mrs. M. E. Flake, Miss 

Kate Aldridge, Mrs. W. P. Cunningham, la's. M. J. Young, Miss 

Kate Murphy, Miss Julia Stansfield, and Mrs. A. B. Stiles each 

conducted a girls' school. Every one of these institutions were 

new additions to the educational system except Miss Aidridge's 

school; each had less .than fifty pupils. All of these female 

schools had as their object to make "ladies" of their pupils 

by which was meant a loving, pious, noble woman who realized that 

her place was in the home to counsel and guide her husband and 
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family. The teaching of embroidery and other forms of needle-

work, as well as music was a prominent feature. The establish-

ment of public schools played havoc with a number of these pri. 

vate female schools for several of the above ladies became 

public school teachers.13  The most important of the private 

schools for girls was Clark's Seminary which opened September 

4, 1871. This was the only institution in Houston which an-

nounced that its intention was to place it upon a college basis 

as soon as possible. It occupied the second story of the 

Houston Academy building and with the Academy made up the most 

outstanding Houston Schoo1,14  

There were few exclusively boy's schools in Houston, which 

appeared to indicate that most of the young mon were compelled to 

help support their families; also the Houston Academy with ac-

commodations for about one-hundred boys provided an education 

for those who could afford it, Several private schools for 

both sexes were operated including one called the "Houston High 

School" about which very little information was given and Brook's 

Academy in Fifth Ward, which had thirty pupils. J. S. Burnett's 

"Male and Female Select School," was among the more prosperous 

of Houston's private schools; Burnett also conducted a night 

school for men, one of the three or four such schools in Houston. 
• 

Several German private schools were also included among the citys 

educational system and the teaching of gymnastics was a prominent 

feature of these schools for the Germans wore thoroughly im- 

buod with the idea that a healthy body contributed to a healthy 

mind  .15 
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The Catholic church of Houston operated a schr6Ofefor7  boys 

and a convent school for girls. This girls' academy, the 

School of the Convent of Saint Vincent, opened in the fall of 

1869 with an enrollment of fifty girls. The boys' school, 

Saint Vincent's School, was opened September 13, 1870 and about 

fifty boys between the ages of seven and thirteen entered. 

Other denominations did not have any educational system with 

the exception of Sunday schools. The subjects taught in these 

Catholic schools were the same as those in the other schools 

including the classics, mathematics, geography, English)  and 

history." 

The most important of all the private schools in Houston 

was the Houston Academy. This school had been existents since 

before the war. The Academy proper was for boys and some small 

girls, although the second floor of the brick building housing 

the Academy was given over to a female school. Mrs. U. J. Young's 

school occupied this floor until Mrs. Young became a public school 

teacher in 1871, when Clark's Seminary moved into the Academy 

building. As long as Mrs. Young was at the Academy she was in 

charge of the girls' department, but later Clark's school was 

entirely separate from the Academy and only boys were Adademy 

students proper. The Academy building itself was probably better 

adapted to school purposes than any other Houston school; the 

rooms were large and airy. Fees charged were 0.50 per month 

for the preparatory department, $4.00 for the middle department, 

and $5.00 for the high school or adademic course. There were 

usually about seventy to one-hundred pupils at the Academy with 
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a faculty of three or four teachers. The Academy had a library 

of five-hundred volumes which was unusual among the schools; 

more than five-hundred books were owned by this library orig-

inally but quite a few of them were destroyed when the Academy 

building was used as a military hospital during the war.17  The 

Telegraph was quite impressed with the Adademy and its facilities 

for studys 

Apropos of it, as a structure, it is really a credit to the 
city, and from the summit of it an excellent view may be 
obtained of Houston. About seventy pupils are now in 
daily attendance at this school, and they seem to have 
every advantage and facility for studying, both in the 
structure of class rooms, and supply of apparatus, as 
well as in the possession of an efficient and capable 
4nacher. Judging from the orderly and contented deport- . 

.Nf the young folks themselves--and the young are quidk 
4rregularities--everything goes on well, and 

—1-4 seem to be satisfied with each other.L° 

The private schools of Houston were doing well. In 1872 a 

year after the public school system was inaugurated in 1871 the 

Telegraph reported that the private schools had lost only a 

small part of their patronage for "comparatively few of our 

wealthy citizens patronize the free schools."19  Evidently 

the advent of the public schools had caused the standards of 

some of the private schools to be raised for the Telbuaph also 

reported that the standards of the private schools showed im-

provement, the Houston Academy even studying trignometry and 

the Homeric and Virgilian classics, which were usually in-

cluded in the regular curriculum of universities. 

There were several schools for Negroes in Houston whose 

number was augmented by the establishment of public schools in 

1871, The freedmen's schools might charge a small fee but 
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they were conducted largely by the American Uissionary Soci-

ety with Northern Teachers and so supported by Northern do-

nations. None of the colored schools were very well thought 

of with the exceptio4 of Gregory Institute, which evidently 

ranked as high as some of the schools for white children. 

The Teleapaph thought that it was most important that the 

Negroes be educated so that they could intelligently take 

their place as citizens and not be a prey to designing people.2°  

The Telegraph described two colored academies in Houston the 

first of which evidently disappeared, the Gregory taking its 

place. The first of these academies described was the "Elddoo 

Academy": 

There were about 120 pupils in daily attendance here, 
most of whom are very young children, though there are 
a few old enough to be teaching instead of getting 
taught. The charge and entire control over this large 
number of scholars is entrusted to two young No 
women, and however able they may be for the task anyone 
who is not even a schoolmaster can see they are not able 
to do so much work satisfactorily for such a vast number 
of young people who require the utmost and most unremit- 
ting at 	in imparting to them the elements of a 
rudimentary education....Another apparent defect was, 
all were congregated and had to be taught in one room.... 
Most of the children though, looked clean and neat, and 
attention to their duties in the school room appeared 
the rule. 

About the Gregory Institute the same article presented a much 

more pleasing picture: 

The other school, the 'Gregory', has at present an ag-
gregate attendance of 50 pupils* They are taught by a 
gentleman called the Reverend Warren Morton, who is 
assisted by his wife. The majority of the children 
here are older than in the 'Kiddoo Schooll....Truthful 
testimony compels us to state that the young are here 
rapidly acquiring a knowledge of the three potent Rs.. 
..Each scholar pays a school fee of $1 a month--which, 
by the way, is suggestive in connection with the fact 
that many of them are the children of the poorest of 
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Houston negroes--evidently, some sort of education these 
people mean to give their young. ..ay the first of January 
1870, this school is to be transferred to a new brick build. 
ing....The new building has been built out of Government 
funds granted for the purpoLe, but the land upon which 
it stands is the gift of city freedmen.21  

The contract for building Gregory Institute wasgiven to 

C. Bering in July of 1869 and the building was opened in January 

of 1870. The new school building was looked at with pride by 

Houstonians: 

The Institute is beautifully located a short distance from 
Main street, a skirt of timber is conveniently near for a 
play ground for the pupils, The building is of brick, 
two stories high, 55 x 32 feet, completely furnished 
with elegant seats and desks for 230 pupils. The apartments 
are hung with charts, black boards, etc.; and we were glad 
to see on the tables and on the plat forms globes and other 
appliances for teachings...The money to purchase the 
ground was raised among the citizens of Houston, The 
furniture cost one thousand fifty dollars and the building 
in its completed state '6,500, making the total cost a 
little over 18,000y...A common school is to be taught 
in the lower story, while a school of higher grade will 
occupy the second story of the building. GREGORY INSTI-
TUTE is an ornament to our city, a monument of the mu-
nificence of the general government towards the nation's 
wards, and we can but join in the wish . so fervently ex-
pressed by several of the speakers, that it may prove a 
blessingAo the children of the race for which it was 
erected." 

The Institute had three or four teachers at all times, part 

of whom were Negroes. The number of pupils soon rose to 

around two-hundred after the Institute moved into its new 

building; however, after the public schools were established 

in 1371 the number dropped to about one-hundred, probably 

because the other Negro public schools took some of the pupils 

of the Institutes The Institute was divided into a primary 

department, intermediate department, and the principal's 

school room or Class A, which was the most advanced class, 

the pupils of which were twelve to fifteen years old.23 
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In addition to Grezory and Kiddoo Institutes there were 

other Negro schools before the public schools were established. 

These others were not described in such detail but the TeleEraph  

of February 20, 1370 reported that there were four freedmen's 

day schools in addition to Gregory Institute with a total 

number of 140 scholars and two colored nizht schools.24 

The public schools of Houston were in a disorderly con- 

dition until 1877 and had been in operatfon for only a year by 

1873. This state of affairs was almost inevitable when free 

education for all was a comparatively new thing. The South was 

naturally in a confused state, the problem of mixed schools 

merely added to the disorganization, and the fact that Radicals 

very often misappropriated school money did not help the situation. 

Then too public education had to overcome various prejudices 

which existed to it everywhere such as the fact that free schools 

had boon stigmatized by the title of ,"charity" schools; many 

felt that education was unnecessary; the idea that people should 

be taxed to educate the children of others, especially through 

high school was a now idea; and the children were needed at 

home to work. With all these features, however, Houston's 

and Harris County's free schools did not appear to be doing 

very badly after only a year's trial. 

The rals&mal in January of 1869 bemoaned the fact that 

the permanent school fund of the state had been greatly dimi- 

nished.25 However, the educational provisions of the new con- 

stitution helped restore faith in the bright future of the 

school system. These provisions included definite stipulations 
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for school taxes, the appointment of a State Superintendent 

of Education, and the division of the state into school dis-

tricts.26 One of the most important duties of the State Legis-

lature was to put this public school system into operation. 

Throughout our State schools have very generally reopened, 
some of them quite promisingly. But there are multiplied 
thousands of children in the State whose parents are unable 
to defray the expense of educating them. Our school system 
is in chaos, and our school fund locked up, and will remain 
so until a future Legislature shall establish a system of 
free public schools. 47  

Dr. Sears, agent for the Peabody Fund in aid of Southern 

education, visited Houston in December of.1869. He advocated 

the establishment of public schools and indicated that the 

Peabody Rind would furnish money to Houston if public schools 

were established here. A committee was formed to decide on a 

plan of action.28  This committee met later and appointed a 

sub-committee to draw up a memorial to obtain the legislative 

sanction of the state government to give to the City Council 

the control of the public schools in Houston, or if this control 

were not given to the Council, at least it should be delegated 

to a Board of Directors to be elected by either the Council or 

the citizens directly* This committee also drew up the bill 

that they wished for the Legislature to adopt to secure their 

aims. This bill provided for the Mayor and Aldermen of Houston 

to establish the Houston public schools; it provided that a 

Board of School Directors should be elected or appointed for 

Houston, said Directors to receive no pay for their services; 

the Mayor and Council could levy taxes to supply the needs of 

the schools and the Board of Directors would have the management 
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of the schools, electing teachers, furnishing school houses, 

and providing for other school needs. This bill and petition 

were presdnted to a public meeting in Houston on March 1, 1870 

and passed; the memorial was to be presented to the citizens 

for their signatures before sending it to the Legislature. The 

Telegraph published editorials on public schools to try and get 

public interest in such a project indicating that New Orleans 

and San Antonio had such systems so it would be practical in 

Houston and would cost less than private schools and yet pro-

vide better schools. The Times, on the other hand, gave its 

support to private schools. It reported a speech made by 

Judge Thompson at the public meeting on March 1, in which the 

Judge had pointed out that parents should control the education 

of their children and that people deriving no benefit from the 

system would be taxed to educate the children of others; ho 

even rent so far as to point out that if the state needed in-

telligent citizens and so should educate her children, that 

she should also educate them as was done in Sparta for she 

needed able-bodied citizens. The Times a few days later re-

vealed why it was opposed to a system of free public schools: 

it feared that the intention was to import into Texas the kind 

of education prevailing in Massachusetts, the land of free-love, 

woman's rights, easy divorces, white slavery and Puritan in-

tolerance. The petition to the Legislature mat protests. How-

ever, the Legislature gave Houston authority to manage her 

public schools but there was so much opposition to the plan in 

Houston that nothing really was accomplished and the Houston 
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public schools were controlled and managed largely by the State 

Superintendent.29  

In August 1870, a new education bill passed the Legislature. 

By it a State Superintendent was to be appointed by the Governor 

to serve until the next general election, at which time he would 

be elected. Each county was a school district, the county court 

a Board of School Directors with power to levy an ad valorem tax 

of one per-cent to build school houses and compel an attendance 

of four months each year of every child between the ages of six 

and sixteen years. Each school had its own trustees who acted as 

school inspectors and appointed teachers. Later in April and 

November 1871, amendments were made to this law. A Supervisor 

of Education was appointed for each judicial district by the 

State Superintendent. This Supervisor examined teachers and 

appointed five school directors for each sub-district in his 

division. The directors could levy a tax not exceeding one 

per-cent for the building of school houses.3° 

Erastus Carter, a Negro of Houston, was appointed Super. 

visor of Education for Harris and Eontgomery counties by Col. 

DeGrees, the State Superintendent, in June of 1871. By August 

1871 it was announced that he had his office open with thirty 

applicants for teacher's certificates.31  

The method of financing the school system and building 

school houses was criticised. The school directors were to 

advertise for bids to build school houses in the official jour-

nals of their judicial district and also in the State Journal, 

the cost of which was to be paid out of the special tax levied 
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by this Board. The Telegraph objected because it would mean 

more taxes on the people as well as more money for the official 

journals. The one per-cent ad valorem tax if levied on Houston 

property would amount to eC0,000 and the newspaper believed that 

this was much more money than would be used for school purposes 

and indicated that the Radicals would take it. Several months 

after the system had been in operation the Telegraph again came 

out against it, claiming that the present system had too many 

useless administrators and supervisors. The feature of the 

school system that raised the greatest furor in Houston was 

that while the county was allowed to levy a one per-cent tax 

on property value for educational purposes, the state was al. 

lowed to levy a tax of one-eighth of one per-cent on the same 

property for the same purpose. Many believed that the latter 

tax law repealed the former since it was passed after the first. 

However, the sheriffs continued to try and collect both taxes.32  

On August 15, 1871, the Telezraph reported that there were 

3,071 children in Houston between the ages of 6 and 16, 1,820 

of them white ,and 1,142 Negro, while the,total number for Harris 

county including Houston was 4,367, 2,873 of them whites and 

1,404 Negroes. On December 19, 1872, the inspector of these 

schools reported that there were in public schools in Harris 

county 515 ficgroes, and 1135 whites actually enrolled, making 

a total of 11650. This indicated that all of the children re-

quired by law to go to school were not doing so even though 

the number enrolled in private schools would decrease somewhat 

the total number of children not receiving any educations33 
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Erastus Carter resigned as Supervisor of Schools for Harris 

and Montgomery counties in October 1871 and Henry Cline took 

his place. The Telnraph did not know the reason for this but 

felt it was a good change, for Carter, who was appointed for 

political reasons, could write but knew nothing of Latin, Greek 

or algebra.34  

In November of 1871, the Telegraph reported that about 

one-thousand pupils were attending the public schools with a 

total of twenty-three teachers, twelve white and eleven Negro. 

Seven of the whites were women and five of the Negroes. How-

ever, the number of teachers increased rapidly with thirty-

. five teachers a little more than a week later.35  

Houston's only new building of any importance to house 

her public schools was provided for in February of 1872 when 

a contract was lot to Peter Campbell to build a new school for 

Harris county for e.41,044. It was to be built in the Italian 

villa style with three floors, four classrooms on each floor 

capable of seating two-thousand pupils altogether. The new 

building was to be 75 feet by 52 feet and 52 feet high with 

a cupola on top. The basement was to be built of granite and 

the rest of the building of brick. A modern system of heating 

was to be installed, steam pipes arising from two furnace 

rooms in the basement; also provision was to be made for a 

system of ventilation.36 

By June of 1872 there were twelve public schools in the 

city and eighteen in the county presided over by sixteen men 

and fourteen women.37  The Telezraph of September 25, 1872 
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briefly described the various free public schools in Houston. 

Rev. C. Braun's school was for boys and girls and had about 

one-hundred pupils; he was assisted by one lady. Thirty-six 

boys and girls attended Mrs. Abbey's school, a third class 

school.38 Mrs. A. M. Noble's school to ht thirty-six pupils 

with room for about fifty in all. A boys' school was taught 

by Mr. Hammond, with eighty pupils and one assistant. Mrs. 

Neyland had a boya and girls' school. Another school of about 

thirty-five boys and girls was Mrs. Sutor's, while Mr. Chapman 

presided over a school of forty-six boys and girls and Mrs. 

Long, thirty; a Mrs. E. M.' Tucker also had a school for boys 

and girls. The Negro free city schools included Gregory 

Institute with four teachers and one-hundred-forty pupils, 

J. T. Fidher's school with fifty-five pupils and one Negro 

woman as his assistant; Miss Sarah Wren, who was a Negro, had 

a school with sixty-four pupils. Miss Sarah North from New 

Orleans also had a Negro school. The Telegraph reported that 

teachers for the Negro schools were greatly needed.39  

The largest of the white public schools in Houston was the 

school for girls and small boys of Mrs. U. 3. Young. By March 

of 1872 this school was meeting in the old Jewish synagogue 

building with an attendance of about two-hundred-fifty pupils, 

two-thirds of whom were girls. Mrs. Young was a Southern lady 

and well-respected as a teacher. Many of Houston's most culti-

vated families showed their appreciation of her as a teacher by 

sending their children to her school. She opened her school with 

only one assistant. but soon required three which was the number 
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she had from there on. Two features of her school were espe-

cially commendable, as they were usually absent in Texas school's. 

Those were the teaching of music and gymnastics, with one-half 

hour devoted to each, every day, The gymnastics were done in 

imitation of Prussian schools which sought to develop the muscle 

as well as the mind. This school was quite prosperous and soon 

needed a larger building." 

The teachers of Harris County met on October 5, 1872 to 

organize a Teacher's Institute where lectures and instructions 

could be given by prominent educators. Henry Cline, Supervisor 

of Schools was elected Chairman of the Institute. Lively 

discussions on methods of instruction and other scholastic 

subjects served to stimulate an interest among teachers in 

better educational methods.41 

Though, Houston's school system was immature and not com 

pletely general, no complaintsmere ever made of it, and the 

people felt that Houston's educational facilities were superior 

on a whole to other Texas cities* Most of the unfavorable 

comments made concerning the public schools were directed 

against the State Legislature and the Radicals who wore thought 

to be enriching themselves at the schools' expense. Houston's 

schools were only indirectly criticized. The people felt 

that education would solve all of the ills that were being 

experienced by both blacks and whites and set about to 

obtain it. 
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RELIGION AND CHARITY 

Religion played an important part in the lives of these 

people. There might be found a large number of drunks stag-

gering home after the saloons closed or sleeping it off in 

the streets, but there were also a great number of Houstonians 

imbued with the causes of temperance and religion. Though 

the papers might report that each Monday was a busy day in 

the recorder's court with the accumulation of two days of 

persons charged with being drunk and disorderly, yet it was 

frequently mentioned that Sunday was a quiet and peaceful day. 

"Last Sabbath was the dullest day this Local Creportei) had 

ever seen in Houston. "3' The churches were well attended but 

the streets were silent. The religious through the efforts 

of the Y.M.C.A. were finally able to enforce a state law pro. 

hibiting saloons and other businesses from opening on Sunday 

between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. and religion reigned supreme. 

Not only was religion a common interest among these people 

but the various denominations of the city worked together very 

harmoniously, representatives of all faiths taking part in 

Jewish cornerstone laying or a Catholic church dedication. 

Some accomplishments were made towards healing the breach 

between Northern and Southern wings of the churches, and all 

was peaceful on the religious front. A marked growth of the 

Sunday school movement constituted a part of the thirst for 
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education of these people, and this not only among the whites 

but also the Negroes, 

Houstonians were quite proud of their churches and the 

neswpapers bespoke the citizens' attitude toward religion and 

the subject of church attendance: 

We do not know how our citizens could more profitably 
spend an hour or two today than to attend divine service. 
We believe that all our churches are at present supplied 
with ministers, and all are good and pious men. And we 
should meet and sincerely and humbly thank the Giver of 
all good and perfect gifts, for his kindness in vouch-
safing to our city good health and an unusual degree of 
prosperity during the past season, No man, or city, or 
nation ever prospered for any length of time who failed to 
acknowledge their dependence on the Creator, Father and 
Maker of us al1.2  

Occasionally one could almost see the Houstonians' pride bursting 

out in the conviction that they were a chosen people: 

Of all the towns and cities we have ever attended church 
in, there is the best behavior at the churches in the 
city of Houston. This speaks much in favor of our people, 
and they deserve that it shall be recorded of them.° 

This pride in Houston was the most predominant note running 

throes every subject connected with Houston. One can almost 

hear the people saying, "look at us, citizens of the most pro-

gressive, law-abiding, and religious city in Texas." The Tel-

eraph mentioned once that many churches were complaining over 

the lack of preachers, few young men showing any inclination 

to enter the ministry, but this need never was felt by the 

Houston churches who evidently paid their preachers well enough 

to keep them. There were complaints that the religious services 

were dull, the sermons hackneyed, and the church music mere 

"doggerel set to music" which repelled rather than encouraged 

church attendance. These evils did not blacken the religious 
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horizon in Houston very much, however, for the attendance at 

church services was usually large unless the weather was bad, 

and singing was probably the main enjoyment in both the Sunday 

school and church.4  

The number of churches and especially Sunday schools in 

Houston grew enormously from 1869 -to 1873. In January 1869 only 

five churches were listed in the church*directory published in 

the papers the Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Catholic, and 

Episcopal, with the Lutheran and Jewish churches established 

but not listed. The Methodist was the first church organized 

in Houston in 1838. Christ Episcopal, the Catholic, and Presby-

terian churches came next in 1839, the Baptist church in 1840, 

the Lutheran in 1851, and Hebrew Beth Israel in 1859. In May 

1872, the following churches were listed: the Episcopal, 

the Presbyterian, the Catholic Church of the Annunciation, the 

German-catholic St. Vincent's Church, the Baptist, the Methodist 

Church South or Shearn Chapel, the Washington Street Methodist 

Church South, the Suburban Circuit of the Methodist Episcopal 

Church South, the Lutheran Church, the German Methodist Church, 

and Brook's Academy. In addition there were several Sunday 

schools not connected with ono particular church probably be-

cause of the inability of the community in which they existed 

to support a minister. Such Sunday schools were those at Allen's 

Station and on San Felipe street. The Negroes had four Sunday 

schools, at Tobey's Church, at the Machine Shop, at 'the First 

African Methodist Church, and at Gregory Institute. In addition 

all of the above white churches except the Catholics had Sunday 
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schools. The churches had two preachings each Sunday and 

prayer meetings usually during the week. As for the ministers 

themselves there was quite a turnover in these years with the 

exception of Itther Querat of the Catholic Church of the 

Annunciation; he had been in Houston for years and was well-

loved by all. There was also a Harris County Bible Society 

which existed very quietly at this time.5  

The Catholics of Houston gave evidence of their prosperity 

in the building of a fine new church, the Church of the Annun-

ciation. This was one of the most beautiful churches in 

Houston as well as . in Texas. The cornerstone was laid April 

25, 1809, and it was dedicated, September 10, 1871. The church 

had a spire that rose over one-hundred feet above the ground 

which evidently quite impressed Houstonians. The Bishop of 

Galveston, C. U. Dubois, was prebent for the dedication and 

many attending it Lad to . stand, some even leavinG because of 

the crowds. Lent was closely observed in the Catholic and also 

the Episcopal churches. On February 24, 1872, the Telecraph 

announced that the Catholic and Episcopal ladies declared that 

they would not be tempted out to any balls or , thoatres until 

the end of Lent; this would make them miss the grandest ball 

of the year, the Purim Masquerade Bailee' 

The Presbyterians, Methodistsv and Baptists of Houston 

frequently joined in protracted meetings which were similiar 

to revivals. In Spet ember. of 1870, Rev. W. Howard of Galveston 

preached in the Baptist Church for a week or so and soon it 

became evident that he had something special to offer for lame 
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numbers of people began to be converted and made Christians, 

twenty-five professing a desire to be "on the Lord's side" in 

one evening. After this had been going on for a while the 

Presbyterians and. Methodists dispensed with their regular ser-

vices and joined the Baptists in their protracted meeting. 

In January of 1872, the Methodist, Presbyterians, and Baptists 

held a series of prayer meetings in each of these churches in 

turn. This was the week of prayer recommended by the American 

Evangelical Alliance. Prayers recommended by the Alliance 

included prayer for the nations of the world, for the Christian 

church and its ministers, for societies engaged in Christian 

work and for an increase in Christian love and zeal. Later in 

April 1872, a series of meetings were held at the Presbyterian 

Church with services every night by the regular pastor, a 

Galveston minister, and a Presbyterian evangelist. This resulted 

in thirty members being added to the church, twenty-four women 

and six men. This religious movement in the Presbyterian Church 

soon spread to the Baptists, and large attentive congregations 

began to be present. However none of these religious meetings 

were marked by emotionalism in the form of "jerks" or "shouts" 

or like manifestations. Excitement was seen only in the large 

numbers attending. Several itinerant evangelists visited Houston; 

Rev. A. B. Earle of Boston was one of these who came in April 

1871, to hold a series of meetings in Houston. However, the 

great religious interest called forth in Houston was mostly the 

"doings" of preachers attached to Houston's own churches.7  

Several religious conventions were held in Houston, but 
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the Bayou City was not the rolicious convention site that it 

was in the case of other kinds of affairs. .Perhaps, Houston'-s 

religious interest was not so great as the newspapers would 

lead one to believe. The Presbytery of the Brazos met in Houston 

in 1860 and 1070 and the Synod of Texas also gathered here in 

1869. The most important religious assemblage in Houston was 

the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church of Texas which 

met here December 14, 1870. The Methodist Church was split 

into Northern and Southern branches and the beginning toward 

healing this breach was made in Houston when the Methodist Church 

South of Houston allowed the Conference to hold its meetings in 

their church building although Bishop Scott of the Northern 

branch, accompanied by Rev. Lucius Matlock of New Orleans, Rev. 

Rust of the Freedman's Aid Society, Rev. Hitchcock, the book agent, 

and Rev. Harks of New York, secretary of the Missionary Society 

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, came to the Conference as 

guest speakers. The Telegraph was very pleased that this was 

done for the sake of Christian charity and as a means to "bind 

up the nation's wounds;" Bishop Scott said that this was the 

first time such an offer had been made in the South as far as he 

knew. Rev. Matlock of New Orleans preached in the Methodist 

Church South of Houston during the Conference; his sermon was 

so eloquent and feeling that he left many in tears, the only 

time a preacher was mentioned doing such a thing. The Tel© graph  

reported that although all were not of the, same politics, they 

all agreed on Heaven.8  

A common practice of the churches !7;:o the presentation of 
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concerts to raise money for the purposes of the church. Houston 

had much amateur talent who would take part in those affairs; 

the participants were not necessarily all from the church giving 

the entertainment but on the contrary included representatives 

of all faiths. This spirit of harmony among the churches was 

very noticeable. All had the same problems to meet in the evils 

of drinking and lack of finances, and there was no jealousy. or 

competition among them for members. The Baptist Church gave 

several concerts to aid in furnishing their church, with talent 

from both Houston and Galveston participating. Christ Episcopal 

Church gave a concert for benefit of the church. Such musical 

concerts were apparently good drawing cards from the large number 

of them that were given by every kind of organization in Houston 

either to raise money for a charity or for the originators of the 

entertainment. 

The Hebrews of Houston enjoyed prosperity and the Jewish 

population was large. The cornerstone of their new Temple 

Beth Israel was laid, Juno 16, 1870 in a ceremony participated in 

by the Masons, who were holding their State Convention in Houston 

at this time, the police force, fire companies, city officials, 

the Odd Fellows, and the State Editorial and Medical Association 

then in session. These groups formed a procession through the 

streets to the new temple, with at lease one-thousand in the 

parade according to the Telegraph. The honored speaker was 

Rev. Mr. Jacobs, Chief Rabbi of the New Orleans Portuguese 

Synagogue.1° 

The Sunday schools of the city were in a flourishing con- 
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dition. If a community could not support a preacher and build 

a church, it could have a Sunday school so that its people 

would not be entirely without religious instruction. Such a 

situation was encountered at Allen's Station in Second Ward. 

This district was almost without religious blessings and so 

subscriptions were taken to erect a church and Sunday school. 

Evidently only enough was raised for the Sunday school, which 

soon had sixty pupils and was in a flourishing condition.11  

The Sunday school came to occupy a large part of the time of the 

children each Sunday. Not only did the various denominations 

have Sunday schools but a Union Sunday School Meeting of all 

denominations was held each Sunday by 1872. These union meetings 

were held in turn at the various churches and again harmony and 

co-operation prevailed.12  

Houston certainly was not without its Negro churches. The 

Telezraph of February 20, 1870 reported that there were seven 

organized colored churches in Houston, five of them owning their 

own buildings. Altogether they had six-hundred-fifty members 

and five of them had pastors partly supported by the congregation 

while one pastor was self-supported. The newspapers felt that 

no other city could surpass Houston in the number and financial 

condition of its Negro churches. 

As most of our city readers are aware Houston is well 
supplied with colored churches and colored preachers. 
Passing along the street of a Sunday afternoon in the 
vicinity of one of these churches, your auricular organs 
are regaled with the choicest specimens of pulpit oratory.13  

The papers were glad this was so because they felt that religion 

and especially Sunday schools would have a very beneficial effect 
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on the Negroes, especially in the education that the freed-

men would receive in this way. Even the white churches 

assisted in organizing colored Sunday schools, some white 

Sunday school teachers offering their services as teachers* 

Thus the Telegraph announced that whites would teach a Sunday 

school to be organized in Toboy's Church April 25, 1869. The 

white Presbyterian Church of Houston even went so far as to 

establish a Negro Sunday school in the gallery of trio church 

to be taught on Sunday afternoons with the same white teachers 

that taught in the morning at the same church. rIln-hundred 

and ten Negroes came to the first meeting of this Sunday school. 

These Sunday schools taught by whites would have a good result, 

it was felt, by helping the two races understand each other and 

depend on each other, as well as keeping evil-intentioned per. 

sons from influencing the Negroes. 

We are of the opinion that this movement, if followed up 
by the several other denominations of Christians in this 
city and state, will result in much good to both races, 
and herein lies the true secret of reconstruction. When 
both races realize the mutual dependence upon each others „ 
kind offices 4  , a new era will dawn upon our Southern people. 

The Negroes could certainly be stirred up by protracted 

meetings, Many new additions to the churches were made through 

the agency of the protracted meeting or camp meeting. Most of 

the Negroes were Methodist and Baptist as the emotionalistic, 

evangelistic approach of these churches was appealing. 'Pro- 

tracted meetings of these churches were held in March 1869 

and August 1869 at which large numbers of now members were added.15 

The camp meeting never appeared among the whites of Houston and 

the Telearaph reported that "the old fashioned camp meeting is 
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now a thing of such seldom occurrence that the records of the 

days of Uhitfield....seem almost mythical."16  However, this 

sort of thing was naturally popular among Negroes and was es-

pecially important as a means to win converts for the church. 

Thus, in August of 1872, the Negro Methodist Church in Houston 

held a meeting about two miles from the city. There was a large 

attendance and thirty-three additions were made to the church. 

This same church copied another custom of the whites by giving 

a fair in the Courthouse to raise money for the church. 

The field in which the religionists were mot active was 

in the temperance movement. This cause was spreading all over 

the country at this time and there were several flourishing 

temperance organizations in Houston with a large membership. 

From the number of persons arrested for being drunk and die 

orderly, sleeping on the sidewalk .and disturbing the peace, it 

would certainly appear that .Houston needed such organizations. 

A drunken man, cursing, and tottering down the sidewalk was a 

frequent sight in Houston, especially in some parts of it. 

Reverend B. T. Kavanaugh of Houston, one of - the leaders in the 

temperance movement, pointed out that the mothers of girls in 

Houston were afraid to let their daughters walk alone on the 

streets for fear of what they would hear.' This was exaggerated 

no doubt as the Telegraph pointed out; however, the paper agreed 

that there were areas in Houston as in other cities in which 

this condition prevailed.17 There was no religious or moral 

stigma for a man who was seen in a saloon as long as he did 

not become so drunk as to make a nuisance of himself or if he 
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only got drunk during the Christmas holidays. The large number 

of Germans with their love for beer and wines helped to create a 

tolerance for drinking among Houstonians. Nevertheless, great 

alarm was manifested that a young man might be led to beccme a 

drunkard and spend his leisure time in saloons unless some 

other amusement was provided. Temperance adherents thus had a 

fertile field in Houston. 

The Temperance Movement was introduced into Houston by 

speeches given by preachers, editors, and others, usually at the 

various churches. Dr. Kavanaugh of the rethodist, Church deliv-

ered several such speeches. Dr. Hutchison of tho Baptist Church 

was another speaker in the cause, as also N. S. Thrall of the 

Telegraph. As a result the Telegraph was led to report on Feb-

ruary 3, 1869 that "for several weeks past meetings have been 

held in this city, and addresses delivered on the subject of 

Temperance,"18  A committee was appointed in February 1869 to 

draw up a constitution for the organization and by March the 

Houston Temperance Society was meeting regularly. This was not 

a permanent organization, however, and had disappeared by Septem-

ber 1869. Houston was not long without a temperance organiza-

tion, for December 8, 1869, a division of the Friends of Temper-

ance, which was organized in Virginia in 1865, was established 

in the Bayou City, the first Council of the Order in Texas. 

Rev. James Young, the general agent for the Friends in the 

Southern states frequently visited Houston, one of his visits 

corresponding with the establishment of Houston Council Number 

One of the Friends. One hundred members were enrolled with 

J. E. Elbster, an important real estate agent in Houston, as 
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president and forty more members were added December 9.19 

The newspapers were active supporters of the temperance 

movement* A description of the meetings of the Friends of 

Temperance of Houston was published by the Telegraph:- 

The ritual is simple, grand and impressive, largely drawn 
from the sublimer passages of Holy Scripture, and varied 
by beautiful poetry and inspiring music. The Houston 
Council will soon have a fine choir and melodeon to lead 
the musical portion of the service." 

Many ladies took part in the movement; no dues were charged 

to them or to boys, girls, and infirm old men. This was con-

sidered quite a respectable,employment for women; in fact, it 

was hoped by their presence more men would be induced to join.21  

March 13, 1870 a Band of Hope was organized by Rev. Young. 

This was the temperance organization for children of both sexes. 

Seventy members were enrolled at the first meeting, In 1872 

the Telegraph-  reported that "the Band 6f Hope is one of the 

“22 , In  most interesting youthful organizations in the city. 

order to attract persons to their meetings, socials were held 

by the order consisting of songs, speeches, and promenading. 

Seventy-five to one-hundred children were present at the Christ-

mas treeof-the Band of Hope in 1872.23  

By the summer of 1870 the temperance order had spread 

rapidly in Texas, ninety-two councils existing with fourteen-

thousand members. Twenty-five of these councila met in Waco, 

July 4, 1870 and organized a State Council of the Friends. 

Rev. B. T. Kavanaugh of Houston was elected president, J. E. 

Roster of Houston, secretary, and A. J. Burke of Houston, 

treasurer, The State Council met in Houston November 1 and 2, 
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1870. Many temperance lectures were given at this time; the 

and 	filled the hail and 	of the "best" people in the 

city were there; fort .two citizens took the led e.24  The 

Telegraph reported in December 1870 that the Houston Council 

numbered ono-hundred-fifty including the most "influential 

gentlemen and intelligent and intellectual ladies," and- that 

possibly it was having some effect in Houston, at least judging 

from the recorder's court where the number of cases had dropped, 

whiskey being understood to be at the bottom of three-fourths 

of the cases in this court,25 However, this effect was not 

lasting, for on some days the court would only have a case or 

two and on the next the town must have really gone on a binge as 

there would be ten or twenty drunks at court and the Telegraph  

would decide that the efforts of the temperance people did not 

effect "King Alcohol" very much. In opito of or because of this, 

the temperance cause continued to flourish in the city and meet-

ings usually were attended by forty or fifty people, which the 

Telegraph thought was quite a respectable number. In addition 

to the Houston Council of the Friends, and the Band of Hope, two 

other temperance organizations were formed in Houston by 1872, 

the Samaritan Templars Lodge Number 32, and %7ashington Council 

Number 219 of the Friends of Temperance.26  

A great contrast is apparent in Houston. On the one hand 

temperance meetings were drawing forth large crowds and people 

were continually taking the pledge. On the other hand, the tide 

of intemperance did not seem to be diminishing but rather the 

'telegraph reported that all classes of society in Houston were 
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its victims and that drinking was "the author of more ruin, 

financially, socially and otherwise, than that produced by 

all the engines of human destruction put together."27  

If all the money thrown away in Houston in one year on 
whiskey and tobacco--both of which are not only useless 
but injurious--were saved and converted into a fund, it 
would educate all the children, build school houses, 
adademies, and churches, clothe and make rich the I3ayland 
Orphans, erect a handsome Scientific Institute, and pre-
vent about five hundred poor souls from making sots and 
beasts of themselves, and rendering themselves and others 
as miserable as the inhabitants of Pandemonium.28  

In an effort to enforce at least a quiet Sunday, free from 

its cursing, drunken, men the Y.M.C.A. in June 1872 decided that 

two things had to be done to enforce the observance of the Sab-

bath in Houston: first, a petition should be sent to the City 

Council to repeal ordinances allowing saloons and other business 

places to be open on Sunday, and to pass prohibitory ordinances 

in conformity with state laws to that effect; second, the atten-

tion of the District Attorney of the Criminal Court of Harris 

County should be turned to this violatloa of state laws. A law 

passed the State Legislature December 2, 1871, prohibiting the 

keepkg open or saloons and stores, the selling of goods, and the 

holding of races or amusements between the hours of 9 a.m. and 

4 p.m. on Sunday. An old city ordinance which would have en-

forced this state law had been repealed by the Council earlier 

in 1871 before the state law was passed. As the state law had 

not been enforced in Houston, saloons had remained open on Sun-

day and the "Y" requested that an ordinance similiar to the old 

one be passed. The "Y" did not meet much opposition from the 

Council and an ordinance was passed, ordering such places closed. 
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from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. This law was.observed, as evidenced 

in an article from the Telegraph: 

Last Sabbath, owing to the practical operation of the 
state Sunday 'nine to four' law, was the most quiet 'seventh 
day' that has occurred in the city this year. Only one 
saloon that we know of--corner Main and Congress--seemed 
to defy the 'powers that be' by keeping open. Even the 
ice cream saloons were closed. It is strongly suspected, 
however, in official quarters that one or two back doors on  
were left slightly ajar for the benefit of the 'knowing' .̀ erg 

Ladies could pass by. certain doors which before they had feared 

to do with such vile, ugly language coming forth. The law was 

enforced and a month later the Telegraph could report favorably 

on the Sabbath keeping in Houston. 

The State law closing all places of business between 
the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. had of late, been effec-
tively enforced in this city; nor under its operation 
can citizens complain, but that the utmost quietude and 
decorum mark our streets now on Sunday. In fact, the 
church-going hours on the Sabbath, Main street is as noise-
less, probably, as Greenwood.3° 

This was an age when spiritualists and phrenologists were 

touring the country, attracting new followers all of the time. 

Houstonians, just as many others, were taken in by these people, 

especially by the phrenologists. Magicians and spiritualists 

were not too widely separated in people's minds, and a magic 

show always drew a large crowd at Perkins' Theatre. That the 

6piritualists did not get such large audiences,- was only due 

to the fact that they did not perform tricks.as did the magi-

cians. Instead the usual spiritualistic performance consisted 

of going into a trance and talking about some learned subject 

suggested by someone else. The fact that they were .able to 

speak eloquently and intelligently on this subject indicated 

that the spirits were talking to them. Mrs. Fanny Allyn, an 
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outstanding spiritualist, lectured in Houston, May 4, 1069; 

another spiritualist, Ilrs. Talcomson, lectured February 25, 

1670. Mrs, Wilcozson was given two subjects to speak on by a 

committee and the Telegraph described her performance which 

was a typical domonstratfon by a spiritualist. 

She, in what Spiritualists term an inspirational state 
merging her own individuality, and letting one of her 
familiars speak—proceeded, with shut eyes--blindly in 
fact--to give a very wide-awake general, but able ex-
position of the texts alotted to her.31. 

The came article indicated that Mrs. Wilcoxson could have talked 

on one of the subjects, "The Immortality of the Soul", just as 

well without any supernatural help; Houstonians were not sold 

on the verity of spiritualism or spiritualists, N. Frank White 

was the only male spiritualist to lecture in Houston; evidently 

the spirits worked better through women who also composed a 

large part of the audiences at these lectures. Ladies always 

Graced spiritualistic performances and temperance meetings with 

their presence so these two things were assured of popularity, 

since women's attendance at public gatherings was somewhat un-

usual and men wore attracted to the places where women went. 

The Times reported that spiritualism was widening its circle 

of believers in Houston with the possibility that everyone would 

be converted. The Times attributed this success of spiritualism 

to the "vein of superstitution" running through the human race. 

Predictions were even made that the spiritualists would soon 

outnumber any religious denomination in the country.32 How- 

ever, the spiritualistic fever never increased to an alarming 

point in Houston. 
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Phrenology had more converts, especially among the more 

learned and thinkins men; even the newspaper editors advised 

their readers to call on one of the phrenoloGists who visited 

Houston several times. They had Great faith in the "bump" 

theory and cited cases to prove that the future success of many 

people had been insured by visits to phrenologists when they 

were young.33 These people, of course, believed in the faculty 

theory of the mind; that is, the mind had faculties which were 

not at the same stage of development in all people, each faculty 

lay in a different part of the brain and a phrenologist 2by feel- 

ing of the head could tell which faculties were the largest and 

which needed to be developed by practice or special studys. 

Thus if a child visited a phrenologist he could know what pur. 

suits of life he would be best suited for and prepare himself 

accordingly. 

Various phrenologists came to Houston including Dr. Mullen, 

a blind man who came in March of 1869. Dr. Busby was another 

blind phrenologist who came to Houston in September 1671; he claimed 

to be able to tell by touch, the color of hair and eyes; not' only 

was he a phrenologist but also a temperance crusader, lecturing 

for this cause while in Houston. 0. S. Fowler who was the chief 

representative of phrenology in America, also paid a visit to 

Hou2ton and delivered several addresses emphasizing the fact 

that a healthy body was essential for a free exercise of the 

faculties of the mind. In ono of his lectures on the existence 

of Deity and immortality of the soul, he indicated that it 

could be proved there was a Qod in the following way: for every 

faculty in man, there was a corresponding "field for action in 
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Nature"; thus since man has a "God-worshipping" faculty as 

phrenology proved, there would have to be a God for him to 

worship. The people avidly accepted this kind of reasoning 

and again the ladies honored the audiences by their presence.
34 

In addition to the phrenologists and spiritualists, a 

clairvoyant, in the person of a Mrs. Heis, visited Houston in 

March of 1870. This was evidently a dignified name for a 

fortune-teller. She was advertised as a "Love Counsellor" and 

all who were in trouble were advised by the Times to consult this 

"spiritually controlled, wonderfully gifted woman."35  

The religious spirit as it manifested itself in Christian 

charity was readily called forth in Houston. Although there was 

no organization such as the Red Cross or Community Chest through 

which relief could be systematically given of the right kind 

and in the right amount, calls for help in the newspapers met 

ready responses. Houston newspapers did not report many beggars 

who needed to be cared for by the city so that there was evident-

ly not a great need felt by Houston's lack of a poorhouse. "A 

white woman and three small children were noticed on the steps 

of the Hutchins House yesterday, begging--an unusual thing in 

Houston, we are happy to say."36  Later the Telegraph said that 

"the first Texas beggar we ever saw was yesterday on Main Street." 

"He was a freedman, apparently, woebegone." "It looks a little 

like New York and Philadelphia."37  

When the property of Miss Alice Morgan and her little broth-

er and sister was destroyed by a fire October 23, 1870, their 

friends began to take subscriptions of money for them since the 
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burned-up buildings were their only means of support and they 

had no relatives to come to their aid. Several donations of 

one-hundred dollars each were made and the Telegraph did not 

doubt that the rest of the needed money would be raised. On 

the other hand, the charitable citizens were evidently not 

always so generous; the Times reported that an elderly lady 

who came to Houston from St, Louis to meot a relative who never 

appeared, needed money to return to St. Louis; she applied to 

the Houston members of the church to which she belonged for help 

but got practically no aid, upon which she went to the Houston 

gamblers and got the needed money. This certainly was a slap 

at Houston's religious citizens if the case was as the paper 

represented it.38  

A large part of relief and help to the needy was supplied 

by private organizations. The Masons, Odd Fellows, and such 

secret societies listed aid to needy members and their families 

as one of the most important objects of their groups. The fire-

men of Houston had a "Fireman's Charitable Association" which 

was organized in 1867. This association not only helped members 

but in case of epidemic such as the yellow fever epidemic of 

1867, rendered valuable aid. The Jews of Houston operated the 

"Hebrew Charitable Association". "The Houston Benevolent Asso-

ciation" was organized in 1869 by the ladies of Houston to "look 

after the poor and afflicted families and individuals, within the 

city of Houston and its vicinity, and to afford such of them re. 

lief as may deemed proper, and may be within the power of the 

Association."39  The contribution of one-dollar made the donor a 

member of the Association for a year. One of its objects was to 
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help the ladies of Houston who had seen bettor days but were 

now forced to take in sewing for a living; these ladies were 

finding it hard to get work and so the Association would pay 

them to sew for the needy persons. The actual accomplishments 

of the Association can only be surmised for very little mention 

was made of it and possibly it was not able to help as planned 

or else there was not much for it to do. 

An example of relief not needed or else too late was a 

concert given by the ladies of Houston for aid to sufferers 

from the Colorado River flood of July 1869. It was announced 

that E. L. Perkins would donate the use of his theatre, the 

gas company would not charge for the gas used, and the city 

would not collect the license foe usual for such amusements. 

The Telegraph reported that the entertainment was a great 

success and one-hundred thirty-three dollars was made for the 

relief of the flood sufferers. "Perkins Theatre was crowded 

on Friday night last, from pit to dome, with the worth, beauty 

and intelligence of our city. ti40  However, this money was not 

needed by then for suggestions were made that the money be 

used in the repair of graveyards since the cause for which 

the money was raised no longer existed. 

Houston's favorite charity was the Bayland Orphan's Home. 

This home between Houston and Galveston, was run by aid in the 

form of money, food, and clothing donated by people, usually 

of Houston and Galveston; also the orphans planted crops on 

land belonging to the Home, and raised cotton, food, and other 

products. This institution usually had between fifty and one- 
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hundred children whose average ace was twelve years. The Home 

had a Superintendent who cared for the children, educating them 

as well as teaching them in a Sunday school, and an agent who 

travelled around over the state soliciting aid for the orphans. 

pith all of the contributions received enough was not raised 

to adequately compensate those operating it; the average sums 

raised were less than five dollars per child per month, but 

even so the institution fared fairly well.41 

The usual form of relief given to the Bayland Home by. 

Houstonians was the musical concert. These performances were 

given by various organizations of Houston such as the Conservatory 

of Music, Methodist Sunday School, or Mrs. S. I. Bell's Schoo1.42  

The ladies of Houston would collect clothing for the home; a 

supper and dance was another money raiser, and Professor West-

moreland of the Home presented an oxy-hydrogen stereoptican 

exhibition during the State Fair in 1870.43  

The Germans raised over five-hundred dollars to aid wounded 

Prussian soldiers. These Germans were close enough to the 

Fatherland that its victories and people interested them greatly. 

Their number in Houston can be estimated by the amount of money 

they could raise for such a purpo se,44 

Houstonians were, thus, a very religious people deeming , 

piety as a great virtue, and yet not taking religion too emo. 

tionally. Their crusading zeal was directed toward the saloons, 

whose habitu4s presented a very real problem in Houston. They 

were superstitious enough to be taken in by spiritualists and 

with just enough learning to be attracted to the pseudo-science 
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of phrenology which made strong claims to being a real science 

then. There were enough "Puritans" in Houston to have a law 

enforced that there should be no saloons open for at least 

part of Sundays the old idea that Sunday should be a day of 

religious meditation was not completely dead in Houston. The 

Negroes were slowly boing educated and prepared to meet their 

new position in society by churches and Sunday schools. The 

young folks who were not so religious as their elders were, 

being invited to church and Sunday school socials in order 

to raise a religious interest in them. Although many of the 

citizens of Houston might have been destined for the fiery 

place, the majority felt upward bound. 
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1. JE=M2h, Nov. 291 1870, P.5. 
r. 

2, TeleP:raoh, Oct. 3, 1869, p.5. 

3. Telegrnth,  Nov. 201  1870 p.4, 

4. 121taaph, Jan. 3, 1569, p.l; April 25, 1869 0  p.2; Times, 
Jan. 13, 1570, p.2. 

5. altELL...qiibe, Jan. 3, 1869, p.3; May 12, 187E, p.5; :day 2, 
1869, p.3. See also the Houston City,  ElmaIari of 1370-71, 
p.5. The Negro Sunday school at the Machine Shop was connected 
vith the ?fricsn 'Methodist Episcopal Church. The Suburban. 
Circuit included Chapmanville cnd the Houston City hills and 
Dr. B.T. Kavcntiugh was in charge assisted by local preachers. 

6, Catholics: Tel3grop41  April 25, 1869, p.3 (cornerstone 
laying of the new church); May 2S, 1869, p.3; Aug, 26, 1871, 
p.5; Sept. 19, 1871, p.5 (dedtcation); Yarch 2, 1870, p.5 
(Ash V;ednasday); Feb. 24, 1872, p.5 (Lent), Nov. 1, 1871, p.5 
(the new Germnn Catholic Gmrch); Times, Iola. 11, 1869, p.3 
(Lent), June 26, 1869, p.3 (description of the nevi church). 
Fairs given by the Catholics are found mentioned in the 
To le 	May 17, 1870, p.5; Pay 19, 1671, p.5; May 23, 1871, 
p$1; a ipositcfnioef,  was usually included in these fairs, 

7. Cooperation of Presbyterians, Methodists, Bapthts: Telezpiph,  
Sept. 1, 1870, p.5; Sept. 3, 1870, p.5; Jan. 9, 1872, p.5; 
Jan. 11, 1872, p.5; April 19, 1872, p.5; April 19, 1872, p.5; 
April a, 1872, p.5, April 21, 1871, p.5; April 29, 1871, p.5. 

8, Church conventions: Telnpall,  Nov. 2, 1869, p.5; Dec. 1, 
1870, p.5; Nov. 15, 1870, p.4; Dec,-  13, 1870, pp.4.5; Dec. 
18, 1870, p.4; Dec. 20, 1870, p.4. 

9, Concerts: Telegrnph,  Feb. 5, 1870, p.5; Feb. 12, 1670, p.5; 
Feb. 16, 18701  p.5; April 10, 18701  p.5; April 26, 1870, p.5. 

10. Jewish church: TeIefiraph,  June 11, 1870, p.5; June 14, 
1870, p.4; June 17, 1879, p.5; June 18, 1870, p.1. 

11. Sunday schools: Telvaph,  May 31, 1870, p.5; Feb. 21 1371, 
p.5. 

12. Union Sunday school meetings: Telepiraph,  Feb. 18, 1872, 
p.5; March 19, 1872, p.5; April 2, 1872, p.5; June 18, 1872, 
p.5; Oct. 201  1872, p.5; Oct. 26, 1872, p.8. 

13. Times, Dec. 22, 1869, p.3. For information on Negro churches 
see the liairan, March 21, 1869, p.5; Feb. 20, 1870, p.5. 
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14. TeleEruh, Nov. 17, 1869, p.5. For other information 
on Negro Sunday schools see the Telpsph, April E5, 1869, p.3; 
Nov. 14, 1369, p.5; 1pri1 24, 1870, p.5. 

15. Protracted meetings: Telegnp4, March 21, 1869, p.5, tug. 
13, 18C9 1  p,5. 

16. Te3........,ff1M111 Pug. 30, 1872, p.5; Nov. 26, 1869, p.5. Negro 
preachers presented great contrasts as seen by the fact that 
Sandy Parker was praised highly for not allowing a political 
meeting in his church in the TelePrenh s. jan. 5, 1872, p.4, 
and James Porter and Jesse Erockatby, Negro preE,churs,lhere 
jailed for cattle- skinning according to the Times, Dec. 22, 
1869, p.3. 

17. 	 Iov. 28, 1871, p.i; Jan. 10, 1869, p.2 (no 
longer shameful to be seen In saloons). 

18. Telegrrrh, Feb. 3, 1869, D.3. Speeches of temperance 
leaders rere reported in the following Telegraphs: Jan. 10, 
1869, p.2; Jan. 12, 1e69, 	Jant  28i 1869, p.3. 

19. History of the temperance novel:lent: Telegraph, March 7, 
1869, p.3; Sept. 3, 1369, p:5; Sept. 15, 1369, p.5; Dec, 7, 
1869, p.5; Dcc. 8, 1869, p.5; Dec. 9, 1869; pp.4-5; Dec. 11, 
1869, p.5; Times, Dec. 9, 1859 1  p.3. 

20. Te1eraph, Dec'. 16, 1869, p.4. 

21. Telecruh, Dec. 16, 1869, p.4. 

22. Band of Hope: 2E1,11=11, March 17, 1872, p. 5. See also 
the rk22a22102, March 15, 1870, p.8. 

23. Socials: Telegra,ph, Feb. 1, 1870, p.5; March 1, 1870, p.5; 
Sept. 16, 1870, p.5; Dec. 29, 1872, p.5; April 30, 1872, p.5; 
May 7, 1872, p.5. 

24. State Councii: Tele,graph, July 9, 3.870-1' p.4; Oct. 22, 1870, 
p.5; Nov. 2, 1870, p.5; Navr  3, 1870, p.4; Nov. 4, 1870, p.5. 

25. Telegraph, Dec. 16, 1870, p.5; Dec. 8, 1370, p.5; Dec. 
14, 1871, p.1. 

26. Mentions of temperance meetings, lectures, etc.: 2212atth, 
April 14, 1871, p.5; April 15, 1871, p.5; July 9, 1871, p.1 
(150 members, 40 to 50 at each meetinr,); Dec.* 17, 1871, p.5; 
March 12, 1872, p.5; July 23, 1872, p.5, July 31, 1872, p.5; 
the temperance people had a hail of their awn and an organ for 
the amusement of the members. 

27. TeJerTaph, Jan. 3, 1872, p.5. 
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28. TelegyaDh, Nov. 9, 1871, p.5. 

29. 102211, July 16, 1872, p.5, A discussion of the plans 
uLd tictions of the 'r.f" can be found in the following: Telemmh, 
June 18, 1872, p.5; July 7, 16721  p.1. 

30. r;:elef7raph, LUG. 1E., 187k, p.5. rrolx..bly the quiet Sundays 
mentioned before the repea of the law 17.3re exaggerated in the 
ptpers for the law vitas doubtless repealed because it was not 
being observed in houston. These quotations Tould lead one to 
believe quiet Was en unusual, not usual, condition on Sunday 
before this even thcucla mrny stttements were mrde earlier about 
the quiet of Houston Sundays. 

31. rieleraph, Feb. 27, 1870, p.8. Other discussions about 
spiritualism and spiritualists will be found in the Telecraph, 
Feb. 27, 1670, p.8; Lay 15, 1869, p.3; Parch 7, 1871, p.5; 
Lpril 26, 1671, p.5; April 30, 1871, p.5. 

32. 'Amos, ;April 7, 1370, p.3. 

33. Telezmph, Feb. 26, 1371, p.4; this article told how the 
writer visited a phrcnolocist when only a boy and vas told. . 
that he needed to cultivate his faculty of concentration 
which he did; years lEtter, a phrenolocist named Fowler visited 
Houston and cftal. an examination told the writer of the ed-
itorial that his organ of concentration Las large. This 
seamed to indicatedto the rriter that by speclE1 efforts 
poor faculties coald be improved. "Parents should direct life 
pursuits of their children according to their 'bumps,;"ane,E. 
phrenologiccl chart should be studied to "restrain faculties 
too largely developed, cultivtlte those that are too svalls 
and select and pursue those pursuits in life for which they 
are best fitted. t1  The Times was also a believer in rhrenology 
as seen in their issue of Earch 21, 1862, p.3 (go toe phren-
ologist and fltnow thyself"). 

34. Phrenologists visiting Houston: Times, llarch El, 1669, 
p.3; ale•3_1.,212_th., Larch PE, 1869; p.2; Sept. 10, 1871, 9.5; 
Feb. 21, 1871, p.5; Feb. 22, 1871, p.5; Feb, 26, ;871, p.4; 
March 11, 1L71, p.4; March 14, 1671, p.5. Fowler even included 
one lecture for ladies only; its subject concerned female 
health, maternity, and other topics, illustrated by female 
LaWels. 

35. Times, March 12, 1870, V.2 (see p.3 fora further descrip- 
tion of this woman). 	4, :  

36. Titles, nay 7, 1869, p.3; Telecmpt, June 1, 1872, p.1. 

37. Telegraph, July 19, 1670, p.5. 

38. 22191=4.1, Oct. 1.5, 1670, p.5; Oct. 26, 1870, p.5; Feb. 
23, 18701  p.3. in the Times. 
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39. Fireman's Charitable Pssocittion: Charles D. Green, 
Fire FJ4t.ters of Houston, 1838-1915 (Houstcn, 1915), p.33, 
klaLEETI, March 6, 1869, p.3. Jewish Cheritable Associetion: 
altfTETh, 1;ov; 11, l&10, p.5. az Houston Benevolent Lssoc.: 
Telerrnrh, Nov. 11, 1869, p.5. 

40. TelePanph, Luc. E, 1569, p.5. Other informaticn concTrning 
the concert for the relief of the Colorcdo River flood sufferers 
will be found in tha Times, July 15, ICC)°, p.3; Teleylpphl  
July 22, 18%9, p.3; Pug. Z), 1869, p,5; lug. 5, 1859, p.8; Aug. 
26, 1869, p.5. 

41. Tila LGylund Home: Tires, Larch 28, 1E69, p.3; lelec,raph, 
Se,t. 23, 1869, p.5; Jen. L,5, 1F70, p.5; Yu 10, 1 8170, p.1, 
July 6, 1872, p.5. 

4Z. Concerts for ELylcind Home: T,-Jefxbrih, Sept. 2, 1869, p.5; 
Oct. 10, 1869, p.5; Oct. 5, 1869, p.1; Oct. 13, 1869, p.5; 
Dec. 13, 1870, p.5; Dec. 27, 1870, p.5; Oct. 15, 1371, p.5; 
Times, Oct. 8, 18n, p.3. 

43. Time, Sept. 24, 1869, p.3, Telegraph, Sept. 17, 1869, 
p.5; Lay 19, 1870, p.2, report money-making schemes used 
to raise funds for the Grplams. In July 1870, the people of 
Houston entertained the orphans for a du as seen in the 
Itistimull  Juno 1,1, 1870, p.5; June 25, 1870, p.4; July 1, 
18 (0  p ; July 6 1370 p. 	July 9 1870 , p.5 ; the orphz..,n,  
came to Houston by Bayou steamer on July 8 end enjoyed a picnic 
viith food provided by Houstonians. 

44. Telerreph, /mg. 16, 1870, p.5. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

LM AND ORDER 

Houston, just as any other city, suffered from crime and 

Reconstruction conditions certainly added to the city's prob-

lem. Bar the first time Negroes could sue and be sued in the 

courts and they abused this privilege. The people distrusted 

law enforcement officers appointed by Radicals, and the police 

force was not enlarged enough to cope adequately with the grow-

ing population which included many habitual law breakers. There 

were roving bands of thieves and lawless men to increase the 

difficulty. The uncertainty of punishment in some cases would 

also not serve as a check to the criminal tendency. Houston's 

nearness to the frontier with its knife and gun-carrying cit-

izens just added to the problems of the law enforcement offi-

cers. With all of these incitements to crime, the actual 

violators of the law in Houston were not large and most in-

fringements were of a petty nature. For days the newspapers 

would report nothing more serious than several persons "drunk 

and disorderly", breaches of the peace, or violators of the 

state ordinances prohibiting the carrying of concealed weaponsol 

Our Bayou City deserves the reputation of the most or-
derly and lawabiding community, according to its popu-
lation, on the continent. The Recorder has been absent 
several days, and upon his return, but one case was await-
ing his adjudication, and that, a freeWman for disturb-
ing the peace. Weeks elapse sometimes without a single 
case being brought before the Police Court, where white 
persons are the parties; and were it not for the frivolous 
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complaints made by freedmen and women, the police force 
would absolutely rest for the want of something to do. 
And this is not owing to the inefficiency of the police 
force, for we hear of no rowdyism on the streets--no 
fighting or shooting, or outrages against the peace and 
dignity of the State. Nobody ever commits suicide, or 
homicide, or infanticide, nor any of the other 'sides' 
that come within the category of offences against the 
laws. Everybody is too busy in preserving life to make 
rash attempts upon their own or anybody else's life.... 
We rarely hear of a robbery now, or even an attempt at 
robbery. This may be accounted for, however, by the 
failure of former attempts, where the robbers found but 
little to justify the risk and trouble.2  

By 1670 the Telegraphk  was even reporting that the Negroes were 

not bringing so many petty complaints into court, since the 

novelty of doing this was wearing off and they had realized 

that they could save their money by settling their suits out 

of court. 

Most of the complaints, as mentioned, were very minor, 

usually breaches of the peace, or violation of laws in which 

the fines did not amount to over twenty-five dollars and very 

few cases had to be sent to the criminal court. A police report 

for July 1869 indicated the proportion in which the various 

crimes occurred as well as the nature of these crimes: sixty-

four arrests were made, six for disorderly conduct, one for 

sleeping in the market, twenty-nine for being drunk and dis-

orderly, two for violation of market ordinances, three for fast 

driving, two for fighting and quarreling, seven for disturbing 

the peace, two for indecent exposure of person, seven for assault 

and battery, one for violation of the health ordinance, two for 

carrying concealed weapons, and two for resisting officers in 

the discharge of duty. Thirty-five of the offenders were white 

men, twenty-five were Negro men, and four were colored women; 
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fifty-eight were fined, two discharged, and four dismissed by 

paying costs.3  

This peaceful state of affairs, however, was too good to 

last and by 1871 and 1872, the newspapers were reporting that 

crime was on the increase in the city. The several murders 

which remained unsolved, stabbing affrays, and suicides 

strengthened this idea and these deeds of "blOod and violence" 

began to raise a genuine horror among the people. These crimes 

were in a large measure attributed to the "floating" population 

of the city as the majority of the citizens were deemed law-

abiding. The papers felt that such crime was a natural result 

of the Civil War and would be overcome as soon as the good, 

peaceful people felt that they had enough power to insure that 

the laws were enfor:ced. 

We are glad to see, however, that, as the old adage says, 
the darkest hour is just before day, and that there is now 
a disposition on the part of all good citizens of all 
parties, to help enforce the law, and therefore we expect 
to see our city purged of the floating wicked persons, who 
have disturbed the good order of the city, and that good 
order and obedience to the law will henceforth be enforced. 
This, indeed, is the firm resolve of the substantial cit-
izens of Houston, and these evil doers may henceforth ex-
pect that the screws of the law will be forced down hard 
upon them.4  

With all of this increase in crime the situation in Houston 

never got so bad as to require the declaration of martial law 

which the Governor could and did do in other counties. Also the 

state police and militia seldom visited the city which indicated 

that Houston had no disturbances that local officers were not 

able to handle unassisted. Although Negroes were the perpe-

trators of a large number of the crimes including the murder 
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of so:.0 respected white men of Houston, the white people let 

the law take it course and no lynchings were attempted. Fights, 

both fist and pistol, between two or three persons were common 

but they did not result in general melees. Only in one out-

standing case did there seem to be a packing of the courts by 

the Radicals to let a man off; this was in the case of J.G. 

Tracy who was charged with murder. Although there were pro-

bably other such cases, the usual criminal violators of the 

law wore punished including the Negroes who were not shown any 

leniency by Radical appointees. In fact, from statements made 

in the newspapers, the citizens themselves seemed satisfied 

with the Radical law enforcers.5  The chief complaint was that 

the police force was entirely too small; however, this fact was 

sometimes used in an effort to show how peaceful Houston was 

in not requiring any more such officers. 

A problem of juvenile thieves and delinquents existed in 

Houston at this time. This was a problem that was comparatively 

new since'it usually existed only in large cities where bunches 

of boys could congregate together. As yet no special courts 

or means of punishment had arisen to deal with the problem, 

and boys who violated laws Wore treated just the same as older 

men in that they were fined or jailed. The injustice of such 

a system, however, was becoming apparent and the Telegraph  

began to suggest that such boys should be sent to a special 

typo of prison with the object of reforming them and not mak-

ing hardened criminals of them by confining them in jail with 

such criminals. 
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The city is infested with bands of juvenile thieves, 
some of them 1-,o young that the statutes have failed to 
provide for their punishment, and the police officers 
inform us that they aro fearfully increasing. There 
are, it is estimated, now in the city about 300 colored 
boys, and perhaps 100 white, who have no means of support 
and who are roaming about the city depending upon what 
they can pick up for a living,...This is a fearful state 
of things for public consideration and presents a dark 
phase for the future. 

Among the boys before the Recorder Tuesday, one stated 
he had no home,,and another that his father had driven 
him away from home to earn his own living. There is no 
house of correction in the city, and no means of properly 
punishing so as to reclaim the young criminal. These boys 
are not naturally thieves, they only become so because of 
their not being properly cared for. It is the business 
of the city to provide against rearing in their midst 
an army of criminals, and while philanthropists are ex- 
pending so much breath and ink about establishing negro 
Sunday Schools, we would beg them not to forget the means of 
preventing the growth of csime among the young population 
of Houston, white and black. Lot us have an asylum for 
these young vagrants. If it cannot be done by the city, 
let some real philanthropist start a private charity for 
the purpose.° 

Cases involving juveniles that came up in court were treated 

in various ways. I3en Dedrick, a boy of thirteen, was charged 

with theft from a house; he was merely reprimanded and dis-

missed by the criminal court. In what was perhaps the most 

notable case involving juveniles, four boys, all of them 

orphans but one, were arrested for burglary. These boys were 

put in jail to await the next term of the criminal court. 

Evidently one of them was discharged for at the next term of 

the court, only three of them were up for the crime. Their 

ages were ten, twelve, and fourteen years, and one of them 

was from a very respectable Houston family. A Negro jury 

gave each ono three years in the state penitentiary and the 

Telegraph felt that a house of correction in Houston would 

have been much more suitable. Two of the boys got new trials 
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but the other one confessed that ho alone committed the robbery 

and he was denied a new trial. As a result of the new trial, 

these two boys were cleared. One of these two was up on a charge 

of arson about a month later but there was not sufficient evi-

dence to prove this charge so he was dismissed:7  Thus, the ju-

venile problem remained unsolved but it mu of be remembered that 

juvenile law-breakers did not present the greatest difficulties 

in the way of having a peaceful city. 

As for the actual police force of Houston, the number 

varied with nine or ten policemeh customary. Houston had its 

first Negro policemen at this time and their duties were not 

solely confined to the freedmen. The TeleGraph grew excited 

when it heard a Negro formerly of the Galveston police had been 

put on the Houston force in 1860. This turned out to be untrue 

and the Telegraph breathed a sigh of relief, for it believed 

that the whites of the South- wJuld never accept Negroes put in 

offices in which it would be in their power to arrest white 

men.8  Later when Negroes were placed on the force, the news-

papers made no remarks about it and the whites of,  Houston accepted 

it calmly and no trouble resulted. In fact the whites of Hous-

ton received most Radical measures quite calmly, with no riots 

or disturbances resulting. 

The cry that the police force was insufficient for a city 

of Houston's size was repeated quite often: 

It is apparent to every body that the present police .  
force is insufficient to protect the city frpm the degra-
dations of the lawless. Nine policemen as guardians of 
a city the size of Houston! The idea is ridiculous. 
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However, it is a conclusive argument against the preach-
ers of lallesoness and crime in Texas to say that a city 
with 20,000 (really only l0, 000Jinhabitants requires 
only nine policemen; but however law abiding the people 
of our city may be, it requires a stronger police force 
to keep order and protect the peaceable, than we now have. 
A consciousness of the weakness of the present force may 
induce attamtps at crime, when a knowledge of the exist-
ence of power to pRotect and punish would prevent crime 
in many ;instances. 

The police worked in shifts, the day police on duty from 5 a.m. 

until 8 p.m., and the night daft from 8 p.m. until 5 a.m. The 

day force was always smaller than the night watch since law-

lessness occurred more frequently at night when men were crowd-

ing the saloons and setting drunk. At one ti;lie the day force 

consisted of only four men to patrol the five wards. The 

marshal and deputy marshal headed the police force, ".S. Davis 

and later Joseph Smallwood holding the office of marshal during 

these years.10  

The city lacked detectives to track down criminals. The 

newspapers felt that the city would he able to find the mur-

derers, horse thieves, and the other law-breakers if it had 

detectives. The surety of punishment which would result would 

act as a deterrent to crime, Later, the city acuired a few 

detectives.11  

By 1872, the police force had been increased In size to 

include three day, seven night, and five "special" officers or 

detectives. The Police Committee of the City Council requested 

that the "specials" be dismissed. This was not done; instead 

a Council meeting in December 1372 raited=tho number of police-

men to twenty-one with three "specials" at, a salary of one-

hundred dollars per month. Six Negroes were Included, among 
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the policemen appointed. The Teleaph wondered how this large 

force was going to be paid. This was typical. The newspapers 

would complain for months or sears about the need for correction 

of some condition and when attempts were made by the Radicals • 

to improve the condition, cries would be made about the expense. 

These people evidently did not realize how much .z,oney was re-

quired to run a city efficiently, and it was not an auspicious 

time to find out when conditions were so upset and disordered 

and especially when the money was spent by Radicals who appear-

ed to be going too far and too fast in their efforts to improve 

the city.12  

As for the policemen individually, complaints were seldom 

made about them. The most serious charge was against Officer 

Hayden of the police. He attempted to arrest a Mr. Benafield 

for intoxication and disorderly conduct and as a result a 

small fight occurred with several others arrested in addition 

to Benafiold, A petition of the citizens began to circulate 

requesting Hayden's removal, charging him with cruel and brutal 

conduct in his ,Lethod of arresting Benafield. A jury acquitted 

Benafield of the charges against him and Hayden was suspended 

from the force until the charges against him could ho investi-

gated. The Police Committee of the Council did not sustain 

these charges and Hayden was reinstated.13  

Even if the police were able to capture criminals, their 

staying in jail when caught seemed to depend only on the pris-

oner himself. Some of those minor lawbreakers who wont to jail 

for not having the money to pay their fine, probably stayed in 
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jail in order to get a few nights' free lodging and meals. 

The criminals put there for crimes involving capital punishment 

or several years in the penitentiary often escaped, the city 

and county jails were in such despicable conditions. The l  county 

jail was described as an "old and dilapidated rat trap. 

had been built in the 1850's of brick two stories high with 

very low stories and only six cells, ten feet by twelve feet 

each. Thus several prisoners were confined in one cell and 

could plot escapes easier. As for the city jail, it was a part 

of the old markethouse and had only one window which opened on 

a pond from which polluted air arose. The grand jury of the 

criminal court whose duty it was to look into such matters 

recommended condemning the city jail and building a larger 

county jail in July 1870. Not only were the buildings insuf-

ficient in size and ventilation but also the bedding was in a 

miserable state so that the prisoners sweltered with heat in 

the summer and froze during cold weather. The county commis-

sioners' court was required by law to provide supplies for the 

county jail but they were evidently not doing their duty. In 

April 1870, it w.J.s reported that the jail had been put in a 

better order but the movement for a new county jail died down 

and this improvement was not achieved. The future of the city 

jail looked brighter, however, for it was torn down when the 

new markethouse was built and a new jail was included in the 

new markethouae.15  

Tho number of prisoners confined in the jails varied from 

time to time between fifteen and thirty, with several crowded 
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together in one cell. A reporter visited the city jail one 

time when it only had two inmates, a Negro man charged with 

murder and a white woman, both of whom were in the same cell 

and the Times felt that the woman did not deserve this treat ►  

mont no matter what crime she had cpmmitted. Citizens raised 

a subscription to pay the woman's fine so that she might be 

released. This practice of putting men and women in the same 

cell was not unusual, although usually they were of the same 

race and most of the women prisoners were Nezroes.16  

Probably one reason for the miserable condition of the jails 

was that they were only intended as places of temporary detention 

until petty offenders could be fined and the more vicious crim-

inals tried and sent to the penitentiary at Huntsville. How-

ever, the jails came to be filled with large numbers of persons 

who were unable to pay even small fines. The city allowed 

them seventy.five cents per day in payment of their fines aryl 

so their fine determined the length of time that they would be 

confined. While in jail no facilities were provided for the 

prisoners to do any work. They merely lay around until. ,their 

sentences were completed. The newspapers wanted to see the 

prisoners employed on the streets or doing some other kind of 

work and by ay 1871, this was being done to a small extent, 

the street commissioner taking charge of the prisoners for 

street work. However, it was not very successful and never 

was used to a 3reat extent.17  

The jails in Houston were so easily broken out of that 

their name itself seemed huzorous. There were countless at- 
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tempted and accomplished jail-breaks with many more of the 

latter than the former. The ease with which these breaks were 

executed was laughable. For example the city jail was broken 

open by means of a broomstick July 24, 1869 and two Negroes 

escaped,18 Another break was made about two weeks later by 

the prisoners removing a plank in the floor of their cell and 

digging away the earth with an old iron spoon. DeGaulte, the 

county jailor, was indicted by the grand jury for releasing 

pris'oners from the jail for a sum of money. DeGaulte raised 

his bail and Sheriff Hall who had originally appointed him, 

sent him back to the jail as jailor, an act that the Times felt 

was reprehensible. Later the court ruled that he was not 

guilty and no other jailor was accused again of taking bribes. 

Some prisoners escaped or attempted to escape from the jail 

more than one time. atke Johnson, convicted for the murder 

of a Houston merchant named Loveland, was one of these. He 

tried to spring on his guard one time but was driven back to 

his cell. He made several other attempts and while he was 

confined in the jail, the jailor found it necessary to go armed 

with a six-shooter every time a cell was opened. In August of 

1870, two Negroes broke out of jail by knocking a plank off the 

side of it. On April 22, 1871, a jail-break was attempted by 

John Jackson, a Negro desparado who spent much of his time in 

and out of jails, and another inmate, a murderer, by filing a 

bar off their cell which they used as a weapon; no one was able 

to enter the jail until chloroform was purchased to be sprayed 

into the jail, when the prisoners gave.up. Later Jackson was 
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in jail for murder when his attempt to escape was successful 

although he was later captured. This desparado had even es-

caped from the state penitentiary Where he had been sent for 

horse stealing. Jackson, however, was out to prove that no 

jail could hold him, so a month later he was out again along with 

some other prisoriers and the jailor was discharged at this time 

for keeping the cells open, The Telegraph intimated that Jack-

son's frequent escapes might be due to the fact that he was 

the leader of a gang of horse thieves who let him out. Those 

escaping were recaptured in many cases but not always.19  

The various courts which convened in Houston included the 

recorder's court, criminal court, district court, and county 

court. The recorder's court was in session all of the time and 

judged and fined misdemeanors in which the fine did not exceed 

one-hundred dollars; other misdemeanors and felonies were 

sent to the criminal court whose sessions began on the secon4 

Mondays in February, April, June, August, and October, and 

continued for one month unless the business was disposed of 

sooner. Civil business was taken up by the county and district 

courts and consisted largely of suits for debt, trespass, di-

vorce, and similar cases. A typical list of the indictments 

brought in by the grand jury was that of June 1870: eight, 

retailing liquor without a license; five, gambling; one, as-

sault with intent to kill; two, theft; two, aggravated assault 

and battery; three, burglary and theft; one, disorderly 

house.20  The fact that the grand jury brought in these in-

dictments did not necessarily mean that all of them were guilty 
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and would be punished. In fact, an often-voiced complaint was 

that not one-fifth of grand jury bills ever resulted in con-

victions. This was not blamed on the criminal court but rather 

on the grand jury who, the newspnpers claimed, only examined one 

ride of a case. !Ten liked to shirk jury duty. The Times at.. 

tributed this to the fact that decent white 	of Texas did not 

like to sit on juries with Negroes and so would not register, 

or if they registered, they would manufacture excuses to keep 

than fro 1:1 serving; of course, this just left corrupt ::.en and 

Negroes to pit on theta which did not improve the admlnistratien 

of justice. The State Constitution of 1869 made all qualified 

voters eligible Sc jurors, a provision which the Tolegronh 

thought would load to the failure of the jury system. The laws 

which Tel= had been following ever since the Lepublic had cer-

tain mquireLlents for a juror including the fact that he had to 

be a householder or freeholder, and had no mental defect or 

defect of seeing, feeling, or hearing. The grand jury was the 

only 	of the juries on which both Negroes and, whites cat at 

all times. One-third of the grand jurors were Negroes, usually 

four out of twelve, There were two petit juries in the criminal 

court, one of them white and one Negro. Juries in the ether 

courts were not described in the newspapers but if whites and 

and blacks were mixed on juries in them, no cry was ever 1:::ade 

that their decisions wore unfair. The TelcTraph zentioned that 

,the juries of the district court were all whito.21  

Criminal justice itself was meted out fairly rapidly in 

most cases; the main delays were in those cases which had to go 
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to the criminal court and thus had to wait for the next term 

of this court. In some canes, however, trials were put off 

from one term of this court to the next on the excuse that ma-

terial witnesses were unable to be there; John Jackson's trial 

for murder was thus delayed, and the Telecraph began to doubt 

if he would ever be tried for this; he already had a sentence of 

twelve years on other counts which the newspaper indicated that 

he would serve, and this was evidently the procedure followed 

for no record was made of his being tried for the murder 

charge. One woman, Anna Kean, was arrested seven times for the 

same offense, theft, in about six months and was acquitted 
•1 

after each trial. The Times became very indignant at this 

treatment of Anna and from the facts given, it would certainly 

indicate:that the courts were acting unlawfully. However, 

this was evidently an exceptional case for no other such 

complaints were registered against the courts.22  

A man staszerinE; out of a saloon in the wee hours of the 

morning, to fall asleep on the sidewalk until a policeman came 

by, was a co.amon sight in Houston. The Telegraph reported 

that liquor was responsible for a majority of the cases that 

came up in court. There were ,numerous saloons in Houston 

and they must have done a vigorous business from the number 

of drunks reported. The saloons were Often the sites of 

fits with pistols, knives, razors, or,  fists. The language 

used in and around them was so bad that ladies feared to even 

pass them. Saturday and Sunday nights wore occasions when 

the saloons wore packed and a huge number of drunks were 
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arrested. Since there was no court on Sunday, Tionday's session 

would have a large number of "drunks and disorderlies" and 

"sleeping on the sidewalks." Quite a few of these cases had 

been arrested several times for the same offense but the fines 

were evidently not large enough to act as a deterrent. 	any of 

those arrested were the lower classes of people who spent all 

they had on liquor. One wife hauled her husband into court for 

beating her when he was drunk, but by the time she had told the 

judge how kir4 he was when sober, she had evidently forgiven him 

for the beating and begged the recorder to let him off. These 

cases of wife beating were not too uncommon; one day in March 

1869, two such cases were before the recorder; fines for such 

offenses usually varied from five to ten dollars. These small 

fines indicated what has been earlier quoted, that the court 

felt women complained too much to the court which was not very 

sympathetic to women; a husband's short-comings were usually 

blamed on his wife's nagging. Sometimes those up for their 

first offense in the nature of drunk and disorderly charges were 

let off with no fine and only the costs which included police-

man service in arresting the person, possible food while in 

jail, attorney's fees, and othcx charges. Some people were 

not cured of their unlawful actions by being let off for a 

first offense; Nick Sebastian, a racpicker, only had to pay 

the costs on a drunk and disorderly charge, November 24, 1869, 

as it was his first offense, but on November 271  he was picked 

up for being drunk and sleeping in the street and fined five 

dollars and costs.23 
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Negro and white men were not the only offenders through 

alcoholism. Anna Pauly, a white woman, was dis.:Iissed from a 

charge of drunk and disorderly on the promise that she would 

leave the city in twelve .hour. However, the apparently did not 

obey for April 30, 1870, the Telezraph reported her in court again 

for being drunk and disorderly for the tLird time in about two 

weeks and this time her fine was fifty dollars and costs, which 

landed her in jail as she did not have this money.24  

The usual charges against drunks were "drunk and disorderly" 

and "drunk and sleeping on the sidewalk," It was no crime to 

drink but the offence occurred when a man got so drunk that he 

could not walk straight or stand up, became quarrelsome and 

got rowdy, caused a fight, or cursed and swore. In the Bismarck 

Saloon in July 1809 two men got into a fight when one called 

the other bad names with the result that a beer glass was thrown 

by one at the other, severing an artery in his head upon which 

he would have died if two doctors had not been present. Al-- 

though the newspapers did not say whether these men were drunk, 

it was quite probable that they had been drinking and saloons 

were a common place for such fights. Another time a drunk, 

Like Fitzgerald, accidentally shot a man in the hand while 

drunk; for this he was only fined twenty dollars and costs. 

A more serious case was that of John Burnett who stabbed a 

colored barber in Charles Eikai s barbershop with a pair of 

scissors while he was drunk. For this he was sent to the 

Criminal Court who fined him one-hundred dollars and six months 

in the county jail, A drunk named Hollingsworth entered the 
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home of a lady in Houston, abused her, and refused to leave the 

house so she shot and killed,him; needless to say, she was not 

puniched.25  

Liquor and saloons led to many fines for selling liquor 

without a license and for gambling. Gazlbling was wide open in 

Houston; usually the gambling rooms were on the s:;cond floors of 

buildinGs for the sake of appearances but everyone knew that 

they wore there. Every time that the grand jury met, keepers 

of such places were indicted, pleaded guilty, and paid a fixed 

fine "which wcs looked upon a s a kind of tax and therefore was 

considered perfectly proper, even by the proprietors themselves."26  

Not only were tl:e owners of ()rambling houses fined but people 

who played cards for money were also fined. One of the few times 

that the state police intervened in the law enforce;aent of 

Houston was  on December 12, 1870 wLen they swooped down on cer-

tain gaming establishments on !.7ain street and arrested about 

ten persons all of whom were fined for frequenting such places. 

The city police largely let GamblinG houses alone which pro 

bably accounted for the descent of the state police.27  Those 

arrested for retailing liquor without a license were not always 

fined; for example a John Drown arrested on this charge In 

:arch 1869 was lot off on his "Good intentions," only paying 

costs, this was not the usual result however. At the June term 

of the criminal court of 1869, twelve persons were fined one-

hundred dollars each and costs for retailing liquor without a 

license.28 

Frequenters of saloons even included boys as young as 

twelve and fourteen years. This was probably why so many 
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appeals were made by the Telegraph to establish a reading room 

or library where these boys and young men could spend their lei-

sure ticie. Drinking and gambling were considered the two great 

vices at this time and from the number of arrests for these of-

fenses It is easy to understand why this would be so .20  

Houston was not far enough from the frontier cDnditions 

when there were' Indians or wild beasts lurking in the forests 

around town to have discarded completely the habit of wearing 

guns, either openly or concealed. A state law prohibited the 

carrying of concealed weapons and the Houston newspapers felt 

that the habit of wearing pistols should be discarded not only 

because it led to more shooting sprees but also because it re-

flected discredit on Houston, giving it the air of a savage, 

wild town while the newspapers wanted the opposite impression 

to be created. In July 1870, the Telegraph sounded an opti-

mistic note concerning the wearing of guns: 

That ugly custom of wearing six-shooters has about died out 
in Houston. You never see a belt on a fellow, unless he is 
from the far interior. 'Tis well. This six-shooter wearing 
not only looks savage, lut is, no doubt, one -ain cause of 
difficulty.30  

However, from the number of arrests and fines for carrying con-

cealed weapons and later, after a state law prohibited carrying 

any weapons at all, for wearing such weapons, it would seem that 

this desired end was not entirely arrived at; shooting affrays 

continued to mar the peace and quiet of Houston. The state 

law prohibiting the carrying of any pistol, dagger, dirk, brass 

knuckle, bowie knife, and such instruments either on one's 

person or saddle was passed April 12, 1871 with a fine of twenty 
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to one-hundred dollars for the first offense and imprisonment 

In the county jail for a second offense. This law was needed, 

for the prohibition of wearing concealed weapons had simply led 

to their display openly. The Telegrall April 4, 1871 reported 

that one would think Houston was in a "state of siege" if he 

walked through the market and saw the number of six-shooters 

displayed, especially among the Negroes. There was a city law 

that prohibited the discharging of firearms in the city and there 

were several arrests for violation of this ordinance. It was 

not uncommon for guns to be discharged in the city especially 

by the younger men; although no one was ever directly hit by 

one of these men, it endangered the lives of others.31  

By November 1671 the Telegram} was able to report that except 

for the police, men wearing six-shooters had not been seen in 

town for some time. However, seen or unseen, weapons were 

still carried for shootings did not cease. For example, in 

March 1872, the Telegraph reported that a pistol fight caused 

by an old grudge was engaged in, in front of the Enterprise 

Hotel between a hack driver and a runner of the hotel; twelve 

shots were exchanged but no one was hurt; for such an act, 

each was only fined ten dollars and costs,32  

Fights with knives, pistols, or just fists were not un- 

common any time during this period as also were cases of as- 

sault with deadly weapons, with intent to kill, and aggravated 

assault, Sometimes these disputes and attacks led to murder 

but usually they resulted in only minor injuries and small or 

large fines depending on the seriousness of the commotion. 

Many persons were merely fined for disturbing the peace and 
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others who created more serious disturbances had to put up a 

large bond to keep the peace for a specified length of time. 

Both Negroes and whites of all ages were guilty of these of-

fenses. Two boys about twelve years old blacked each other's 

faces quite effectively in March 1839, the Telegraph reporting 

that this was a "disgraceful occurrence." Fines for such cases 

where no damage was done and offense was largely in creating a 

general disturbance or for simple assault, varied from five to 

ten dollars, and not only were men guilty of fighting but sev-

eral women appeared on this charge or caused charges to be made 

for this offense. In one case a man had a quarrel with his wife; 

he went to stay with his employer who slapped the wife and 

dragged her away when she came after her husband; the employer, 

Conrad Marshall, was only fined five dollars and costs for this, 

indicating again the unsympathetic attitude of the courts toward 

women who brought cases into court. Rachel Gilmore charged her 

husband, Aaron Dickinson, with aggravated assault, beating, 

and deserting her, a crime for which he was only fined ten 

dollars and costs.33  

Not all of the assaults were so minor however. . Several 

people were shot by unknown persons and for undiscovered rea-

sons. Women were bullied, cursed, and threatened by drunks 

who entered their homes. Shootings and stabbings grew more 

frequent all of the time and drinking was the cause of a large 

percent of them. On November 19, 1872, the Telegraph reported 

that they had become "entirely used to such affairs." A Mexican 

was fined twenty dollars and costs for assault, two dollars and 
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fifty cents for vagranco, and eiGhteen days of labor on the 

streets for both offenses; his "system" of being a "sturdy 

beggar" was watching houses until none but women were at home, 

going to the home, asking for something to cat or for ;..oney, 

then curoing and bullying the inzates if they refused his de-

mands, The more serious cases of assault and peace breaking 

were cent to the crthinal court where they drew heavy fines or 

penitentiary sentences. 

Assaults loading to the crize of rape were very few; at 

least the newspapers .:entioned only two such cases involving 

white men. A white =an named David Wesner, a schoolteacher 

employed by the Freedman's Bureau, was given fifteen years in 

the penitentiary by an all white jury for the rape of a Negro 

girl eight or ton yearn old. Another man, William Neal, was 

given two years for assault with intent to rape.35  

The increasing number of 47,urders, any of which remained 

unsolved, frequently caused the newspapers to comment on the 

"deeds of blood and violence" which coiled Eouston's otherwise 

fairly peacefulirecord. The number of these showed a definite 

increase and the motives varied from robbery and jealousy to 

accidental shootings. 

The case of murder involving Somers Kinney of the Time 

and J.G. Tracy of the Union was the one in which the penalty 

seemed most unfair, with politics involved doubtless; this 

was the one case In which the newspapers seemed to feel that 

radical intimidation was used to free Tracy from a murder charge* 

On February 13, 1000, a shooting affray between Kinney and 

Tracy occurred, the difficulty arising from coo articles written 
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in the newspapers of each; Tracy apparently was the offender 

since he sent Kinney word that he intended to shoot it out. 

Kinney tried to avoid Tracy until they could meet in some se-

cluded place, not endangering the lives of others, but Tracy 

began to shoot at Kinney downtown. Tracy fired three shots to 

Kinney's one and struck a fourteen-year-old boy who died. The 

case was not tried until October 1869. At this time the Times 

suggested that Judge Fayle of the criminal court had been re-

moved by the Radicals with Judge Dodge in his place in order 

to save Tracy and have him acquitted. Tracy was found not 

guilty of murder by the jury in five minutes and fined one-

hundred dollars on a charge of aggravated assault and battery.36  

Another murder shocked Houstonians a few months later when 

seventeen-year-old James Lockhart was stabbed, September 22, 

1809, when on his way home from the L'exican Circus which was 

playing in town. No reason could be assigned for this as 

Thomas was "a model young man, and greatly beloved by his 

friends, both male and female." On October 13 a man was 

arrested for this murd6r, but the grand jury did not indict 

him, and he was discharged, and no murderer or motive was ever 

found.37  

Two brothers-in-law engaged in a shooting that led to the 

death of one of them. They had an old quarrel of at least 

eighteen months standing; the men were not inhabitants of 

Houston but accidentally met here and began to shoot it out. 

A. Vona killed Tom Grafton with one shot but as Grafton had 

been deliberately trying to find McKie to shoot him, 1fcKie 

was acquitted by the criminal court.38 
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One of the most revolting murders was that of B.W. Love-

land who kept a grocery store in Houston. Robbery was the 

motive. Loveland was a respected citizen and friends of his 

offered $250 for the discovery of his murderer. Vhen the murder 

was two months old, Jake Johnson, a Negro, who was proved to 

be the murderer, was arrested. Fbur Negroes were billed by the 

grand jury for the murder. One of these, Dock Wheeler, died 

in jail while awaiting trial and another, Jules Mitchell, was 

later discharged. Jake was found guilty of first degree murder 

and John Jameson, who was being tried as his accomplice was 

also discharged. Johnson was later denied another trial by the 

supreme court and he was hung. The Teleuaph reported that 

Jake was only about twenty-two years old and rather intelligent 

for a Negro, At his hanging a large number of people, espe-

cially the freedmen, attended. This was the only hanging in 

Houston during these years.39  

Several unsolved murders remained as blots on Houston's 

criminal record. December 20, 1870, Patrick Abbott, an em-

ployee of the Great Northern Railroad was shot after he had 

volunteered to help guard the railroad depot at night. In 

February 1871, a man, John Kibben, was found in the Bayou 

with a wound on his head; either he was murdered with the 

intention of robbery or Aso actually robbed. In nay 1871, 

J.F. George, the owner of a saw mill fifteen miles from the 

city, was shot and killed as he was coming to Houston, The 

man who supposedly killed George was not arrested until August 

1872, In September 1872 a dead man was found floating in the 
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Bayou with evidence on his body that he had been murdered. In 

November 1872 a man's body was found in a dense thicket near 

Houston, greatly decomposed; a pistol hole was found in his 

head and from a key he had, it appeared that his name was 

S.J.K. Vese, who with John Sherwood had disappeared from the 

Washington Hotel about ten days earlie r , but no trace was found 

of his companion, and the murder remained unsolved.40  

The murder of a poor peddler named Franks caused much re-

vulsion and shock ,in the minds of the people. The motive for 

his murder was evidently robbery, and the Negro, John Jackson, 

was charged with it. John was a desparado and horse thief and 

at the time of the,  murder was an escaped convict froze the county 

jail. Just as Jake Johnson, he was a young Negro about twenty 

five years old, as mentioned earlier, he was supposedly leader 

of a gang of horse thieves and, his stays in jail were the 

story of one escape after another. He was given seven years 

for horse thieving hut his murder trial seemed to be a farce: 

it came up in the criminal court of June 1871 and was continued 

to the next term of court because a jury had not been impanelled 

for the case; the case was again postponed in October 1871 be-

cause a principal witness had failed to appear and again in 

January 1872 for the same reason; the Telfraph noted that 

Jackson would never be tried for this crime but would go to 

the penitentiary for his other counts.41  

Another murder that shocked Houstonians was that of Dr. 

W.P. Riddell. Dr. Riddell was a very well-known physician of 

Houston and his murderer, T.J. Atkinson, claimed the Dr. Riddell 
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had made improper advances to Atkinson's wife, who was being 

treated by Riddell for some female trouble. The Medical Asso-

ciation of Houston promptly denied that Riddell had misbehaved, 

but the jury evidently did not agree with the doctors for 

Atkinson was acquitted.42  

A stabbing occurred in June 1872, in which a man named 

Burns was killed by one Webber. The Telegraph reported at this 

time that it was about time such horrible deeds should be stopped 

in Houston. 1br this deed Webber received five years in the 

penitentiary.43  By this time the Telegraph was reporting that 

"Houston and Harris County are acquiring a reputation for homi-

cides equal, if not superior, to that of the frontier city, 

San Antonio, itself,"44  

An important cause for a lare amount of crime in Houston 

was robbery and theft. No matter how valuable the thing taken, 

the case went to the criminal court because the protection of 

one's property was probably the hardest job of the law en-

forcers. Yost people did not have large amounts of money or 

property, according to the list of articles stolen, and they 

did not want to lose what they had SO thieves were usually 

punished severely. According to the Teleraph gangs of thieves, 

pickpockets, and the like roamed around over the countryside to 

attack Houston once in a while; the Telegraph would announce 

their coming by reporting that a New Orleans gong of thieves 

or Philadelphia gang had moved into the city when a series of 

robberies would occur, usually petty in nature.45  

The theft of horses, cows, and chickens was very common 

and prevalent and from the penalties assessed was evidently 
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considered quite serious. This was a carry-over from frontier 

conditions when cattle and horses were about the most valuable 

property that a man had and their theft resulted in the hanging 

of the thief. Especially was the practice of cattle-skinning 

engaged in; thieves would kill the cattle for their hides which 

could be sold and unscrupulous persons would buy ',hem without 

checking the markings. Horsos were frequently spirited off and 

the owners would offer rewards for their return, Negroes were 

especially prominent in the matter of the thievery of cattle and 

horses. One week in January 1869, it was reported that fifteen 

cows had been skinned in ono neighborhood. One horse thief 

practiced an unusual s.1-rstem: he stole a horse from ::. House, 

swapped it to a Negro for a fine mare, and stole the horse the 

same night from the freedman. Twelve butchers were fined fifty 

dollars each at court one day for failing to report marks and 

brands on cattle they slaughtered. From two to five years in 

the penitentiary was given for horse and cattle thievery, and 

the Telegraph felt that this was not enough for the crime of 

skinning-cattle, especially mulch cows. W. Hobuter was given 

two years in the penitentiary for failing to get bills of sale 

from the persons from whom he got his bbeves. Oftentimes to 

capture horse thieves, it was necessary to put some men on the 

trail which often led to adjacent or more distant counties." 

Other items stolen embraced a great variety of things none 

of which were greatly valuable and many robberies ended in 

failures, that is, the thief would rancact the house but not find 

anything to steal. Amounts of money stolen were small, usually 
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under one-hundred dollars, which indicated that the people 

either did not keep large amounts of money where it could 

be found or else that they did not have money. Articles of 

clothi_g, jewelry, and money were favorite items for thieves 

or if a store of some Und was being robbed and the safe did not 

contain much money, then various items about the store might 

be carried off. One man in January of 1869 managed to steal 

several six-shooters from various merchants, A pair of pants 

was taken from the hole of ono man but there was nothing in 

the pockets for the thief. Franklin's Dry Goods Store was 

entered by thieves who unsuccessfully tried to blow up the 

safe but nothing was taken; sev3val such attempts to blow 

up safes were made and failed. In one robbery only the clothes 

of a Negro woman were carried off. Tom Elsbury's grocery 

store was robbed of Goods of fifty dollars value on April 12, 

1869, the fourth time that he had been robbed in 1869. Other 

things stolen included half a barrel of flour, Groceries, 

gold watches, merschaum pipes, gold pencils, a boat and oars, 

firewood, and even shrubs and flowering bushes. The penalties 

were about the same as in the case of cattle stealing; that is, 

from two to five years in the penitentiary. One man, Martin 

Lacasio, was given two years for stealing a pair of gold 

sleeve buttons while sitting up with the dead body of a man. 

A watch,:.an, named Jack White, was employed by several merchants 

toprotect them from thieves during the niEht.47 

Probably the robbery in which the greatest amount was 

stolen was the robbery of the Hutchins House on November 29, 
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1871; five-hundred dollars and other valuables were taken. 

John Connor, the hotel waiter, F.W. Parish and J.L. White were 

convicted for the robbery and each was given five years in 

the penitentiary except for White who escaped from the jail 

while waiting to be tried.48  

Civil cases were not reported in such detail as the crim-

inal but from the information givX, suits for debt, divorce, 

and questions involving land ownership were common. Many of 

the cases had been pending or the violation had occurred be-

fore the Civil War. The number of divorces was not large al-

though it appeared to be increasing all of the time. The 

various railroad companies were defendants in many suits and 

usually the plaintiffs won their cases; John Merkell was given 

two-thousand dollars in damages by the Central Railroad for 

damage to his property sustained by railroad track running 

over his land. W. Holeran failed to collect damages from the 

New Orleans Railroad for loss of his leg when he fell off the 

train accidentally. Yrs. M.  J. Whitehead was given t2,500 

and (1,500 was awarded to each of her three children for in-

juries received by her husband while working on the Central 

Railroad. In one case T.W. House was sued by Fedor Soda for 

freight on cotton shipped by Soda for House to Brownsville in 

1863. When the cotton arrived in Brownsville, the consignees 

of the shipment had left since Federal troops held the city 

and Soda was compelled to turn the cotton over to Federal 

troops. House had refused to pay Soda but the court ruled 

in favor of Soda, and House had to pay the full amount de-

manded.49 
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One of the most unusual and shocking cases to arise in 

Houston was that of Ray Phillips who had married Edwina 

Shearn of a respected Houston family. Ray was from the North 

and Edwina found that he had previously been married under 

the name of Frank RashleiGh with no record of a divorce. 

He had pretended to be drowned in the rississippi River and 

left a letter accusing his wife of infidelity and other lies. 

While married to lass Shearn, Ray had disposed of some of 

her property from which he kept the proceeds. It was found 

that he had embezzled nearly one-thousand dollars from an 

earlier employer who knew him as Rashleigh, had been married 

at least four times, and had had mistresses without number. 

Ho was charged in the criminal court with bigamy in his mar-

riage to Edwina, Ray claimed that he had been divorced from 

his wife previous to Edwina, but the records were destroyed 

In the Chicago Fire of 1871. Ho was given two years in the 

penitentiary.5° 

There were several city ordinances that either the people 

were especially fond of violating or the police were quite 

fond of enforcing. This enforcement might not be consistently 

done all of the time but when the nuisance got very obnoxious 

public opinion would be brought to bear on the law enforcers 

and there would be a big campaign to capture stray dogs with 

no licenses or fine people for throwing trash in the gutters. 

The statements concerning the number of dogs in Houston varied 

but in any case, the sum must have been staggering in propor-

tion to the population. "There arc something less than four 
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thousand good for nothing, yelping curs about the city which 

pay no tax and need sausaces."51  "There are at least 10,000 

dogs in Houston, on which there is a tax of $3 each, unpaid. "52  

Quite often a campaign would be launched to put in the city 

lock-up all unlicensed dogs and kill those whose owners re-

fused to pay a fine to reclaim and license them. The method 

used to capture these dogs in view of the limited police 

force, was to pay anyone who presented an unlicensed dog at 

the lock-up with amounts that ranged from fifty cents to 

twenty-five cents for each dog. Negro boys especially en-

gaged in this kind of work and co AA be seen running through 

the streets with lassos, their victims some helpless cur. Not 

only did the dogs create a nuisance by their barking but many 

people were bitten by vicious dogs. No cases of hydrophobia 

were reported but in this as in the matter of yellow fever 

and health, Houston just appeared to be lucky for as the papers 

mentioned, if a dog with rabies ever appeared, the people 

would have a fine time. Many of the dogs were so savage that 

the Times on December 15, 18690  reported that "anyone walking 

along the streets, particularly at night, is liable to be 

attacked by the fierce curs that infest the city."53  However, 

this nuisance continued unabated, the people persistently re-

fused to buy licenses for the dogs, and the Negroes were es-

pecially guilty, as their often old, mangy curs were not worth 

In addition to dogs, Houstonians frequently let goats and 

hogs run loose in the streets which was unlawful as stated in 
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the city ordinances. Again as in the case of dogs, Negro 

boys employed theziselves in rounding up the strays for which 

they were paid a foe. Such goats and hogs captured were sold 

at public auction where the owner could attend and redeem his 

property by paying any fines attached. The sad part of the 

picture was the method of capturing loose animals, for the 

boys, who were trying to make money, would go far out into 

the suburbs of Houston and round up herds of Coats whose 

owners would then have to pay fines before they could be 

reclaimed , whereas the intention of the law was only to cap-

ture such strays who were creating a nuisance in the business 

portion of town.55  

Other types of ordinances that were often violated were 

the speed regulations of Houston. One would not think that 

these would be needed in the days of the ox-cart and horses 

but they were, for fast-riding on a horse would not only en-

danger pedestrians but this speed over the type bridges the 

city had was injurious to the bridges or to anyone meeting 

the horse on the narrow bridges. Thus it was against the law 

to ride over any bridge faster than a walk or through any city 

street faster than a walk, slow trot, or pace. Those ordi-

nances were enforced fairly consistently and no accidents 

wero ever reported as having been the result of speeders.56  

Persons were frequently arrested for committing various 

acts in contravention of market rules. The hours of 4 a.m. 

to 9 a.m. were market hours during which fresh meat, vegetables, 

butter, eggs, and cheese could be sold only in the market. 
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There were several violations of this ordinance in many cases 

by persons from outside of Houston who did not know the market 

rules. It was also unlawful to sleep or lie in the market and 

violation of this rule was very frequent, vagrants and drunks 

making the market their headquarters at night.°  

Two bills passed by the State Legislature that threw much 

consternation into the hearts of Houstonians were the ordinances 

establishing the state militia and the state police forces and 

giving the governor the right to proclaim martial law, which 

were passed in the spring of 1870. Governor E.J. Davis re-

quested these acts in his inaugural address and a Radical 

legislature set about to fulfill his request. The militia 

was organized and divided into two classes: the state Guard, 

composed of volunteers, and the reserve military which in-

cluded all persons liable to service not enrolled in the state 

guard. All men between the ages of eighteen and forty-five 

were eligible for militia (10,y. The governor was in control 

of the militia and he could call any part of it out as he 

judged necessary. The idea behind the state police force was 

to establish a police system that would include the whole 

state under one head; the local law enforcement officers were 

a part of it and subject to orders from the chief of the state 

police. The object of those acts was to suppress crime and 

lawlessness in Texas, but the Conservatives and Democrats felt 

that it would merely be a tool in the hands of the Radicals 

which could be used very effectively during elections. l!uch 

of the worry of Houstonians was unfounded, however, for the 
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state police or militia were never used extensively here 

and theirpresence in Houston served to check the lawless.58  

Several companies of state militia wore organized in 

Houston and the newspapers urged men to join to keep their 

control from passing into the wrong hands. 

As we predicted, the State Guards are being largely 
made up of colored men and our people must be fore-
bearing and even enduring, and also isctive in their 
influence to prevent trouble. If let alone by bad white 
men there is no fear that these colored Guards will make 
trouble, but there is fear that designing white men 
will make occasions to stir it up.50  

The state militia never assumed much importance in Harris 

County and was not very active or large. During the yellow 

fever scare in the fall of 1870, the militia helped carry 

out the quarantine and a detachment of Negro militia men were 

stationed at Harrisburg to prevent persons or articles from 

Galveston entering Houston. The elections went off quite 

peacefully with no disturbances requiring the militia.°  

The state police swooped down on Houston several times 

to arrest criminals, assist Houston police, and close up 

disorderly houses. The newspapers condemned the system as 

being unconstitutional and creating a disrespect for local 

law enforcers. Nevertheless the system continued in use. 

Houstonians did not have very much to fear from the system 

because conditions were more orderly and peaceful here and 

Radical control had not been seriously challanged in the 

elections. During the electiDns of 1872 excitement was caused 

in Houston by rumors that arms were being stored by the Ne-

groes in a Houston Negro bar-room. However it was fourd that 
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these arms belonged to a Negro military company of Houston 

and had nothing to do with the election. The state police in 

August 1870, arrested a Negro drayman, Charles Scott, of Hous-

ton who was suspected of murder; on December 12, 1870, Captain 

M'Nolly, Commander of the state police, descended on various 

gambling establishments on !ain Street and elsewhere and, ar-

rested a number of people who were fined; such things in- 

dicated the extent of state police meddling in Houston affairs, 

and the triviality of the circumstances proved that HoustoWs 

law and order problem was not so huge as that of many other 

Southern cities. The stabbing of Lieutenant A.C. Hill of the 

state police i!ay 17, 1871, as he was trying to stop a fight 

on the street in front of the Hutchins' House did not lead to 

any reprisals and his assailant was not captured. Thus the 

state military system only indirectly bothered Houstonians, 

although it remained as a potential weapon in the hands of 

a Radical governor which could be put into action at any time.61  

The Bayou City's law enforcement and crime problem ap-

peared to be quite large if the total number of ca :: es for these 

years was studied apart from any other consideration. There 

we=re quite a few fights, both serious and inconsequential; 

persons were shot at by unseen assailants; mon were dissolute 

and spent a large part of their time in saloons, drinking, 

gambling, and cursing; robberies were numerous, and men were 

murdered, their assassins slipping off in the darkness of the 

night never to be discovered. However, this was only one side 

of the picture and not the most important. Problems of civic 
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improvement, balls, education, religion, politics, and tem-

perance occupied the thoughts of the majority of Houston's 

citizens and not the means of reforming criminals. 71uch of 

the violation of the law was evidently perpetrated by roving 

bands of lawless men who were taking advantage of the dis-

organized conditions or by the Negroes who felt that this was 

the correct way to prove their freedom. The cases of persons 

charged with being drunk and disorderly or minor violations 

of the peace ordinances of the city were far more numerous 

than any other crime committed. In fact most of the law 

violations were of the minor, petty nature and far outnumbered 

the crimes of murder, stabbings, and theft of valuable items. 

The fact that martial law and an extensive use of the state 

militia and police were never called for in Houston, proved 

that here the problem of the lawless was not very difficult; 

elections which served to test the state of a community were 

always carried on peacefully with no rioting. Thus Houston 

was able to turn her attention to other things than the mere 

protection of life and property or survival. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER SEVEN 

1. Telegraph,  Oct, 14, 18690 p.5. The report of a.day such 
as Sunday. ect. 12, 1869, v;c very unusual: a fight occurred 
between several Houstonmerej.ants in which some pistol shots 
were fired; some colored women bad a fight caused by the 
jealousy of one of them l• Since the other two were interested 
in her husband; Paul Schwander shot and killed himself by the 
careless handling of his pistol; a shooting match occurred 
and one Ern was shot through the hand; and the watchman at 
the Hutchins House took a dose of strychnine end died. 

2. Telegp!ph,  Feb. 9, 1869, p.3. See also the TeleAuaph,  April 
9, 1869, p,5; April 21, 1869, p.3; Aug. 20, 1869, p.5; Oct. 
DO, 18691  p.5 (cases at the recorder's court of chronic of-
fenders) for additional remarks on the peacefulness of 
Houston; the Telegraph,  April 28, 1870, p.5 reported that 
negroes were not going to court so often, Dec. 5, 1869, p.5 
that it was even peaceful during registration and voting, and 
Oct. 27, 1870, p.5 that there was no business before the re-
corder the day before ("We hope the morals of the city are 
steadily improving, that bad whiskey is below-par, and that 
loafers will. cease to mistake the streets and market stalls 
for bed-rooms. We hope the 'bottom rails' will forget to 
quarrel and fight on Sunday nights, and hereafter conduct 
themselves as.qop rails' ought to do now they've got on top."). 

3. Telegraph,  Aug. 12, 1869, p.3. 

4. Telepiraph,  June 2, 1872, p .5. 

5. Dr. S. 0. Young, True Stories  of Cid Houston  and Houstonians  
(Galveston, 1913), p.46, Dr. Young said about Capt. M.S. Davis, 
the City Marshal or Chief of Police until the middle of 1870 
and a Radical appointee, #113 was a former army officer and a 
fair man, so he soon made friends with the people and never 
had serious trouble during his tenure of office." 

6. Telezraph,  April 21, 1869, p.3; See the Telzrp.ph,  pug. 26, 
1669, p.8, for further remarks on juvenile crime. The Times, 
June 25, 1869, p,3, does not have such a sympathetic attitude 
to juvenile offenders but was glad to hear of one of them being 
fined $5 for breaking a window wilfully, the Times believed 
that fines and punishment would put an end to such crimes. 

7. Telwaph,  Sept. 1, 1869, p.5 (Dedrick) 
(4 boys); March 1, 1871, p.5 (boys); March 
for house of correction for boys); March 4 
April 21, 1871, p.5 (boys); April 22, 1871 
p.5 (arson case). 

Feb. 3, 1871, p.5 
3, 1871, p.5 (need 
1871, p.5 (boys); 
p,5, May 17, 1871, 

8. Telegragil,  June 2, 1869, p.3; June 4, 1869, p.3'. 
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9. Telegraph, April 15, 1869, p.5. See also the Telegraph, 
March 25, 1870, p.3 which reported that there were not 
enough policemen to patrol one-half of one ward. 

10. Site of the force: Telegraph, 
and 2 day police), Jan. 12, 1872*  
(9 policemen); March 8, 1869, p.5 

July 31, 1869, p.3 (4 night, 
p.5; March 6, 1869, p.3 
(8 policemen). 

11, Detectives: Telegraph, Feb. 11, 1871, p.5. The TeleAraph, 
April 27, 1871, p.5 reported that Major De Gaultie had opened 
a private detective agency with two a.ssistants. 

12. Increase in size of the police force: Telegraph, Sept. 8, 
1872, p.5; Dec. 8, 1872, p.8; Dec, 11, 1872, p.5. 

15. Benafield case: Telegraill, June 1, 1872, pa; June 2, 
1872, p.5, June 4, 1872, p.8; June 8, 1872, p.5; June 9, 
1872, p.5. 

14. Telegraph, Dec..31, 1872, p.5. For other details on the 
county jail see B. H. Carroll, A Standard History of Houston, 
Texas (Knoxville, Tennessee, 1912), pe394. 

15, Telegraph, July 3, 1870, p.3 (grand Jury recommendations); 
Dec. 16, 1869, p.5 (bedding :duty of county commissionerP 
court); April 17, 1870, p.5 (improvements to the county jail); 
June 20, 1872, p.5 (new county jail); Feb. 3$  1872, p.5 (new 
city jail); Feb. 10, 1872, p.5 (new city jail). 

16, Numbe.r of prisoners in jail : Telegraph, April 27, 1872, 
p.5 (15 prisoners in the county jail); Lug. 25, 1872, p.1 
(22 prisoners in the cctmty jail); Feb. 4, 1871, p.5 (12 
inmates); April 14 , 1871;  1315 (17 inmates in the county 
jilL1);(Times, June 29, 1870, p.3 (white woman and Negro man 
in the same cell), 

17, Comments on the need to put prisoners to work: Telegraph, 
Feb. 26, 1869, p.3 ("It is necessary that the city should 
provide a ray for the employment of city criminals."); Jan.. 
27, 1870, p.5; Oct. 13, 1870, p.3; May 20, 1871, p.5. 

18. Times,Jaly 27, 1869, p.3, In the same issue the Times 
again pointed out the need for a new jail: w&e have on more 
than one occasion called the attention of the city authorities 
to the insecure condition of the city jail." "A jail that can 
be broken with a broomstick is certainly not worthy of the 
name." 

19. Times, Aug. 7, 1869, p.3 (plank removed); March 23, 1870, 
p.3 Tegaulte matter); Telegraph, April 26, 1870, p.5 (DeGaulte 
matter); May 10, 1870, p.5 (Jake Johnson); June 28, 1870, p.5 
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(Jake Johnson); Aug. 21, 1870, p.5 (plank removed from side), 
April 23, 1871, p.5 (John Jackson); June 20, 1871, p.8 (John 
Jackson); 'hay 25, 1871, p.8 (John Jackson); July 26, 1871, 
p.5 (John Jackson).' ether jail breaks are described in the 
Telez,raph, Oct. 31, 1871, p.5 (climbc4 over tall of jail yard 
but were captured), Dec. 21, 1871, p.5 (tore off the weather-
boarding); Nov. 30, 137k, p.5 (hatchet used in an unsuccessful. 
attempt). 

20. Houston City Dittskyi al 1867-68 p.109 (list of city 
courts); Iamull, June 22, 1870, p.5 (bills returned by the 
grand jury); Oct. 18, 1870, p.3 (jurisdiction of the criminal 
court). 

21. Teleg,raph, Oct. 22, 1870, p.4 (grand jury system); March 
5, 1872, p.4 (constitution's provisions for jurors); May 2, 
1869, p.2 ("The disposition to shirk jury duty on the part 
of many citizens all over the State; is the greatest cause 
of the failure oftentimes to enforce the law. H) ; May 11, 

p.3 (district court Juries); Times, April 28,-1870, 
p:2 (corrupt jurtes, decent white men would not sit on them); 

22, Telegaph, Jan. 4 , 1872, p.3 (Jackson case); Times, 
March 8, 1870, p:3 (Anna Kean case) 

23. Cases of drunks can be found in almost any newspaper; 
see especially the Telegraph, Jan, 14, 1869i p:3 (wife beating); 
March 21, 18691  p.5; April 15, 1869, p.5; July 2, 1869, p.3, 
Nov. 25, 1869, p.5 (Sebastian case); Nov. 28, 1869, p:5 (Sebastian 
case). Times, Feb. 16, 1869, p.3; March 6, 1869, p.3 (wife 
beatings.). 

24, Telegraph, tpril 22, 1870, p;5; April 308 .18701  p:5. 

25. Telegraph, July 7, 18691  p.3 (fight in the Bismarck 
saloon)• Oct. 8, 1869, p.5 (Burnett affair); Oct. 9 1  1869, 
p*5 (Burnett) ; Oct, 23, 1869, p.5 (Burnett); Sept. 26, 1871, 
p.5 (Hollingsworth); Sept 271  1871, p.5 (Hollingsworth); 
Times, Sept. 14, 1869, p.3 (man shot in the hand). 

26. Dr. 5, C. Young, True Stories ofOld Houston and Hous-
tonians (Galveston, 1913), p,154. See also the Telemph, 
rune 23, 1870, p.5: "The Grand Jury seems bent on bringing 
gamesters to taw, having indicted some eight or nine, among 
whom are one or two of the first names of the city....Four 
of the 'gaming' cases were duly tried. Each of the four 
accused of handling the 'papers' plead guilty, Thereupon the 
jury assessed a fine of 1110 and costs on each, 

27. Times, July 1, 1870, p.3 (men for playing cards for money 
were fined 0.5 and - costs each.); Telegraph, Dec. 14, 1870, 
p.5 (state police raid gambling houses). 

A 
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28, Fines for selling liquor without a license: Teleunph, 
March 4#  1869, p.3 (J. Brown); June 23, 1869, p.3; Oct. 231  
1869, p.5; Dec. 30, 1869, p.5; Jan, 1, 1870, p.5. 

29. alam102, Aug. 15, 1871, p.8. 

W. Telegraph, July 22, 1870, p.5. 

31. Cases of enforcement of laws against carrying weapons: 
Telgraph, March 5, 1869, p.3; June 1, 1869, p,3; Nov, 20, 
1869, p.5; Jan. 4, 1870, p,5; Feb. 16, 1870, p.5; March 27, 
1870, p.5; April 9, 1870, p.5; April 19, 1870, p;5; June 7, 
1870, p.5; Sept. 3, 1870, p,5; Jan. 251  1871, p.5; Lpril 4, 
1871, p.5; May 2, 1871, p.5, Finzs for carrying concealed 
weapons or discharging firearms in the city were small, 
varying from :15 to $10 and costs. 

32. Fighting and shooting sprees: Telegraph, Nov, 7, 1871, 
p,5; March 26, 1872, p.5 (Enterprise Hotel shooting). 

33. Fighting, assaults, peace breakers: Telegraph, March 3, 
1869, p.3; March 28, 1869, p.5; April 17, 1869, p.5; May 28, 
1869, p.3; Times, July 16, 1869, p.3. Gilmore-Dickinson case: 
Telegraph, July 27, 1869, p.5; July 28, 1869, p.5. Read the 
newspapers passim, as these cases .are frequent and see especially 
the Telegraph, Aug. 3, 1869, p.5; Sept. 8, 1869, p.5; April 9, 
1870, p.5; July 6, 1870, p.5; June 14, 1871, p.5; July 25, 
1871, p.8. 

34. Telegraph, Nov. 19, 1872, p.5; Jan. 61  1870, p.5 (Mexican); 
See the Telesruh, June 20, 18711  p.5 end June 23, 1871, p.11  
for the case of Peter Ryan who was jailed for stabbing J. 
O'Brion in a saloon brawl which resulted from a quarrel in 
a gambling game, The TelgTaph, Sept, 5, 1871, p.51  reported 
that Fritz Scheron while drunk became involved in an argument 
with his mother-in-law and shot her, The Telegraph, March 21, 
1872, p.5, reported that Elizabeth Hart was dismissed from 
the charge of assault with deadly weapons with the intention 
of killing Henry Lyons who came to her home and threatened 
to kill her while he was drunk so that she shot him‘ The 
Telegraph, Jan. 23, 1869, p.31  reported that Dr, Hartridge's 
house was shot at several times by unknown assailants and 
for unknown reasons. The Telwaph, Oct. 8, 1872, 2151_re-
ported that Thomas Manning was shot end hit three tImew'- by 
an unknown person as hews crossing the iron Bridge. x6r 
other information on assault cases see the TeleAraph, June 
16, 1870, p.5; April 21, 1871, p.5; Aug, 13, 1871, p.5; Nov. 
17, 1871, p.5; Nov. 184 1871, p.5; Dec. 5, 1871, p.5; Dec. 
28, 1872, p.5. 

35. Rape cases: Wessner case: TeleAraph, April 100  1.869, p,5; 
April 29, 1869, p,3; May 1, 1869, p.3; Times, April 10, 1869 , 
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P.3; April 11, 1869, p.3; April 301  1869, p.3. Neal case: 
Telegraph, Sept, 1, 1870, D,5# 

36s  Tracy-Kinney affair: Times, Feb, 14, 1869, pp.1-2; Feb. 
16, 1869, p.2; Feb. 17, 18691  pp.2-3; Feb. 18, 1869, p.1; 
Oct. 29, 1869, p.2; Nov. 3, 1869, p.3; Nov, 4, 1869, p.3; 
Telep.roph, Nov. 3, 1869, p.5; Nov. 4, 1869, p.5. 

37. Lockhart murder: Telegrriph, Sept. 24, 1869, p.5; Sept, 
25, 1869, p.5 (description of Thomas Lockhart); Oct. 16, 
1869, p.5; Oct, 23, 1869, p.5. 

38, McKie-Graf ton case: Teley;reph, Feb. 5, 1870, p.5, Feb. 
25, 1870, p.5. 

39# Loveland murder: altEmh, Dec. 2, 1869, p.5; Dec. 7, 
1869, p.4; Feb. 18, 1870, p.5; Feb, 20, 1870, p.5; March 1, 
1870, p.5; March 4, 1870, p.5; March 6, 1870, p.5; March 18, 
1870, p.5; March 19, 1870, p.5; April 22, 1870, p.5; April 
23, 18701  p.5; April 24, 1870, p.5, June 8, 1870, p.5; June 
25, 1870, p.5; Houston Veeklx Telegraph, Aug. 11, 1870, p.11. 
Jake finally confessed that he had murdered Loveland but said 
that he'had divided the money with Jules Mitchell and Dock 

40, Unsolved murders: Telegraph, Dec. 22, 18701  p,5 (Abbott); 
Feb. 9, 1871, p.5 (Kibben) ; July 11, 1871, p.5 (list of un-
solved murders); Aug. 30, 1872, p.1 (George); Sept. 12, 1872, 
p.5 (man in Bayou); Nov. 14, 1872, p45; Foy. 17, 1872, p.5; 
Houston Ileeklx121ftemell, May 18, 1871$  pal (George), 

41. Franks murder: TelefTaph, June 15, 1871, p.5; June 20, 
1871, p.8; June 22, 1871, p.5; June 23, 1871, p.5; June 29, 
1871, p.5; June 30, 1871, p.5;.1011ct. 28, 1871, p.5; Jan. 4, 
1872, p.5; Jan. 5, 1872, p.5, 

42. Riddell murder: Telegraph , May 24, 1872, p.8; June 28, 
1872, p.5. 

43. Burns murder: Telegmh, June 16, 1872, p,5; Aug. 30, 
1872, p.1. 

44. Telegrpph, June 28, 1872, p#5. 

45. Reports of gangs of thieves In torn: Telegraph, Sept. 
25, 1870, p.5; Jan. 21, 1871, p.5; March E9, 1871, p.5; Jan, 
31, 1872, p.5, April 17, 1872, p.5; Dec. 6, 1872, p.5; Dec. 
22, 1872, p#16 

46. Horse and cattle theft: Telegraph, Jan. 13, 1869, p,3; 
Jan. 14, 1869, p.3; Jan. 16, 1869, p.3; Jan. 24, 1869, p.2; 
Feb. 6, 1869, p.3, Feb. 23, 1869, p.3, March 17, 1869, p.5; 
April 22, 1869, p.3, April 24, 1869, p.3; June 6$  1869, p12; 
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July 1, 1869, p.3; July 2, 1869, p.3; July 27, 1869, p.5; 
Sept. 8, 1869, p.5; Oct. a), 1869, p.4; Oct. 21, 1869, p.5; 
Oct. 24, 1869, p.5; Jan. 27, 1671, p.5; March 29, 1871, p.5. 

47. Robberies: TelefTnph, Jan. E81  1869, p.3 (guns); Feb, 2, 
1859, p.3 (pants); 'kelp. 28, 1869, p.3 (Franklin's store robbed) 
March 7, 1869, p.3; April 6, 1869, p:5; April 10, 1869, p.5; 
April 17, 1869, p.5, April 24, 1869, p.3; April 25, 1869, p.3 
(ncasio), May 2, 1869, p.3; May 29, 1869, p.3; June r4, 1869, 
p.3; June Y61  1869, p.3; July 71. 1869, p.3; Sept. 5, 1869, 
p.5; Nov. 12, 1869, p.5; Dec. 11, 1869, p.5; Dec. 24, 1869, 
p.5; Dec. 28, 1869, p.3; Jan. 5, 1870, p.3; March 9, 1870, 
p.5; March 11, 1870, p.5; Aug, 21, 1870, p.5; Yey 7, 1871, 
p.5; July 25, 1871, p.8, May 10, 18701  p.5; Dec. 5, 18711p.8; 
Jan. 28, 1872, p.5; Feb. 14, 1872, p.5; April'9, 1872, p.4; 
lug. 3, 1872, p.5, Dec. 5, 1872, p.5, See also the Times, 
April 15, 1869, p.3 (Elsbury) and the Houston ?.eekly Telegraph, 
May 5, 1870, p.9 (Jack White). 

48. Hutchins House robbery: Telegraph, Dec. 2, 1871, p.5; 
Dec. 27, 1871, p.8; Jan, 7, 1872, p.5; Feb. 23, 1872, p.5. 

49. District court cases: Telegraph, May 11, 1869, p.3 
(divorce); May 15, 1869, p.6 (ddivbrce and debt); nay 22, 
1869, p.3 (trespass); May 25, 18698. p.3 (Merkell case); 
Yu 26, 1869, p.3 (Heleren); ray 28,1.8691  p.3 (olAnership 
of land); May 30, 1869, p.3 (railroad case); April 10, 1869, 
p.5 (House-Soda case); Jane 13, 1869, p.3 (House-Soda case); 
liov, 10, 1870, p.5 (railroad case); Nov. 17, 1870, p.5 (land); 
Nov. 29, 1870, p.5 (divorce); Dec, a, 1870, p.5 (dtvorce); 
April 6, 1871, p.5 (V.hitehead ease); April 23, 1871, p.5 
(railroad); July' 28,  1871, p,5 (description of the usual cases 
in the district court); Dec. 12, 1871, p.5 (divorce); Ipril 
4, 1872, p.5 (land). 

50. Ray Phillips case: Telegraph, Nov. 29, 1871, p,5; Dec. 
16, 1871, p.5; Jan. 6, 1872, p.5, March 1, 1872, p.5; March 
51 .1872, p.5. Ray wrote to the paper on March 5, 1872, stating 
that he ras innocent and intended to prove this after ho 
served his term in prison. 

51. Teleisruh, May ?8, 18'39, p.3. 

52. Telegraph, July 27, 1869, p.5, 

53. Times, Dec. 15, 1869, p.3. 

54. Comments on the dog situation in Houston may be found in 
the followinz: aleamau, March 18, 1869, p.5; May 28, 1869, 
p23; July 31, 1869 1  p.5; July 61  1870, p.7; July 9, 18701  p.5; 
Aug. 3, 1870, p.5; Aug. 10, 1870, p.5; Times, July 271' 1869, 
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p.3; Dec. 15, 1869, p.3. See The.Charter and Revised Code_ 
of Ordinances of the arty, of noustm of 1874, p.34, Article 
102-107 for ordinances relating to dogs.(  

55, The Charter and Revised Code of Ordinances of the City, 
of Houston of 1874, p.22, Articles 56-57; see also for remarks 
on goats and pigs the Telegraph, larch 20, 1869,.p.5; 4111 
161  18691  p.5; April 17, 18691  145. Fines ranged from l to 

5 for persons allowing hogs, sows, and pigs to run loose in 
the street and '45 for each day's violation in the case of 
goats. 

56. Speed 
	 vololtigo 

 of 
= 5111=11; 2

d 
 r1Tgcles 

76-79, p.50, Articles 180-181; 121ftztatia, ICarch 28, 18'-39, p.5; 
June 22, 1869, p.3; June 30, 1869, p.3, Oct. 21, 1859, p.5; 
Jan. 28, 1870, p.5; Sept, 31 1870, p.5; Oct. 98  1870, p.3. A 
1:5 fine was assessed for riding over any bridge faster than 
a ualk for the first offense and 5O for each subsequent of-
fense. A fine of not less than l0 or more than 125 was as-
sessed for riding through any city street faster than a walk, 
slcw trot, or race. 

57. Violations of market laws: The Charter  and Revised Code 
1867, p.431  P.rticles 
Article 153; Telegraph, 
June 30, 18E9, p.3; 

May 8, 1870;  p.5; Oct. 
I 1:450 

58. Organization of the militia and state police: H.H. Bancroft, 
"History-of the North Mexican States and Texas", XVI, p.503, 
p,505; Times, May 25, 1870, p.2 (the militia and state rolice 
comprised a system of "tyranny and extortion" sanctionned by 
law); Telqgraph, July 13, 1870, p.8. 

59. 2219=1, Sept. 8, 1870, p.4, 

60. State militia companies formed in Houston: TeleEreph, Aug. 
17, 1870, p.5, Aug. 30, 1870, p.5; Sept. 3, 1870, p.5; Sept, 
6, 1870, p.5; Sept, 13, 1870, p,5; Sept. 23, 1870, p.5, Oct. 
12, 1870, p.3; Nov, 5, 1870, p.5; June 21, 1872, p.5; Aug. 4, 
1872, p.5. The use of the militia in the yellow fever crisis 
will be found in the Telegruh, Oct. 1, 1870, p.5; Oct. 4, 
1870, p.4. 

61. Operations of the state police: aeletIrcph, Sept. 
p.5; Sept. 10, 1870, p.5; Sept. 11, 1870, p.5, Feb. 
p.4, Feb. 16, 1871, p.4; Nov. 9 $  1871, p.4; Nov. 5, 
(arms stored), Aug, 26, 1870, p.5 (Scott arrested); 
1870, p.5 (gambling establishments raided); Mry 188  
(stabbing of Hill). 

9, 1870, 
9, 1871, 
1872, p.8 
Dec. 14, 
1872, p.1 

410.1.0,0.10. Olumomasmise,  

91 Ordinances of the City of 
141-144, p.44, Articles 148, 
April 25, 1869, p.3; June 22 
July 23, 1869, p.5; April 9, 
29, 1870, p.5; Oct. 29, 1872 

Houston of 
149, p.45, 
1  1869, p.3 
1870, p.5; 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE NEGROES 

The Negroes of Houston had social classes corresponding 

to the whites, except on a lower level; there was the higher 

type of Negro who attended church and educated his children 

and was peaceful and law-abiding and there was also the Negro 

who lived by stealing and who felt that his recently won free-

dom gave him license to do as he pleased. Apparently the 

latter class of Negroes were in the ascendant and so served to 

throw a shadow over the whole race. Those things about the 

freedmen that usually appeared in the newspapers were reports 

of their lawlessness and crime. Never did the Negroes act 

in such a way as to cause the whites to rise up against them; 

there were no race riots and the whites apparently tried to 

ignore the misbehavior of the Negroes as much as possible 

and endure what must have seemed an unnecessary evil until the 

Radicals could be unseated. 

The attitudes adopted by the Teleuaph and Times towards 

the Negro were quite different. The Telegraph, as shown 

earlier, felt that the Negro must be educated so that he 

could assume his new duties; it regarded him as not entirely 

responsible for his actions since ho did not know any better; 

emancipation was a great evil but an evil that would have to 

be endured. The Teltvraph tried to be very optimistic about 

the results of freeing the Negro just as it saw a bright side 
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to everything that concerned Houston. 

Years have passed since Mr. Lincoln was compelled by 
force of Northern fanaticism to make the happiest peas-
antry on earth the most miserable and forlorn people 
in existence, ...Since when, we note no change except 
for the worse. A race that were taught to labor and 
were contented, and contributed to the nation's wealth, 
are now their own masters and have learned to emulgAe 
only the vices of those whom they formerly served. 

The Telegraph followed up this discouraging picture by the 

statement that the North and South were drawing closer together 

and understanding each other for the first time so that a better 

day was coming; emancipation had actually helped the South. 

It is remarkable that the people of the South begin 
to realize the fact that the freedom of the Negroes 
will result in great benefit in the end. It took us 
sometime to see it, but it is coming forcibly home 
to all intelligent, reflecting minds. Now capital is 
unlocked, and instead of being invested in labor, it has 
been freed from this trammel and is free to seek more 
profitable investment. The world demanded the freedom 
of the slaves of the Bouthl. and the world will soon be 
compelled to pay us for them--yes, compelled to paz us 
for them two times over not at so much per head, butTn 
the TE-67easoiar& of our products and especially of 
our cotton. 

The Times on the other hand took a much darker view of 

the picture. All it could see was that political equality of 

the Negroes and whites would lead to social equality for "how 

can politicians use the NegrO without hobnobbing with him; 

without courting him?"3  The paper played this note over and 

over again and deliberately tried to keep relations between 

the two races from improving. 

Our freedom and civilization are threatened by a low, 
degraded race who are closely banded together for the 
accomplishment not of their purpose, but that of a vile 
white-faced and whitegara7ed men who lead them as so 
many cattle.' 
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The Times advised the white people to not employ the Negroes 

but let them go hungry so that soon they would have to turn 

from the villains who controlled their votes to the people 

who should really be the leaders of the South. The Telegraph, 

however, pointed out that all attempts to enforce social equal-

ity would fail for there was not even social equality among the 

whites as a class or the blacks as a class. Those who tried to 

impose social equality were mad, it declared. 

The ill-advised and irrational attempt (a bill pending in 
Congress to force social equality between the races, may 
close o r churches, schools, theatres, and hotels but it 
will miserably fail in its object.° 

/Since very little concerning the Negro was reported in the 

newspapers other than their criminal acts and appearance in court, 

the freedmen appeared to be a very lawless class; a fair picture 

of those among them who abided by the law and behaved them- 

selves was not drawn.? Fbr the first time the law courts were 

open to the Negro who could haul others into court or be him- 

self the victim of the summons, co the Negro brought all kinds 

of trivial complaints into court. A great majority of the die- 

putes were between Negroes. There were very few quarrels and 

fights among Negroes that involved the whites. In one of these 

a Negro cook complained to the recorder that a white lady who 

kept a boarding house had scolded her for delaying breakfast; 

it appeared that the cook had become very insolent at this so 

the case was dismissed; this indicated the trifling nature of 

many of the cases that ffegroes brought into court', largely 

because they did not understand their new position in society.6  

Negro women wore especially frequent parties in court. The 
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Telegraph felt that the courts should not even consider such 

suits in order to discourage the Negroes from presenting them. 

Negroes comprised the majority of persons attending the re-

corder's courtroom and their frivolous complaints delayed and 

hampered the necessary administration of justice. Any im. 

provement in this condition was quickly noticed by the newspapers. 

It is with sincere pleasure we notice a much weaker atten-
dance of freedmen and women before the Recorder's Court 
for a week or two past. It is evidence that they aro be-
coming more sensible, and have determined to settle their 
own little difficulties among themselves. There were very 
few of the troubles for which these people sought justice 
before the Recorder which could not have been amicably 
adjusted among themselves, but the idea that they could 
sue and be sued for imaginary or real injuries had its 
charm for them, and every day the Recorder's Court was 
filled with trifling complaints.7  

One of these insignificant complaints concerned a feud that had 

grown up between two neighboring families of freedmen over the 

ownership of a chicken; words and blows had been exchanged and 

the recorder advised them to cook the chicken and have a feast. 

A Negro woman was fined nine dollars for using abusive language 

to another Negro and his wife and hoeing up their melon and 

potato patches. A Negro woman was brought into court on a 

charge of attacking another Negro woman with a knife, upon 

investigation however, it was found that a quarrel over seventy-

five cents worth of wood claimed by one and refixed by the other 

was at the bottom of the whole thing and each woman was fined 

five dollars plus the costs of court. In December 1869 two 

Negro women were in court for quarreling about the possession 

of a husband; as a result one of them was final twenty dollars 

and five dollars in costs. A fight resulted when one Negro 
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woman accused another of stealing her chemise and tried to tear 

off the garment. These examples illustrate how insignificant 

were many of the quarrels Negroes paraded before the courts.8  

f Not all of the Negroes' misbehavior was so minor however. 

Crimes committed by freedmen followed the pattern of white 

lawbreaking and the proportions of the various kinds of crimes 

committed by each race wore about the same with perhaps a 

larger percentage of fighting and disorderly conduct among the 

Negroes while drunks were more common among the whites. Negro 

women appeared in court much more frequently than white women. 

Wife beating was more common among Negroes. Bill Jones was 

fined twelve dollars and costs for beating and biting his wife, 

while George Dixon was fined five dollars for a similiar offense 

on the same day. In another case Rosetta Jones appeared in 

court with an ugly gash on her forehead inflicted by her husband 

but it appeared she had assulted him first while both were 

drunk so the case was dismissed; in another similiar case both 

husband and wife were fined, the wife drawing the largest 

penalty. One Negro, Bob Kelly, beat his wife with a cypress 

shingle while drunk and told the recorder that she needed the 

beating. A Negro man was ordered to pay his wife three dollars 

a week for deserting her. A seventeen-year-old Negro boy knifed 

his stepfather for punishing him for some misbehavior.°  

Theft was a frequent crime committed by freedmen and the 

thing stolen was often of minor value. Articles of clothing, 

food, and small sums of money were among the items usually 

taken. Horse and cattle theft was among the more serious 
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robberies committed by the blacks, some of whom roamed around 

in bands performing their outrages. Quite often a crowd of 

men, both white and Negro, would be seen pursuing a darkey caught 

in some theft; in one such case, the fleeing Negro plunged.into 

Buffalo Bayou and drowned while trying to swim across. It ap- 

peared that Negro thieves were more* prone to' take somothinE of 

little value than whites, and this indicated their living con- 

ditions. Many of them did not have even the barest amount of 

food and clothing necessary to live .1Q 

There were several Negro horse and cattle thieves in Houston 

whose repeated appearances in court had made them quite well. 

known to Houstonians. One Of these was John Jackson who was 

mentioned in the preceding chapter. nrigfoot" or Tom Davis was 

another such character. He was continually being hauled into 

court for theft of one kind or another, especially chicken and 

goose stealing; he broke jail several times and apparently the 

law had a very difficult time trying to' make him serve a sentence.11  

One Negro, Tom Scott, had a very effective means of acquiring 

money. He called on several merchants and pretended to be rep- 

resenting Mr. J. H. B. House. He asked Mr. James Bute for a 

loan of the amount of express duo on a package for Mr. House at 

the express office; he purchased some items from Mr. Bute and 

had the bill sent to Mr. House and Mr. Dissen cashed a money 

order for him that he represented as signed by Mr. House. Dis- 

.covcry was not delayed very long, however, and Toni found himself 

in jail.12  

Some Negroes were experts at quarreling, fighting, cursing, 
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and disturbing the peace in general. The entering of other 

Negroes' homes unlawfully and creating a disturbance occurred 

several times. A Negro woman was charged with throwing bricks 

at the house of another Negro woman. A whiskey bottle shattered 

over her skull was the result to one Negro woman when her hus-

band and another freedman became involved'in a quarrel. The 

freedman, Jake Johnson, who later figured so prominently in the 

Loveland murder, was fined ten dollars and costs for calling 

Martha Smith, a nog Tess, ugly names. The Negroes were especially 

fond of creating a disturbance in or near Negro churches; at one 

of the churches a bunch of colored boys were in the habit of 

assembling each Sunday night and yelling and shouting. On 

December 11, 1870, the most serious of any such disturbance 

occurred when a Mexican entered a Negro church during the services 

and began to insult the preacher and congregation; two Negro 

policemen were cent to arrest him, one of them shooting and 

killing the Mexican who had tried to stab both of them. Rever-

end Norton, principal of Gregory Institute, was t.hreatened by 

William Little, a Negro: Norton had disciplined Little's son, 

a boy of fourteen years, and. Little became angry at this; Little 

was fined twenty-five dollars and costs for this breach of the 

peace. All of these violations of the peace and order of the 

city made Negroes the most numerous frequenters of the courts, 

a fact verified from various statements 'to thb effect made in 

the papers.13  

Several Negro fights led to stabbings but many were darkened 

by nothing more serious than black eyes. These fights usually 
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involved' only Negroes and quite often called for a more general 

brawl than among the whites; a fight between two white men did 

not frequently end in others joining in. The Times described 

a typical Negro fight': 

The 5th Ward was,' enlivened on Sunday last by a free fight 
among a lot of negro loafers who are in the habit of 
assembling in the vicinity of the hew Orleans depot for 
the purpose of gambling and drinking. In the melee one 
of the combatants was rather roughly handled, coming out 
with a battered head.," 

Assaults with fidts,, knives, and guns, or stabbings leading 

to murder were not uncommon among Negroes. Aaron Pure fire a 

darkey, was set upon and badly beaten by three other Negroes 

who accused him of iiiformi4g the sheriff of the whereabouts of 

an escaped *isonerq  Assatilts by Negro men on Negro women were 

also quite 9ommon, as were assaults by one Negro woman on another; 

no explanation of the term "assault" was made but it evidently 

meant an attack with one's hands, deadly weapons, or possibly 

rape in some cases. Most of these cases resulted in only small 

fines unless a deadly weapon was used when the charge would read 

"aggravated assault" or "assault with intent to murder," and the 

penalties would conci$t of fines or one-hundred dollars or more 

or several yeal;s in the penitentiary. One of the most notable 

Negro women, well-known because her pugilistic nature kept her 

before the recorder's court quite often, was Cora Lee. The 

usual charge against her was assault of one kind or another 

usually made onisome other Negro woman, or fighting and drunk. 

After one assault she was given a huge fine of seventy dollars 

to discourage her from breaking the law; failing to have this 

money she was sent to jail. One whole family of Negroes was 
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involved in the court one day: Flora Coursey for simple assault 

on Caroline Wilkinson was fined five dollars and costs; Drew 

Silvers for assault and battery on John Coursey was fined five 

dollars and costs; John Coursey, Morret Coursey, and Flora 

Courcey for threatening to kill Alfred Wilkinson were each 

required to put up one hundred dollars to keep the peace one 

year.15 

A more serious assault was made by Haywood Oats who used 

an ax to chop up his opponent. One stabbing was the result of 

an alledted intimacy between a Negro preacher and another mant s 

wife, A Negro was stabbed quite seriously in ,Harrisburg when 

he interfered to stop a fight between two other Negroes on 

March 11, 1872. Two men, one white and ono black, stabbed a 

Negro, Washington Johnson, while robbing him and intended to 

throw him into the Bayou when he screamed and they left." 

Several fights resulted in murder. The bayou steamers 

were favorite places for fights among the Negroes since a 

large number of them were employed as deck hands and laborers 

of various sorts on the boats. A Negro working on a bayou 

steamer was pushed overboard by another Negro, Milton McCoy, in 

January of 1871 and drowned. Another murder occurred on Jan-

uary 23, 1871 when a Negro,C. Griffin, entered the home of 

a Negro named Allen and shot Allen, a crime for which he was 

given twenty years in the penitentiary. A Negro policeman 

named Kollar was killed on April 6, 1871; he and some other 

freedmen were playing a joke on another Negro policeman named 

Ruffling; Ruffling became angry and killed Kellar. Nelson 
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Walker, a freethian, had a quarrel with a Negro deputy con-

stable, Sam Byars and killed Sam; Walker saved the courts the 

trouble of convictinG him by attepting to escape while on the 

way to jail when he was shot. Henry Johnson was murdered March 

11, 1872 when struck over the head with a hoc by George nitfield• 

Henry was a brother of Jake Johnson whose thieving, murdering 

activities wore described in the preceding chapter; this family 

vas filled with trouble for in addition to these two brothers 

another one died in jail, and a fourth brother waL in 	pen- 

itentiary. On May 18, 1872, the body of a Negro who had been 

shot was found floating In Buffalo Bayou and remained one of 

the unsolved mysteries of which this period was so full. John 

Green and Anderson Gilden had a petty dispute which resulted 

in a stabbing on November 3, 1872, and Gilden was so seriously 

wounded that he died; a five-thousand dollar bond was assessed 

against Green. August 29, 1870, a Negro, Joseph Terry, was 

found murdered in his cell in the jail from a blow by a club 

in the hands of Edward Jenkins, another Negro. The two had 

been jailed for fighting each other. Just as in the c. se of 

white crimes, these offenses of a more serious nature began 

to inc ease in number in 1671 and 1872.17  

Cases of Negroes guilty of rape were uncommon. G.H. Hampton, 

a Negro, was given ten years in the penitentiary for the rape of 

a Negro girl. Jack Smith, a Negro, was sent to the Criminal 

Court for attempting to rape a white woman but these two cases 

apparently were the only ones attributed to Negroes.18 
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The juvenile problem among the NeLroes war. even greater 

than that of the whites. Quite a few young Negro boys were 

called into court for one reason or another. One boy was 

fined ten dollars for stealing several copper boxes belonging 

to the Central Railroad; he did not have this money so he was 

sent to jail. Another boy was fined five dollars for throwing 

bricks at a schoolhouse. A little white girl was assaulted by 

a Negro boy who went to jail for six days since he lacked the 

five dollars to pay his fine. A fight with beer bottles as 

weap)ns was engaged in by two little Negro boys, one of whom 

fractured the skull of the other. A Negro boy who was already 

a rcpeater before the recorder at ten or twelve years old was 

Colbert Crawford; he had been in court six or seven times for 

theft; one time he was sent to the criminal court who let him 

off because of his age. No steps were taken to reform these 

boys but they served their terms in jail and were turned loose 

to repeat the offense .19 

The Negroes and whites clashed quite a few times hut the 

troubles were always between individuals and at no time did 

their troubles cause riots or disputes in which other Negroes 

or whites participated. The relations between the two races 

were not either a friendliness or enmity; rather the conserv-

ative, Democratic Southerner either disregarded the Negro as 

much as possible or felt sorry for him and made efforts to 

educate him in schools and Sunday schools; however, for those 

Negroes who loafed, stole, and in other ways created a dis-

turbance, the feeling was usually one of disgust or revulsion, 
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though these sentiments wero not strong enough to cause the 

whites to take any drastic action against such Negroes. The 

Negroes themselves did not understand what their freedom meant 

and quite a few of them evidently felt that it 1:eant that they 

could do as they pleased, and lazy, good-for-nothing, thievish 

Negroes were the. results. 

One of the most disgusting, loathsome sights ever 
witnessed in a civilized community can be seen every 
day from 'twilight's dawn to dewey eve,' on our Market 
Square. We mean an indefinite number of negro men with 
a 'good sprinkle' of women collected in groups, cursing 
and indulging in all kind of ribaldry, but above all, 
discussing the affairs of the government. 

Now, who feeds them? True they are not dressed after 
Beau Brummel style, but somebody's larder Inust suffer. 
Now who raises the corn and wheat these vagabonds con-
cume....If the negro is 'the most intelligent race on 
earth,' considering his disadvantages then, we have 
only to add: They have the most unfortunate way of ex-
hibiting their intelligence of any race on earth." 

There was practically no mixing of whites and Negroes socially 

except by the low type of white man and Radicals who wanted the 

votes of the freedmen. Yost of the whites just avoided the 

Negroes and tried to disregard them as much as possible. 

Llany felt that the ,Negroes should return to farming and 

not congregate in such large numbers in the city where work 

was scarce; this suggestion was heeded in some cases for many 

city fle3roes went into the country to pick cotton and harvest 

other crops while many freedmen were regular farmers and owned 

their own farms.21  

Quite a few whites who had Negro servants or who worked 

with freedmen could not overcome the idea that Negroes wore an 

unintelligent people who should be treated as children. When 

one of these whites would undertake to disciplin,e the Negro by 
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a slap or spanking, he would be dragged into court and was 

usually fined in such an instance. The Insolence of the Negro 

no doubt called forth these attacks for the people were not 

accustomed to such behairior from darkies. The Times reported 

seeing a Negro yelling, screaming, and holding his head; a 

white man had blacked his eye becaute the Negro had told the 

white man that he lied. A woraan with a stand In the cLty mar-

ket beat a Negro for some remark thf:tt ho made to her and she 

was fined five dollars and costs. One Negro woman was fined 

ten dollars and costs for using "insulting and abusive" lan-

guage to a white lady. A white man who kicked a Negro was 

fined five dollars. Primus, a freedman, charged a white doctor 

with assaulting him with malicious intentions; evidently the 

jury who tried him felt that the doctor's attack was justified 

for the doctor was fined only one cent and costs. Several 

white people were fined for punishing their Necro employees; 

one man was lightened of ten dollars and costs for switching a 

Negro employee. A Negro who did not receive his pay as prompt- 

•ly as he wanted it, struck his white employer over the head 

with a piece of wood and then fled. One white man proved that 

he did not intend to put up with any foolishness on the part of 

Negroes; E. "organ hired a Negro named Jackson to do some plow-

Ins but when he found that his employee was not on the job, he 

went to his home; Jackson's son, Andrew, was there and Horgan 

began to curse him and Andrew returned the compliment at which 

Yorgan took a horsowhip to Andrew and the rest of the darkies 

who wore there and soon he had shrieking, yelling Negroes, 

running:in all directions; the court must have sympathized 
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with 'organ for his case was dismissed. 22  

A Negro named Slade Williams probably wished that he had 

kept silent after two white men, Joseph Earron and Neal Thomas, 

had finished carving him up. An argument, arose over a watch 

and the white men could not take Slade's talk and so stabbed 

and killed him. Barron and Thomas were sent to the crilainal 

court under large bonds. Thom ac was later acquitted but Barron 

was given  two years in the penitentiary. Negro, Tom Anderson, 

struck a white man named King over the head with a piece of 

wood; Ding died and Anderson was given five years in the pen-

itentiary.23 

The presence of Negroes at places fonfierly denied them, 

especially in the courtroom, was causing more association be-

tween whites and Negroes whether the whites wanted It or not. 

Reconstruction is going on in our city. Vie visited the. 
Court House yesterday, and saw some evidences of the 
new civilization.'Whites and blacks occupied the 

same seats ghost a -liably, and all drank water fron the 
same bucket, out of the same dipper, 'without distinction 
of race, color or previous condition of servitude; 124  

Not all such asLociation of freedmen and whites was unsouzht 

by the whites however. At the "Juneteenth" celOration in 

1809, several Ladicals, J.I.Long.  them Tracy, editor of the Union, 

attended and danced with or attepted to dance with the Negro 

women. The Times reported this: 

The white men (in skin) who are attempting to curry favor 
frog be re-,;roes by all sorts of means, do not always 
succeed, and sometimes receive very severe rebuke. At 
the ball given recently—the ball where so many black-
birds were bagged by the successful hunter Bearce white 
manj --we are informed by a gentleman of this city". 
that the irrepressible Tracy stepped up to a i color l d i  
lady, who was the most elegantly dressed in the party, 
and asked her to dance. Dinah, fanning herself non-
chalantly, looked at His Honor [Tracy was recorder then), 
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and answered him, 'Souse me, sah; I is no white man's 
woman.'25 

In addition to politicians, quite a few of the lowest type of 

white men frequented Negro gambling saloons and dance halls. 

Their presence there frequently resulted in fights and stabbings; 

this type of man could not peacefully get along with the Negroes 

whose women he wanted to have, and it was this class of white 

man that caused the most trouble between the two races.26  

Only one case of attempted marriage between the two races 

was recorded. A white girl, Sarah Kelly, gave birth to a mulatto 

child in January 1871. She secretly buried the child, which had 

died of congestion, but it was found; Joshua Sanders, a Negro, 

acknowledged that he was the father and asked for a license to 

marry Sarah which was issued, but Mr. Leonhardt of the county 

clerk's office asked him to give it up, alleciging that the girl 

was under sixteen years of age and that her parents or relatives 

must Give their consent for her to marry; the license was there-

upon revoked. No records were made of any actual marriages 

between the two races occurring.27  

The whites might have saloons or gambling halls that be-

came the scene of riotous, tumultous conduct at times but be-

side similiar Negro houses the disorder prevalent in the gather-

ing places of the whites was nothing at all. Large numbers of 

freedmen were charged with keeping disorderly houses in addi-

tion to those arrested for creating a disturbance of one kind 

or another in such places. In fact it seemed that the Negroes 

could not congregate in large numbers, especially where there 

was liquor and gambling, without having a row of some sort; 
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Negro balls almost always ended in fights. At a Negro ball 

in March 1869, someone passing on the street fired a shot into 

the room which struck a Negro woman in the wrist; at a ball in 

February 1860, a colored woman cut another woman in the face. 

By.February 1869, the Teleraph reported that the regular 

Wednesday and Saturday night dances of the Negroes, where much 

liquor was drunk, were always attended with quarrels.28  

The Times described in a sarcastic way, a Negro ball; 

although no mention was made of any commotion, the paper later 

reported that several Negroes were fined for creating a dis-

turbance there: 

Everything was lovely, and the goose hung high. The 
floor was elegantly covered by the sparkling sands of 
Buffalo Bayou, tastily Ctastefullyj intermingled with 
the darker hues of the mud shaken from the feet of the 
black knights and copper-colored maidens, who, costumed 
in the style of the sixteenth and ninety-ninth centuries, 
flitted to and fro beneath the kerosene lights, like 
so many Ku-Kiuxers on a raid. The strains of the classic 
cat-gut gushed ravishingly through the room, while an 
odor, far surpassing that swept from an orange grove, 
on the wings of a murmuring zephyr, filled the atmosphere 
and entranced the olfactories.49  

The ball referred to was a fancy dress ball. In giving such 

balls, as well as many other things that Negroes did, they 

revealed their imitation of the whites. Both races had May-

day picnics, both had processions through town, and both broke 

the same laws. In addition to the offenses already described, 

Negroes were fined for carrying concealed weapons, sleeping 

in the market, being drunk and disorderly, and gambling.30  

Freedmen's saloons and dance halls were continually reported 

to be disorderly, and appeals were made to the police to do 

something about these places, some of which were so riotous 
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that a woman would be afraid to walk past. The more degraded 

white men also frequented these places, as described, and only 

added to the confusion; the Telegraph, May 23, 1860, even re-

ported that a young white girl was fined for creating a dis- 

turbance at a Negro ball. One such Negro gambling house on 

Texas Avenue was known as the "Happy Hill"; the "Dew Drop" 

saloon on Congress Street and a den on Commerce were perhaps 

the ones most frequently complained of. The white lady who 

had a store at the corner of Congress and Austin Streets re-

lated that the Negroes living in the buildings near her store 

kept, people from coming to the store "by reason of indecent 

exposure of their persons and the loud and obscene language 

used. ""1  The gambling saloon at the corner of Congress and 

Austin Streets was raided January 5, 1870 and the owner, Peter 

Anderson, and one of his patrons were arrested and fined for 

playing cards for money in a public house and Peter also for 

keeping a disorderly house; Peter did not even have the money 

to pay his fin° of about forty dollars so he had to go to jail. 

On July 28, 1872 two-NeGroes zot into a fight at the "Dew Drop"; 

one used an empty bottle ac, a weapon and the other a dirk; each 

was so badly cut up that both died. In another Negro gambling 

house in September 1872, a Negro, Den Franklin" was cut from ear 

to ear by another Negro, Ed Allen, in a gambling quarrel. On 

March 17, 1870, a crowd of Negroes gathered in front of some 

Negro dens and made insulting remarks about the white ladies 

who were passing in costume to the Purim Masquerade Ball; even 

such an occurrence as this did not lead to any open conflict 
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between the two races.32  

James Smith was a white man who rented rooms from a Negro 

on Fannin Street between Preston and Prairie; these rooms were 

used for gambling by the' /11sroes. Several times people were 

arrested there but they never were convicted because some flaw 

in the charge or evidence was proved. On June 29, 1870 another 

raid was made and three men actually caught in the act of gam-

bling were each fined fifteen dollars and costs. The five or 

six other men arrested at this time and charged with disturbing 

the peace and the landlord with keeping a disorderly house, 

all managed to be discharged without fines. Not all gambling 

house keepers escaped without fines; in August 1870, Mary 

Douglas, a Ne4;ro woman, was fined one-hundred dollars for keep-

ing a disorderly house. Eighteen Negro women, who were fre-

quenters of these gambling and dance houses and evidently pros-

titutes, were arrested and fined eighteen dollars each on a 

vagrancy charge which they were unable to pay so they wore 

forced to go to jail.33  

The Negro house on Commerce Street was so disturbing that 

a special policeman was assigned to duty there exclusively. 

The Telegraph described this nuisance: 121-s49`) 
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Not Not infrequently in .our local items have we alluded to 
the negro grog and dance saloon on Commerce street, near 
the corner of Main street. Located in the very heart of 
the city, it is becoming a disgrace to the entire city, 
and strikes the stranger in our midst with disgust.... 
This disgusting den is nightly filled with nezro courtezans 
and the abandonned of all colors—the noise of the place 
being kept up very often till a late hour in the morn-
ings...The City Council are empowered by the city charter 
to suppress disorderly houses, and here is a case for 
their consideration.34 
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The Teleuaph reported that scarcely a day passed that some 

case originating in the "Dew Drop" did not come up in court.35  

"Happy Hollow" was a vicinity of town inhabited by Negroes. 

Each night people of both races congregated there for dancing, 

drinking, and gambling, and as a result many fights occurred. 

However, rowdyism was not only prevalent there at night for 

the residents of the Hollow were evidently the roughest Negroes 

and reports of -:.en and women being stabbed, axed, or in Some 

other way cut up were common.36  

June 19, the day in 1865 when Negroes were officially 

freed in Texas, was the special celebration day of the freedmen. 

A procession, picnic, speeches, and often a ball marked the day's 

festivities. As on every other kind of occasion when large 

numbers of Negroes gathered, the day was not always without 

its fight or disturbance of one sort or another, although 

usually such occurrences were not too serious and did not 

stand out too prominently among the day's activities. It 

was the "Juneteenth" celebration of 1869 at which Tracy tried 

to dance with the Negro girl as, described earlier; otherwise 

the Telegraph reported that "on this occasion the colored 

population behaved thei:.selves with marked decorum."37  The 

Teleraph encouraged these celebrations because it felt that 

ir the Negroes could have a good time among themselves, they 
• 

would be less desirous of mingling with the whites. A fight 

between two Negroes during the celebration in 1870 resulted 

in one of them being severely,, cut. The Telegraph estimated 

the crowd at the celebration of 1870 at 20,000(an exaggeration 
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doubtless), many of whom were from out of the city including 

a Negro band from Galveston; this band played for the dance at 

the courthouse which terminated the celebration. In 1871, the 

"Juneteenth" procession included the Draymen's Club,,Young 

Colored Men's Baseball Club of Houston, and the Benevolent 

Society which indicated various Negro organizations about 

which little mention was made elsewhere in the papers; a base-

ball tournament was one of the features of this year's cele-

bration. Another big day of festivities marked June 19, 1872 

and the Telegraph reported that the colored people certainly 

dressed fashionably judging from the dresses worn to the ball 

which concluded the celebration. The Negroes enjoyed fully 

this day of freedom.38 

Processions were engaged in by the Negroes on other than 

Emancipation Day. The Times noted a procession on ray 5, 

1869 of the young Negro men of the TABC who were in uniform 

of a blue shirt with white trimming, black pants and belt; 

they were very orderly but the Times did not know what the 

object of the parade was. The YMBC was the Young Men's Benevo-

lent Club, founded in 1867; they met once a week to debate 

and their surplus cash was devoted to charity; the club itself 

was not political. The procession of 1869 was evidently part 

of their anniversary celebration for a similiar occurrence 

took place at the same time in May 1870. The Negroes held a 

fair May 4, 1870 for benefit of this association, The Tele,nraph 

felt that this was one enterprise of the Negroes that should be 

encouragede39 
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The Negro Sunday schools and regular schools had their own 

May-day picnics each year. These were usually carried out with 

no unpleasantness. Largo crowds attended and these occasions 

were happy ones for all concerned. July 18, 1872 the Negroes 

of Harrisburg staged a big picnic attended by freedmen from 

Houston, Galveston, and other points; all the Negro "swells" 

were there with their ladies who were dressed in the height of 

fashion; the Radicals could not pass up such an opportunity 

for political speech making which formed part of the entertain. 

ment. ,Fairs held by Negroes proved to be quite successful ways 

of making money; one presented in December 1869 for benefit of 

the liuuro Methodist Church netted 0267.85 in specie and e35.65 

in currency. Concerts were given very infrequently by the freed-

men even though the Negroes were most fond of music and mention 

was made several times of bands of Negro serenaders and a Negro 

brass band.40 

The Negroes solicited subscriptions until they were able 

to purchase a park of their own in 1872. Previously their pie. 

nics and "Juneteenth" celebrations had been hold on various 

private grounds around town which were also used by the whites. 

The colored grounds were dedicated in July 1872 and were called 

Emancipation Park, a ten-acre tract of land, one-half mile east 

of the State Fair Park.41 

As has been seen, Houston's Negroes pursued what was con-

sidered the lower, more menial typo of occupations. Very few of 

them had much money and many old Negro women were forced to be-

come rag-pickers. 
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Houston as well as Paris, has rag pickers on the streets. 
Old crones, of the colored persuasion, may be seen poking 
along the sowers fishing up the old rags, the proceeds of 
which help to keep off starvation. In the better days of 
slavery these old wog 	were not reduced to such sad extremi- 
ties, but lived in comfortable circuRistances.. Rag picking 
is one of the blessings of freedom.44  

As pointed out earlier, the newspapers felt that the Negroes 

would certainly improve their lot if they would move into the 

country and become farmers. A convention of Negro farmers met 

in Houston December 28, 1870 with eleven counties represented; 

the main object of this convention was to "encourage the colored 

race to secure lands of their own as fast as they were able to 

pay for them, and to engage in the cultivation of the soil, in-

stead .of remaining about our towns and villages, and depending 
:.• 

.• 

upon the precarious means of support there t9 be obtained: 43  

Evidently this meeting must have had some effect for reports 

were made of Negro farmers coming into Houston to sell their 

produce or of Houston Negroes going into the country to pick 

cotton. Negro laborers held a convention in Houston August 3, 

1871 to elect delegates to send to the Southern Labor Conven-

tion.44 

Some of the old Negroes who had not been unduly changed 

by emancipation were still loved by Houstonians. One man, 

Amos Thompson, died in 1872. He was affectionately remembered 

as the old man who used to walk about the streets in the early 

morning yelling, "Wake, Mistis! wake!" The Telegraph predicted 

that "whilst he will ring his auction bell no more In Houston, 

he will 'wake' in the morning of the Resurrection, in the grand 

light of the Spirit World."45  Old Esther served with one Houstca 
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family for over fifty years, the war not affecting the attach-

ment between the family and her; when she died in 1870 her 

former masters were amor3.  her mourners." 

That the Negroes were superstitious was demonstrated by 

the fact that both of Houstoni s haunted houses were in parts 

of town inhabited by freedmen. Each house had the character-

istics of all haunted houses in the form of doors opening 

aff closing, footfalls, weird lights, and such unexplainable 

happenings. The Negroes were gullible too. Three freedmen 

wore on the train about to leave for Brenham; some ice was at 

the depot which had been sent to Brenham but after no one claimed 

it in. Brenham, it had been returned to Houston; several white men 

assured. the Negroes that this ice was frozen in Brenham because 

the weatlier- had been so cold there, whereupon the darkios refused 

to go to "dat col' country." Another freedman tried to pay for 

a large purchase in a Houston store with a Confederate one-hun-

dred dollar bill; a Negro friend of his in Harrisburg had made 

him think that it was a Greenback.47  

The picture of the darkies that the newspapers presented was 

one of general laziness, crime, and dissoluteness with hardly any 

steps taken to remedy the situation. Only along a religious and 

educational line was any progress made towards elevating the race 

and preparing them to face life in a hostile world. The whites 

wore evidently apathetic and those who clashed with the Negro 

were of the more dissolute type for whom decent white men did not 

feel called upon to avenge any injuries, The whole attitude of 

the whites apparently consisted of the idea that nothing could 

be done to control or discipline the Negroes until the Radicals 
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were thrown out because the Radicals would not take any steps 

against them as lone as Negro votes were needede Thus the 

Negroes were allowed to go their merry way on a path that was 

often one of crime and heartbreak for the whites as well as For 

the Negroes but beginnings were made to improve this highway, 

The rapidly growing city itself would later serve as a means to 

crowd out the prominence of the Negro and help control him. 
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NO1ES FOR CHLPTRR EIGHT 

1. Teleppirja, Jan. 9, 1869, p.3* 

2. TeleGraph, Nov. 27, 1869,.p.4., For an opposite vier to 
the TeleEreph, Nov. 27, 1869, see the Times, Jen. 6, 1870, 
p.2 which pointed out that emancipation uas not a blessing 
or the work of God unless God is considered as the "author 
of all evil;" the Negro 1703 good and happy and after eman-
cipation had-become dissolute and base. The Tires, Jan. 8, 
1870, p.3, reported that the worst result of the destruction 
of slavery was that f%vie are becoming Yare.dreeized." "V .e are 
learning to measure everything by the money standard." The 
Teleprn-oh, Feb. 5, 1869, p.2, reported that the North and 
South uere dralving together. 

3. Time Dec. 2, 1869, p.2, For other remarks on political 
and social equality see the Times, March 12, 1870, p .2. 

4. Times, Jan. 5, 1870, p.2. 

5. alSE002, May 31, 1870, p.8. 	Telerypph, Dec. 3, 1872, 
p .4 reported that the whites would never recognize social 
equality with the blacks. 

6. 1e .ins. 	Jan. 6, 1869, p.3 (cook accused white lady); 
Jan. I-3, 1869, p.3 (courts should not entertain trifling 
cases.). 

7. TeleATanh, June 5, 1869, p.3. 

8. Examples of trifling complaints: Tolegranh, April 1, 
1869, p.3; Ppril 2, 1869, p.3; May 23, 1869, p.3; Oct. 13, 
1869, p.U; Dec. 10, 1869, p.5; Times, July 9, 1870, p.3. 

9. lAfe beating: algauth, March 6, 1869, p.3, March 19, 
1869, p.5; April 1, 1869, p.5, April 14, 1869, p.5; April 
25, 1869, p.5, Oct. 71  18691  p.5; Jan. 4, 1870, p:5; July 
12, 1871, p.5; April 2, 15691  p.5 (desertion case); June 24, 
1869, p.3 (stepson case). 

10. Thefts: allmulk, Jan. 3, 1869, p.3 (20 end notebook); 
Feb, 23, 1869, p.3 (pants); Feb. 27, 1869, p.3 (drowning of 
thief); April 1, 1869, p.5 (Negro wvo-nan stole articles of 
ladies' clothing); April 6, 1369, P-4,5 (pair of shoes); April 
22, 3_869, p.3 (mule), May 12, 1809, p.3; July 7, 1869, p.3 
(horse); Sept, 5, 1369, p.5, Sept: 16, 1869, p.5 (ox), Nov. 
30, 1869, p.5 (rawr); Dec. 151  1859, p.5 (watch); Dec. 22, 
18E:9, p.1 (cattle); tpril 17, 1870, p.5 (cattle); April 21, 
2870, p.5 (cattle); June 10, 1870, p.5 (paftts); Oct. 18, 1871, 
p.5 (money); Lay 31, 1872, p.5 (money). Issac Bias was given 
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two years in the penitentiary for stealing cattle according 
to the Telegraph, June 29, 18691  p.3 and July 1, 1869, p.3.. 

11. Pigfoot: Telegraph, Aug. 12, 1869, p.5; April 3, 1870, 
p.5; April 20, 1870, p.5. 

12. Case of Tom Scott: Telegraph, Sept. 3, 1871, p.5; Sept. 
30, 1871, p.5. 

13, Disturbing the peace and fighting: Jan. 12, 1869$  p.3; 
Jan. 27, 1869, p.3; Feb. 3, 1869, p.3, March 4, 1869, p.3; 
March 23, 1869, p.5; April 6, 1869, p.5; May 11, 1869, p.3; 
May 25, 1869, p.3; June 22, 1869, p.3; July 27, 1869, p.5; 
Oct. 26, 1869, p.5; Nov. W I  1869, p.5; Dec. 2, 1869, p.5; 
Dec. 21, 1869, p.l; Feb. 25, 1870, p,5; Feb. 27, 1870, p.5; 
April 26, 18701  p.5; June 15, 1870, p.5, July 17, 1870, p.5; 
Aug, 20, 1870, p.5; Dec. 13, 1870, p.5; July 13, 1871, p.5; 
Aug. 29, 1871, p.5; Dec. 9 #  1871, p.5; March 13, 1872, p.5; 
June 2, 1872, p.5; June 41  1872, p.5; Oct. 27, 1872, 1)18. 
All of the preceding references are from the Telegraph. See 
also the Times, July 20, 1869, p.3; Dec. 4, 1869, p.3; July 
19, 1870, 13.3. 

14. Times, Nov, 30, 1869, p.3. 

15. Times,Jan. 3, 1869, p.3 (Purefire); Telegraph, Feb. 3, 
1869, p.3(assault); April 6, 1869, p.5 (assault); April 21, 
1869, p.3 (aggravated assault); May 4, 1869, p.3 (assault 
with intent to murder); May 25, 1869, p.3 (assault, stabbing); 
June 18, 1869, p.3 (Cora Lee); July 21, 1869, p.5 (Cora Lee); 
Sept. 4, 1869, p.5 (assault); Nov. 25, 1869, p,5 (Cora Lee); 
March 15, 1870, p.5 (choking, biting fight); April 23, 18701  
p.5 (aggravated assault); Oct. 12, 1870, p.5 (aggravated 
assault); Aug. 26, 1871, p.5 (Coursey family); Dec. 5, 1869, 
p.5 (a Negro resisted arrest and was shot in the knee as a 
result. Negroes frequently resisted arrest.). 

16. More serious assaults: Te e ra h, Aug. 17, 1869, p.5 
(Cats); Jan. 26, 1870, p.5 assault with intent to murder); 
March 4, 1870, p.5 (assault with intent to murder); Feb. 
22, 1871, p.5 (stabbing); July 14, 1871, p.5 (assault with 
intent to murder); March 13, 1872, p.5 (stabbing at Harris-
burg)* June 4, 1872, p.5 (stabbing); July 30, 1872, p.5 (two 
stabbings in one day)* Sept. 25, 1872, p.8 (stabbing); Sept. 
26, 1872, p.5 (stabbiAg). 

17. Murders: Telegraph, Jan. 20, 1871, p.5 (McCoy); Jan. 25, 
1871, p.5 (Griffin); Sept, 13, 1871, p.5 (Griffin); April 7, 
1871, p.5 (fling-Kellar); Dec. 27, 1871, p.8 (Walker); 
Dec. 28, 18711  p.5 (Walker); Jan. 21, 1872, p.5 (one Negro 
shot another); Jan. 11, 1872, p15 (Negro thrown off boat); 
March 13, 1872, p.5 (Johnson-Whitfield); June 30, 1872, p.5 
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(Johnson-thitrield); May 21, 1872, p.5 (Negro found in the 
Bayou) ; June 25, 1872, p.5 (murder in the suburbs); Nov. 5, 
1872, p.5 (Green-Gilden); Nov. 13, 1872, p.5 (Green-Gilden); 
The Terry-Jenkins murder will be found in the TeleRraph,o  
Aug. 30, 1870, p.5 and Sept, 3, 1870, p.5. 

18. Rape: Telegraph, May 8, 1869', p.3 (Hampton); Dec. 28, 
1869, p.5 (Jack Smith). 

19. Juvenile: Tele,graph, April 10, 1869, p.5 (copper boxes 
stolen); May 23, 1869, p.3 (Bricks); June 29, 1869, p.3 (assault 
on a white girl); Aug. 24, 1871,.p.5 (fractured skull); Oct. 
29, 1872, p.5 (Colbert Crawford). 

20. Times, Jan, 13, 1869, p.2. 

21. Negroes as farmers: Telegraph, Aug. 31, 1869, p.5 (many 
Negroes had gone into the country to pick cotton); Sept. 12, 
1869, p.5 (Negro farmers came into Houston to sell their goods); 
Nov. 11, 1870, p.5 (Negroes in town selling cotton); Jan. 14, 
1872, p.5 (Negroes went into the country to work on the plan-
tations). See also the Timep,, Feb. 16, 1869, p.3 which said 
that "If our colored people would handle the hoe a little morel  
instead of firearms, it would benefit them a great deal." 

22. Times, Jan. 28, 1869, p.3 (Negro told a white man that 
he lied); Telefiraph, Feb. 27, 1869, p.3 (roman , in the market). 
April 7, 1869i p.5 (white man complained of a Negro trespassing 
on his property but the recorder made the plaintiff pay the 
costs and dismissed the accused);. Sept. 5, 1869, p.5; Sep t. 
11, 1869, p.5 (white man kicked a Negro); Oct. 27, 1869, p.5 
(1% fine); Jan, 18, 1870, p.5 (thite man used threatening 
language to a Negro and was bonded to keep the peace); April 
26, 1870, p.5 (Man fined $10 for switching his Negro employee); 
April p, 1870, p.5 (Morgan-. Jackson case); May 3, 1872, p.5 
(Negro woman threatened to beat the rife of a white merchant). 

23, Barron-Thomas stabbing: Teleryaph, July 6, 1870, p.5, July 
8, 1870, p.5; July 101  1870, p.5; Dec. 21, 1872, p.5; King-
Anderson killing: Telegraph, July 6, 1872, p.5; Sept. 4, 1872, 
p.5. 

24. Times, April 22, 1870, p.3, 

25. Times, June 25, 1869, p.3, 

26. Vthite men in Negro saloons: Times, Jan. 20, 1870, p.3. 

27. Marriage of white and Negro: Telegraph,  Jan. 18, 1871, 
p.5; Jan. 21, 1872, p.5. 

28. Disorderly balls of Negroes: Telegrrph,  Jan. 12$  1869, 
p.3; 'arch 3, 1869, p.3; Feb. 23, 1869, p.3; Oct, 4, 1870, 
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p.5; Times, Oct. 29, 1871, p.3; Nov; 18, 1871, p.3 (attempted 
arrest of a Negro for misconduct at a ball, resulted in his 
*lunging into the Bayou and drowning while trying to evade 
arrest.). 

29. Times, March 13, 18691  p.3, March 18, 1869, p.3; Telegraph, 
March 16, 1869, p.5. 

30. Offenses committed' by the Negroes that the whites were 
also often guilty of: Telegraph, March 19, 1869, p.5 (concealed 
weapons); June 22 1869i 143 (sleeping in market); July 27, 
1869, p.5 (concealed weapons); Dec. 21, 1869, pla (concealed 
weapons); Jan. 7, 1870, p.5 (gambling); Oct. 22, 1872, p.5 
(carrying a pistol); July 1, 1870, p.5 (gambling), 

31. Telegraph, July 10, 1869, p.3*  

32. Disorderly houses of Negroes: Times, April 29, 1869, p.3 
("Happy Hill"). Oct. 8, 1869, p.3; Dec. 15, 1869, p.3 (disorderly 
saloon' and gambling house on the corner of Congress and Austin 
streets); Jan. 7, 1870, p.3 (raid on the Congress saloon). Jan. 
20, 1870, p,3 (white men fighting at a Negro 'house of ili-
fame."); Feb. 8, 1870, p.3 (boss of a Negro dance-house ar-
rested for hitting a womyn at his house); March 18, 1870, 
p.3 (insulting remarks made about white women on their way 
to the Purim ball); Telepiraph, May 23, 1869, p.3 (white girl 
fined for creating a disturbance at a Negro ball), Feb. 17, 
1870, p.5 (shooting as a result of a quarrel at a Negro ball); 
March 1, 1870, p.5 (fines assessed against the inmates of a 
Negro gambling house); July 30, 1872, p.5 (fatal fight); Sept. 
17, 1872, p.8 (Negro cut from ear to etax)4 

33. Times, July 1, 1870, p.3 (Negro rooms run by a white man); 
June 19, 1870, p.3 (description of the riotous house on the 
corner of Austin and Prairie); Telegraph, Aug. 20, 1870,.p.5 
(Mary Douglas); July 6, 1872, p.5 (prostitutes); Dec. 11, 
1872, p.5 (gambling house owner fined X50 for keeping a dis-
orderly house). 

34. TeleRreph, Dec. 7, 1872, p.5; for other references to 
this house see the Telegraph, Dec, 16, 1871, p.I; Dec. 21, 
1871, p.5, Sept. 8, 1872, p.8. 

35. Telegraph, Dec, 24, 1872, p.5. 

36. 'Sappy Hollow": Times, Aug. 1, 1869'i p,3, Nov. 26, 1869, 
p.3; Telegraph, July 2, 	p.5.. 

37. Teleeraph,  June 20, 1869, p.2. 

38. "Juneteenth" cabbrations in Houston: Telegraph, June 21, 
1870, p.5; June 22, 1870, p.5, June 23, 1870, p.5; June 16, 
1871, p.5; June 20, 1872, p.5, Times, June 22, 1870, p.3. 
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Y.M.B.C.: Times, May 6,1.869, p.3; April 30, 1870, p.5; 
Lay 5, 1870, p.3. 

40. Picnics, fairs, processions among the Negroes: Telegraph, 
May 16, 1869, p.3 (500 present at a Sunday school picnic); 
July 19, 1872, p.5 (Harrisburg picnic); Dec. 2, 1869 1  p.5 
(fair); Dec, 3, 1869, p.5 (fair); Dec. 30, 1869, p.5 (fair); 
Jan. 20, 1870, po5 (concert);* hug. 3, 1872, p.5 (Negro ser-
enaders); May 8, 1870, IY*5 (picnic); May 10$  1870, P+5  
(picnic), May 17, 1871, p,5 (fair for benefit of the Negro 
brass band.), 

41, Emancipation Park: TeletIraph, July 27 , 1872, p.5; Willie 
Parker Chestnutt,"Recreation end the History of its Develop-
ment among Negroes in Houston", 1936, MS in the Houston 
Public Library , pp. 20-21, 

42. Times, Jan, 22, 1870, p.3; Telelpaph$  Feb, 8, 1872, p.5 
(Negro man applied to the courts for relief), 

43, Telegraph, Dec. 31, 1870, p.5; for Negroes as farmers 
refer to note 21. 

44. Telerraph, Aug. 5, 1871, p.5. This Negro Labor Convention 
also condemned the action of A.L. Autrey, a conductor on the 
railroad, who made the Negro wife of the regro sheriffof Ft. 
Bend. County to leave the ladies' car on the train for a coach 
occupied by both blacks and whites. 

45, Telegraph, Aug. 6 , 1872 , po 5. 

46, Times, *July 30, 1870, p.3. 

47. Telegraph, Jan. 10, 1869, p.3 (haunted houses); Feb. 
27 , 1869 s  p.3 (ice story) ; Nov. 7 , 1869 p.5 (greenback 
trick). 
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